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They'll never miss
a minute of

CELESTION LTD..
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.
SURREY
C.4.

'CHILDREN'S

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

HOUR'

408,

HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.I3
Telephone

:

Lee Green 0309.

Near Lewisham Hospital

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
EX- R.A.F. CALIBRATOR UNITS TYPE 18. These units
consist of -100 klc Xstal 2 -EF 50 valves and numerous other

if you rely on

1

components (new boxed),

351- each, PIF.

EX- U.S.A. ARMY HAND DRIVEN GENERATORS

(as new).
162 volts at 60 mla, 3.1 volts at .3 a., complete with all
smoothing and circuit diagram, 351- each, Ditto, 425 volts at
115 mla, 105 volts, 32 mla, 6.3 volts at 2.5 amps., 6.3 v. at .43 amps.
at 55/- each.
A SPECIAL LINE OF VOLTMETERS. First -grade Moving
Coil 0 to 20 volts tin. square face, new boxed, 101 - each, in lots
of 3, 251-,
LARGE RECTIFIERS FOR CHARGING. 6 or 12 volts at
Complete with mains transformer for 2001250 volts
618 amps.
50 cy. I ph., £51216, carriage paid.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (New). Tapped input 2001250
volts 50 cys. I ph. Output 350101350 v. 180 mla. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.,

Output

Another 500101500 v. 150 mla.,
116 post.
4 v. 4 a., 3716 each.
6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., 4 v. 4 a., 4716, post 116. Another 6. 12 and 24
volts 10112 amps., 451- each, post 21 -. Another 145 and 17_ volts
at 30 amps. (auto wound), £41151 -, post 216. Another 701)í0 700 v.
Another 350101350 v. 200 mla.,
a., 4 v. 2 a., 301-.
80 mla.. 12 v.
6.3 v. 20 a., 5 v. 3 a., 451 -, post 216. Another 4, 6.3 v. and 126 volts
1

at

12

amps., 451,, post 216.

Another

175 and 20

volts at

31)

amps.,

951-, post 316.

WOUND TRANSFORMERS (Mains Boosters),
tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200, 220, 225, 240 and 250 volts at 1,500
watts (New ex- Govt.), £51101 -, post 5l -.
AUTO WOUND TRANSFORMERS (Voltage -Changer),
tapped 0, 10, 20, 25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 volts a.. 1,000
watts. (It will be seen that almost any voltage can be obtained
from this Transformer.) Price £51101 -, post 51 -.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS EX -GOVT. Input 230 volts 50 cys.,
I
ph. Output 1211 volts C.T. at 25 amps., 451 -each, carriage 51 -.
METERS ALL BY WELL-KNOWN MAKERS. Ex -Govt.
new boxed 1st Grade Moving Coil. 0 to I mla., 31I- ; Oto 40 volts,
151- ; 0 to 10 amps., 151- ; 0 to 5 mla., 1716 ; 0 to 20 mla., 1716.
AUTO

-

The CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO. Ltd,
EDX9P
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Radio and Television Components
are used by all the leading set manufacturers

Points
Design

of Low Contact Resistance
of Miniature Receivers

in

Circuit

B7G
Miniature
Laminated Valveholder
for

use

with

1T4,

poorly paid -let The
Bennett College help you to the top where there is always
plenty of room for the well trained. Jug choose your career
or let us advise you. The Bennett College, with its proud
tradition of friendly personal tuition and its long record of
Leave the overcrowded ranks of the

IR5, etc.

with 7 special sockets
giving extremely low contact
resistance and ensuring positive
location of pins. Tags and centre screen
centres .875, Hole Dia. I00.
Designed

triumphs,
pre -tinned.

Fixing

Major axis .1.093, Minor axis .680.
mounting either above or below chassis.
PLATE DIMENSIONS :

BRITISH
21

MECHANICAL

PRODUCTIONS

For

LTD.

BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I. Telephone : MAY fair 5543
Foremost in Valveholder design

you'íe SURE to

I

get it at

Catalogue
with NOV.
supplement
available
send

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS lá

,

-

2d.

stamp.

AVO METERS. -- Universal Minor, £810s. So. î. £1910s. Sig.-Gen.,
U3. Valve Tester. £16 10s
TAYLOR METERS. -All types available on hire- purchase. Send

for details.
WEYMOUTH. -M. and L. wave Perm. Tuning Unit. with integral
W/band switching. S /Het. or T.R.F.. 2lin. x 31in. x 41in., 48í9d. SIHet.
Coil-pack, covering S., M. and L. waves, 36,6d. Complete Perm.
Trim I.F. Filter. 465 kc /s. lin. sq. x lin., 4/9d. I.F. Transf., 465 kc.'s,
iron -core, tropicalised, 18/9d. pair. Matched pairs Coils. T.R.F.
M. and L. waves, 9/6d. pair. S /Het. S. M. and L. waves, 11,6d. pair.
Circuits included.
WEARITE. -" P " Coils-complete range in Stock -A. H.F. Ocs.
or B.F.O. 3'- each. I.F. Transi. 465 kc /s, standard size. 20/- pair.
Midget iron -core. 21/- pair. S/Het. Coil-pack. iron-core Coils,f.S., M.
and
waves, or 13-35, 34420, 200 -550 metres, 42 -. Jack Plug and
Socket, single circuit, 4/3d., closed circuit, 4161.
M /COIL SPEAKERS. -Page P.M., 213 ohm, Sin., 151 -. Rota P.M.,
2/3 ohm, 5in.. 21 /6d., with Transi.. 27/61.. or 1,000 ohm Energised.
with Trans.. 29í6l. 81n. P.M., 2/3 ohm., 24/-, with Transf., 30.'-, or
2.000 ohm Energised. with Transi., 33:61. loin. P.M., 23 ohm.,
32'61., or 1,500 ohm Energised, with Transf., 36/6.
ELECTROLYTICS.- Dubilier, 8 mfd. 500 v., 4,- (canned, 4/6d.) 8 -8
mfd. 500v., 6/61.; 8 -16 mfd.500 v., 8'61. T.M.C. 8-8 mfd. 450 v., 6/61.
8 -16 mfd. 450 v., 7 /6d. ; 32 mfd. 450 v.. 5'9d.
MAINS TRANSE.- Varley, Woden, Partridge. etc. -just about every
type in Stock.
EX -GOVT. ULTRA MIDGET 0/PUT TRANS.. 32-1, lin. x lin. x
fin., 3/ -. Ultra midget Parafeed inter -valve Trans.. 44. lin. x lin. x
P/Pull inter -valve Trans., 2.5-1 each half, lain. llin. x
l'in., 3/ -. 0 /Put Trans., 604. llin. x llin. x 1:. in.. 3' -. L.F. xChoke,
5
Finy..100 ohm. 150 m /a. 6/9d. D/Spaced Transmit Cond., split- stator,
150 P.F., each half, 4/9d.
MIDGET TWIN GANG -CONDENSERS.- .00035 mfd., lain. x
21in. x llln., 12'9cí. 50 P.F., 75 P.F. and 100 P.F., 5 /-.
;

STERN RADIO, LTD.,

115,

Central

;

Fleet Street, E.C.4

is

the most progressive, most successful Corres-

pondence College in the World. We teach nearly all the
Trades and Professions by post all over the Globe, DISTANCE
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE.

CHOOSE YOUR CAREER & WE WILL SEE
YOU THROUGH
Accountancy Exams.
Mining. Electrical EnginAds ertising
and
Sales eering
Management
Motor Engineering
Agriculture
Municipal
and
Counts
A.M.I. Fire E. Exams.
Ungillee rs
: \pplled Mechanics
Nasal Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Novel Writing
Agents
Plastics
Aviation (Engineering and Play Writing
Wireless)
Banking
Blue Prints
Boilers
Book -keeping.
Accountancy and Modern Business

I'luntWag
Police, Special Course
Preceptors. College of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps
and
Pumping
Methods
Machinery
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Quantity SurveyingBuilding.
Architecture Inst. of Quantity
and Clerk of Works
Surseyots' Exams.
Builders' Quantities
Radio Service Engineering
l'antbridge Senior School Radio Short Wave
('erl ifle:lte
Road Making and MainCarpentry und Joinery
tenance
Chemistry
Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
('Isll Engineering
Sanitation
('iril Sect Ice
School Attendance Officer
Secretarial Exams.
Ali Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim. E.d.E.B.
(Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural Shorthand
Short -story Writing
Engineering
Welfare
Draughtsmanship.
All Social
Speaking
in Public
u
Branches
Engineering
Engineering. All branches, Structural
Surveying
subjects and examina- Teachers
of Handicrafts
Lions
Telecommunications (City
General Education
and Guilds)
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport Inst. Exams.
Heating and Ventila Iins.
\Yewers,
Gaugers, InspecInstitute of Housing
tors
Journalism
\Velghts and Measures
Languages
Inspector
Mathematics
W elding
Matriculation
Wireless Telegraphy and
IetallwgY
Telephony
Mining. All subjects
Works Managers

If You

do not see your own 'requirements above, write to us
on any subject. Full particulars free.

Dept. 104,
THE BENNETT COLLEGE
SHEFFIELD

5814
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PRICES
SENIOR MODEL.
Type SC with Universal Transformer
Type SX *minus Universal
...
...
Transformer
JUNIOR MODEL
Type JC with Universal
..
..
Transformer
Type JR minus Universal
...
...
Transformer ...
BABY MODEL
Type BC with Universal
.. ..
Transformer ...
Type BX minus Universal
...
...
Transformer
MINOR MODEL
Type MC with Universal
...
..
Transformer ...
Type MX minus Universal
...
Transformer ...

£5 15 6
5 2 6

£5 0 0
4 10 6

£2 19 6
2 13 6
5

6

119

6

£2

Now that Stentorian Extension Speakers are coming back
to the shops the pleasure of listening again becomes
complete. Just plug in one of these superb permanent
magnet speakers to your set and you can enjoy its clear,
pure tone anywhere in the house ; sitting -room, kitchen,
bedroom, wherever you happen to be. Ask your local
dealer about them.

Stentorian
THE

PERFECT

EXTRA

SPEAKER

FOR

ANY

SET

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD.,

Notts.

Mansfield,

VALVE RADIAL
INDICATOR UNIT
13

SCAN

The Connoisseur

(Brand New Ex. M.O.S.)

-

Comprising:
151in. Catho,de Ray
Tube.
8 Type VR.91 (EF50)
Valves.
3 Type VR.54
(ECC34) Valves.
2 Type VR.92
(EA60) Valves.

The
" CONNOISSEUR "
high fidelity pick -up is now in
production and limited
supplies are available.

Potentiometers.
Assorted
Resistances.
19 Assorted
Condensers.

10
60

3

Ceramicetc. Valve
Tropicalised
Holders.

Gns.

Carriage Paid

in
throughout. Packed
crates.

original makers'

POWER UNIT
Type 33B.

input 24 Volts. Output 1200
Volts 200 Milliamperes.
Complete with smoothing
Chassis and
M.S.
Dimensions
cover.

I

17ín. x 7 }in. a 6)in.
'1'he motor generator

incorporated in this
unit is easily modifiod
to make an efficient
I h.p. electric motor.

e

50/.

x4

Has

7 6

carriage

&

:-

packing.

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS
(Leeds, LTD.,
54 -56,

The

Headrow, Leeds,

Faithful reproduction of all recordings
from 12,000 C.P.S. to 30 C.P.S.
New type damping material working in
gap direct on to armature does not affect
bass resonance point.
The required downward pressure is
ozs. which has been achieved without
counter -balancing or springs.
Being a constant velocity device, Bass
compensation is required in the amplifier
and alternation of high frequencies to suit
individual recordings.
Output direct from pick -up ... .1 volt
... .5 volt
With transformer coupled
Albion Electric Stores, 125, Albion
Apply to
Street, Leeds, I, or to Lawton Brothers (Sales),
Ltd., Henry Square, Ashton -under -Lyne.

I

'

Made by

:

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.
BRIGHOUSE. YORKS.
1
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OF ISSUE

Cand PRACTICAL TELEVISION
Ç.Jaat 1.1.0

iw

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

Inventors and Industry
ANEW link has been forged between inventors
and industry by the formation of the Amalgamated Research and Development Company. Most large industrial houses possess their own
research department, and many research associations have been established which confine their
activities to particular industries or type of products.
The new organisation, however, appeals to the small
industrial firm irrespective of its trade and to the
independent inventor of limited means who seeks
an added return from the exploitation of his idea or
invention. The new company fills this need and
provides that connection between industry and
inventors through which ideas may reach the
production stage.
It does not limit its work to any one particular
trade.. Its main objects are to develop through the
initiative of its own workers new products for
industry, including the radio industry, which
may involve the development of new processes
and new designs and to obtain a more efficient
use of scientific knowledge and endeavour by a
co- operative effort between scientific workers,
engineers and business men.
An inventor whose idea is developed and eventually marketed by this company is to be protected
by an agreement assuring him of an agreed percentage of the eventual profits accruing from the
exploitation of his inventions.

who flatly denied the existence of such a layer.
In 1924, Sir Edward Appleton devised a method
by which the existence of the layer could be proved,

and of measuring its height above the ground.
He asked for help from the Radio Research Board,
which is controlled by the Department of Scientific
Research. The Chairman of the Radio Research
Board was Sir Henry Jackson, another experimenter in the field of radio, and the Board decided
that Appleton should be given facilities which
he needed in his work.
The important experiment took place in December,
1924, when the B.B.C. lent their tranAmitter, at
Bournemouth, whilst the receiving station was set
up at Oxford. The principle of the experiment
was that if radio waves of a definite length were
sent out from a station two sets of waves should be
picked up on the receiver, one set should travel
along the ground and the other should be reflected
back to the ground from the layer in the atmosphere.
If the two sets of waves arrived in step they would
reinforce each other and give a strong signal. If,
however, by slightly changing the wavelength the
wavers arrived out of step they would tend to cancel
each other out and give a weak s' al. Moreover,
if the two stations were fixed and the wavelength
was changed continuously, the signals received would
wax and wane in strength, and artificial fading
' would have been achieved.
By
counting the number of fades
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
_
Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd., t
caused by a given change
I Tower Rouse. Southampton Street,
Strand,
wavelength it would be poe
W.C.2,
Phone
Temple Bar 9363.
calculate the distanrTelegrams
Sewn,,. Rand, London.
Registered at tie O.P.O. for transmission by
the reflected pa
Canadian Magasine Post:
ground path.
The Editor will be pleased to consider
articles of a practical nature suitable
In the e
for publication in " Practical Wireless."
Such articles should be written on one
worked e

The Ionosphere.
:
THE work of Sir Edward Appleton in relation to the Iono :
:
sphere is deserving of recognition.
Sir Edward went to Cambridge
University to teach physics in the
Cavendish Laboratory under J. J.
Thomson, in 1919. It must be
side of the paper only and should conremembered that when Marconi
tain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
succeeded in 1901 in sending
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
wireless messages between Engwill be made to return theme if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
land and Newfoundland this had
.411 correspondence intended
for the
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
been proved mathematically im' Practical Wireless." George Newnes,
possible, for it was thought that
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton
Strand, W.C.2.
radio waves must fly off the t Street,
Owing to the rapid progress in t
earth at a tangent and be lost. f design
of wireless apparatus and to
efforts to keep our readers in to
Heaviside in Great Britain and
with the latest developments, we
no warranty that apparatus de
Kennelly in the United States

had independently suggested that
there might be a reflecting layer
in the upper atmosphere which
prevented the waves flying off
uselessly into outer space, and
returned them to the ground.
There were many in Germany

12.15 r
1924

a

in our columns is not the s
letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings
and articles pub
t graphs
Practical Wireless" is
t reserved
throughout th,
t
t signatory to the Berne Ce
t the U.S.A. Reproductio
t of any of these are th'
,forbidden,
' Prat,'
f incorporates " Amate-
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ROUND THE
Broadcast Receiving Licences

p OF WIRELESS
B.I "R.E.

Meeting

following statement shows the approximate
number of licences issued during the year
ended September 30th, 1947.
Z rniihry
Region
2,1147,111N1
London Postal..
1,442,000
Home Counties

THE London section heard a Paper hy G. L.
Hamburger on " An Automatic I'n yuerlcy
Response Curve Tracer," read at the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street

1,685.000

h underjtand that the Kelvin Hall Committee

THE

(Gower Street), London, W.C.1, on November 13th
la st.

1,558,0170

Midland..
North Eastern ..
North Western
South Western..
Welsh and Border

1,442,0110

940,,000

623,000

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

.

.

9,737,000
1,047,000
167,000

Glasgow "Radiolympia "

?

of the Glasgow Corporation have appointed
a deputation to discuss with the organisers of
Radiolympia the possibility of bringing the exhibition to the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, early in 1948.
Pakistan Wireless Link

.

reported that a wireless link between
10,951,000
Western and Eastern Pakistan is being estab.4 rand Total ..
lished. A hatch of naval officers is being flown to
The above total includes 25,050 television Chittagong to pick up the wireless equipment
allotted to the Pakistan Navy; It is further
licences.
Prosecutions in September for operating wireless reported that H.M.I.S. Oudh is being anchored
receiving apparatus without a licence numbered at Chittagong to act as a wireless transmitting
centro for contacting Karachi.
358.

IT

Cossor at Olympia
NINE hundred people visited the radar studio
on the Cossor stand at Radiolympia every
By the sixth clay of the exhibition they
clay.
had worn a hole through the carpet. When
Radiolympia ended there was a hole in the floorboards themselves. This represents 20 years' normal
wear.

is

Factory Entertainment
ON the lines of the " Workers' Playtime " shows,
operating during the war, a scheme to give
similar entertainments in factories has just been

launched by National Industrial Entertainments,
18, Charing Cross Road, London.
The first unit, made up of stage and radio artists,
started work recently.
"

Radio Hire Purchase and Credit
Sales

THE Board of Trade, in consultation with the Central

Price Regulation Committee, have
an Order correcting three
ects in the Hire Purchase
ale Agreements Order
1947, No. 1194).

the citation of
he new Order

of " lawful
hich the
ted) so
elude

the

V
iniature radio developed in the U.S.A. which, in addition
complete self-contained battery superhet, also incorporates
with gomm. lens and takes colour pictures as well as
The entire unit weighs less
black and white type.
' than 41b. with batteries.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A Wartime Underground Factory
HE Eastern extension of the
L.P.T.B. Central Line tube
railway from Leytonstone to Newbury Park in its partially completed
form was converted and used during
the war by The Plessey Company,
Ltd., of Ilford, for the manufacture
of war equipment.
This air -conditioned factory con sisted of. approximately five miles
of running tunnel (single 12ft.
diameter tube) and included three
partially - completed stations at
Wanstead, Redbridge, and Gants
Hill (Ilford), making a total factory
floor space of :300,000 sq. ft. Intermediate points of entry at Cambridge Park and Danehurst Gardens
were constructed so that no one
had to walk more than a quarter
of a mile to and from his or her
work. Lifts were installed at these
two points, while at bwo of the
stations the normal escalators
A portion of a production line in the Underground tunnel utilised by
were used, and at the third, a short
the Plessey factory during the war. The miniature railway has a
flight of stairs.
gauge of t8ins.
A miniature
railway (18in.
gauge), extended throughout the
tunnels for the transport of raw materials and
Post Office Appointment
finished components. Where necessary this railway
- THE Assistant Postmaster General has appointed
was also used for passengers.
Miss P. M. James to be his Private
Secretary.
R.C.M.F.

1948

Show

Component Manufacturers' FederaTHELionRadio
announces that thé fifth annual Private
Exhibition of British Radio, Television and
Electronic Components and Test Gear will be held
in the Great Room at Grosvenor House. Park Lane,
London, ßb'.1, from. Tuesday, March _^n i, to Thursday. March 4th, 1948.
-

Pye O.B. Unit

LTD., Cambridge, have
pYE,B.B.C.
a contract for a

twee/god from the
complete outside
broadcast television van, including camera equipment. This installation, including pick -up tubes,
is based on the design recently demonstrated on
the Continent, and will be made in Cambridge.
Bermuda

Phototelegram Service

CABLE AND WIRELESS. LTD.,

have opened a phototelegraph
circuit with Bermuda, where the
service is handled by Cable and
Wireless (West Indies), Ltd.
The usual Empire charges apply :
£5 commercial, £3 Press, for a
phototelegram measuring up to
150 sq. crus. (24 sq. in.).
For
larger sizes there is an added charge
for each additional 100 sq. eins.
(10 sq. in.) or part thereof.

WE
Radio on trains was recently inaugurated on thé Italian railway
systems when the Italian Minister of Transport carried out the
ceremony pictured above.

Our Query Service
are still receiving a large
number of queries on general

subjects, and must again point out
that our Query Service has been
temporarily suspended due to staff
shortages. An announcement will
appear in these pages as soon as it
is possible to re- establish the
Service.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A Moving -coil Microphone
Design for an Efficient and Simply Constructed Accessory
By

o

R.

L.

have used
T ANY amateurs will on occasion
1V1their moving -coil speakers as makeshift
microphones. The sensitivity of these
instruments does, in fact, enable them to put up a
very good performance in this capacity. The quality
of reproduction from the microphone is governed
by several factors, however, and an instrument
designed primarily for loudspeaker work can
hardly be expected to give as good a performance
from the input end, and they will rarely be as
efficient as instruments designed for microphone
use. One of the outstanding factors is, of course, the
cone or diaphragm. In speakers, this must be
sufficiently robust in construction and thickness to
cause the necessary displacement of air under
quite powerful vibrations. This is somewhat of a
disadvantage when it is desired to vibrate the
diaphragm from sound-waves, produced externally,
which is, of course, what the microphone is required
for. Commercially -made microphones are, however,
the results of years of research and. where perfect
quality reproduction together with maximum
output is desired, there is a host of excellent
models from which to choose.
The author having tried out the making of
various forms of microphones, thought he would
see what could be done regarding the dynamic or
moving -coil instrument.

GRAPER

Eclipse pocket magnets. These are not toys and
when six of them are combined as shown to form
one magnet, an extremely powerful system is
produced.
Another important feature is the cone and speech
coil. This, being small and made out of thin brown
LUGS FOR
SUSPENSION
OF MICROPHONE

ECLIPSE
POCKET
MAGNETS

TERMINAL
PANEL

FABRIC DISC
FOR CONE
SUSPENSION

WOOD
CLAMPING

DISC

% 'DIA. BOLT
.410 FIEXAGOIY
NUT FORM/NG
CENTRAL POLE
OF MAGNET

ASSEMBLY

CLAMPING
DISC

SET

SCREW

BACK

SUPPORT

2B.A. DISTANCING ROD

PAPER CONE
AND

COIL

Fig. s.Detailed view of the complete
microphone.

Main Details

paper, is extremely light and well under Zoz.
The instrument finally produced is clearly seen in weight. The weight of the complete " heart " is
dimensions
its
True,
the drawings and photograph.
about 17oz., and the overall measurements are
are somewhat on the large side, but considering the 61in. over ribs by 31in. wide, the circular form
the
as
and
good,
extremely
performance from it is
itself being 5i.n. diameter.
cost was well under 15s., the small amount of conFigure 1 shows the assembled microphone,
main
The
rewarded.
well
was
structive work
with a vee- shaped section cut out to show the
actual
is
the
instrument
home
-made
novelty in this
general assembly of the magnet system, one of the
assembling of the magnet system from the small Eclipse pocket magnets being omitted for clearness.
It will be seen from this view that the magnet
ECLIPSE
assembly is fixed firmly to a back wood support,
'VOW
D!A.
POCKET
BOLT FORMING
1-I ;
MAGNETS
whilst the cone and coil is carried by a similar
SOUTH POLE
wood support at the front, the two parts being set
CLAMPING DISC
BEYELLED1_ t%2"D'/g
rWASHER
at the required distance by four lengths of 2 BA
CORK
IIOOLEUM
1+
bass screwed rod.

Q

®1

1

I

1..1A.4.

D/AM 11,.'ALU7IYS

WASHER TO RO°
OYEEWEX460N NUT

I---'-

23"°-I

_

y4

I Fi R
ay_
a

FIX/NG

HOLES

ROUNDED

SIX ECLIPSE
POCKET MAGNETS

k-60°

CLAMPING DISC

BACK SUPPORT
2 BA. CLEARANCE
HOLE

Fig.

2.-- ,Details of

the magnet assembly.

4

HEATED AND BENT
OUTER RAD /US OF
FRONT SUPPORT.

BA. CLEARANCE
HOLES 70 AGREE
WITH THOSE IN
BACK SUPPORT.

TO

TERMINAL PANEL
FROM

I3- PERSPEX

Fig. 3. Details of the magnet clamping disc and
terminal panel.
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Magnet Assembly

Figure 2 shows this clearly. A standard ¡in.
countersunk headed M.S. bolt is used as a central
pole piece, whilst the six Eclipse magnets are
arranged equally around, one to each flat of the
hexagon nut. The magnets are placed with similar
poles uppermost, these being shown as north poles
for convenience. In this manner it will be found that
the bolt becomes the south pole of the system, and
the thickness of the hexagon nut produces an air
gap of approximately Lin. This is, of course, large,
but an advantage is that the centring of the cone
and coil is comparatively simple. It would be impossible to keep these powerful little magnets in such a
position without some clamping device, and the
simple clamping disc and bottom washer, finally
devised, can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.
The disc is a push fit to the magnets and has six
small cut -outs on the rim. These are slightly
rounded, and of such a width and depth, that, when
the magnets are pushed on, they are anchored,
preventing both backward or sideways movement.
Full dimensions of this disc can be seen in Fig. 3.

T
3 OFF
rasc
4 BA

3i4

STANDARD
14'4` * %`1LV4. Má
BOLT FORMING
CENTRAL POLE

1q
DISTANCING

RODS

40FF.

2

94

.L._

AG S

OFF

2 BA

_

Fig. 4.-Pole-piece and distancing rod details.

This was in fact the procedure of assembly, and
when the magnets were assembled thus on the disc
this was lowered cbver the central bolt, the bottom
pole pieces of the magnets engaging firmly with its
particular flat on the hexagon nut.. Before
assembling finally, however, the bolt and its -nut
should be brought to a dull red heat in a gas -ring
or fire, and allowed to cool very slowly. When cold
it can be fitted permanently and the cork bevel
washer slipped on.
The three clamping bolts were then ps,..ed
through from the bottom of the base, the nutr. put
on, and the whole magnet assembly tightened .up.
The magnets were found to bite into the cork
bevelled washer in the process, and a very rigid
job was obtained. A certain amount of careful
filing of the slots in the clamping disc was necessary
to give a firm grip to the magnets, and yet allow
these to engage accurately with the flats of the
hexagon nut. Perspex sheet might have been used
for this disc, as the plywood used was found to
split too readily. Metal was avoided for this part
owing to possible effect on the magnetic flux.
The four distance rods were next fixed by the
nuts and washers to the back and front supports,
the distance between the supports being carefully

Fig. 6.-This photograph shows the neat appearance
of the mike.

The final cone and coil is shown in Fig. 7. Both
cono and coil cylinder were made from brown paper
of good quality. The cylinder was merely a narrow
strip wrappedtwice round a iw in. tube or rod. This
gave the necessary clearance from the Ain. diameter
of the central pole, this being, of course, the tin.
bolt. The apex of the cone was sliced off before
fixing the coil cylinder, a
in. rim inside being
allowed for final snipping round and gluing to the
LUGS FOR THE
SUSPENSION
OF WIICROPHONE

r-`4,5

e

attempts were necessary before a
satisfactory cone and speech coil was obtained.

AA.

3

CSK. HOLES

4 BA.

CLEARANCE

-- --

2BA CLEARANCE

A..1

28A.

CLEARANCE

HOLES

HALF VIEW
OF FABRIC
SUSPENSION

FOR CONE.
SNOWING
CUT -OUTS TO
CLEAR 2 BA.
DISTANCING
RODS.

adjusted to 2 116in.
A terminal panel was made from ¡in. Perspex
as shown in Fig. 3. This was heated gently and
bent to the same radius as the front support, and
fixed to it by two small countersunk brass screws,
as shown.
Several

SECTION ON

Fig. 5. -The magnet rear support, and front support
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inside of the coil cylinder. The cylinder was wound outer rim of the cone was treated with glue and
coil
at the end for fin. with four layers of 40 s.w.g. then lowered carefully into position, the
enamelled wire, with finest tracing paper between cylinder sliding down the centring tube. The top
the layers. The start and end of the winding was of the cone was then gently pressed against the
brought out to the rim of the cone as shown. A fabric. When set, the tube was carefully withdrawn.
The wire ends of the coil were then soldered to the
PAPER TUBE
two terminals.
DIAM. APPROX 3i.:
70
FACILITATE
/NNEN FORMED/
As a sufficiently small step -up transformer which
/,
CENTRING OF
CONE
X344
would fit inside the microphone was not to bawl,
FORMER
although there is sufficient space available inside
%IITSIDE
SAME DIAM
DIA. TO FIT
AS BOLT
for a small component, tests were made with a
INSIDE COI[
OUTSIDE DIA.
normal step -up transformer of about 1 -50 ratio.
CYLINDER
OF COIL SNDULD
The instrument was found to give really good
NOT EXCEED\
', 4 LAYERS
output using only a two -valve amplifier, quality
r.._ 140 S.w.G
fNAMLD.
being very satisfactory for such a home -made
instrument.
The instrument was also tested as a speaker, but
PAPER CONE
the cone being so light was not quite effective in
this capacity.
3/4
It is intended to fix a surrounding strip of sheet
rA
4,
with the necessary cut -out for the terminal
brass,
COMPLETED CONE
panel. The eight suspension lugs seen are only
PAPER STRIP FOR CYLINDER
half width of the wood supports for this purpose. It
is also proposed to fit a gauze disc in front for cone
COIL CYLINDER
FORMED FROM
protection. The eight lugs allow ample scope for
PAPER STRIP
effective suspension on various types of table or
upright stands, which can be of quite simple form.
i6Ó/á. TUBE OR ROD.
Fig. 7.-Details of 'the diaphragm and coil former.
Selecting the Poles
As the Eclipse pocket magnet is not marked as
touch or two of shellac was found helpful to secure to north- or south -seeking poles, to find the correct
the turns. The winding, being done by hand, it was way round to bring all six " like " poles to the top
found necessary to mount the cone on a rod the simple test of bringing two magnets near to
temporarily during winding. The 1 tin. long paper each other is the eaaiest method. When the
tube, also shown in Fig. 7, was found useful in final magnets tend to repel each other, the similar poles
centring of the cone. This was formed from several are opposite. Too much of this procedure is not
turns of paper on a #in. tube, this being the central good for the magnets, however, and the magnets
pole diameter. The outer diameter was made to should only be brought near enough just to feel
give a nice sliding fit to the inside of the coil the magnetic force. When assembled, test with a
cylinder.
small screwdriver. The central bolt should attract
A piece of thin fabric was next cut out as shown it with equal strength, as do the six outer poles.
it
but
in Fig. 5. Only a half view of this is shown,
All sizes given for the clamping disc bottom
is, of course, a complete circle with four circular cut- washer are for the 4in. bolt specified. A -gin. one
distancing
the
outs for clearing the 2 B.A. nuts of
was first considered but the 'air gap produced of
rods.
about 3/38in. would have made centring more
difficult. The hexagon nut of the 4in. bolt used
Fixing the Cone
in. and no
an air gap of just under
The instrument was placed on the table and the gives
experienced when centring the cone.
centring tube placed on the bolt (pole piece). The difficulty was

te_

.

Philco Radio Cuts

-

board of Radio and Television Trust
Ltd., have amplified the short statement
which was recently issued to shareholders,
and
viz.: " That owing to a low home quota
restricted export markets, the board have decided
to reduce considerably the radio part of the organisation, but home and overseas selling organisations
Tl

f

will be maintained."
Airmec Limited, which is the radio manufacturradio
ing company of the group, is a mass producer ofhome
sets. It manufactures Philco sets for the
market, sold through Philco Radio and Television
Corporation of Great Britain Ltd., and Airmec
sets for export through Airmec International Sales

Ltd.

of many overseas markets, has brought about the
need considerably to reduce the manufacturing
organisation.
Philco radio products will continue to be available
through Philco Radio and Television Corporation of
Great Britain Ltd., and Airmec Receivers through
Airmec International Sales Ltd.
The reduction of radio manufacture is to meet
prevailing conditions.

MASTERING MORSE
By the Editor of ',Practical Wireless"
3rd Edition.
1/-, or 1/2 by post, from George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

The small size of the home quota and the closing
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Test Instrument Design -1
Fundamentals of Service

The

Equipment Design and Construction Described
By

P.

E.

Oscillators and Buffer Stages
OSCILLATORS suitable for test gear have to
have above all else three fundamental
properties, stability, good waveform and
constant amplitude.
The most common types in use are the Electron coupled Franklin Dynatron, and various forms using
crystal control. The Colpitts and Hartley circuits
are used, but mostly in the V.H.F. ranges.
.

T

reality a two -stage amplifier with the final stage
loosely coupled to the input, so giving the necessary
feedback. A Franklin circuit properly built and
adjusted can give an output almost as stable as a
crystal controlled oscillator.
Two useful points td note in the construction of
multi -range gear is the single coil, no coupling
winding or taps. This is- a great asset. Also a
buffer stage is not so essential
in this type, as the second
stage is acting as a buffer to. a
slight degree.

In constructing, the

(a)

An E.C.O. circuit

is shown at (a), whilst
with R.C. -coupled buffer stage.

Fig. z.

TOOKE

As can be seen from Fig. 2 it uses two valves, in

It is now proposed to run over the types mentioned above, and give a working diagram, with
general advantages and disadvantages.
First and foremost the Electron Coupled, or
E.C.O. This is a very reliable oscillator if care is
taken in its layout and wiring. Stability is good, and
assuming that the " Q " of the coil is reasonable
the waveform is quite good enough for anything
but a substandard piece of gear. It has the
advantage that the coil needs no coupling winding,
just a tap; this facilitates switching in a multi range instrument.
Fig. 1 shows a typical' E.C.O. circuit. The coil
is tapped for the cathode connection at approximately one -third of the way up from the earthy
end. It works equally well with the triode or
pentode valves I have always found, however,
that pentodes tend to give more harmonics than a
triode.
An E.C.O. with a R.C. -coupled buffer stage is
shown at Fig. 1 (b). Although a buffer stage is not
essential, it adds just that little extra to the
stability of the whole instrument in which the
oscillator is incorporated.

coupling condensers should be
as small as possible to afford
even oscillation and constant
amplitude over the whole band
width. As far as test gear is
concerned this type should
only be used up to 5 Me /s as
it does not oscillate freely
above this, and I would not
really advocate its use.
So much then for the
Franklin circuit. It should
be remembered, though, that
it is very well suited to almost
all types of test apparatus.
The Dynatron is a good and
efficient type. Its uses, I find,
(b) shows an E.C.O.
are at the H.F. end, and as
the E.C.O. is much easier to
adjust at low frequencies it is
preferable to use this type. In a later article I
intend to go into the Dynatron more fully, so -I will
not go into it any further now.
The Crystal
The classic of all oscillators is the crystal. By
replacing the usual tuned circuit with a piezo-

;

The Franklin Circuit
The Franklin circuit is a little less known and
used, but if anything is superior to the E.C.O.

Fig.

2.-A
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use of
electric quartz crystal a very high degree of stability grids, etc. Also be very, very careful in the
can be obtained, the frequency being determined screened cable, as the capacity of it can upset the
by the cut of the quartz. An oscillator so built oscillation if not used prudently.
Leaving the heart of the instrument we turn to
can be used as a locking sdurce for a multi-vibrator,
the next stage which is almost as important : " The
frequency substandards, etc.
buffer stage." First let it be said that a buffer
H.T
stage is not on essential in any of these oscillators
I have mentioned here, but if one proposes to build
something to last and give accurate service it should
be incorporated.
The object of this stage is not to amplify but to
stop the impedance of the output, or next stage
load, from " pulling " the oscillator off frequency.
In fact, it does exactly as named, " buffers " the
oscillator from the load.
A pentode is the best valve to use. With a low
gain it can be tuned" or A.C. coupled. If tuned it
should,- of course, be ganged with the oscillator's
resonant circuit.
Care should be taken not to introduce any
distortion into this stage, as an oscillator with a
distorting buffer stage is worse than an oscillator
without one at all.
(b)
(a)
Fig. 4 shows the twd types of coupling, R.C. and
Fig. 3. -At (a) is a crystal oscillator circuit, and
H.F. Adequate decoupling should be used on the
at (b) a tuned plate crystal oscillator circuit.
oscillator plate and buffer screen in both types.
Here then, briefly, you have the main circuit for
Crystals can be obtained for all frequencies,
any
piece of gear using an oscillator, and really there
kc
/s
-100
10
being
gear
test
to
those common
not many which do not.
kc /s -1 Mc. Some crystals are cut to give two areIn next month's issue I will describe what is
frequencies, normally 100 kc /s and 1 Mc. With probably the most important item of the service
without
these you can " band switch " the oscillator
engineer's test equipment, namely the Signal
changing crystals. A crystal oscillator is simplicity
as
Generator, and also the Beat Frequency Oscillator.
taken
care
is
that
assuming
construct,
itself to
(To be continued.)
precision
in
all
as
layout
and
wiring
regards
gear.
Fig. 3 shows a conventional crystal -c o n t r oiled
circuit. A small trimmer
condenser connected across
the crystal gives a slight
variation of frequency. This
should be used with care,
however, as too great a
capacity can upset oscillation.
Then all the advantages of
stability expected from a
crystal is lost.
This particular circuit is
very rich in harmonics. If
only the fundamental is
wanted the plate should be
tuned as shown in -Fig. 3 (b).
A buffer stage should be
any case,
(b)
provided in
and if this is tuned harstage.
buffer
tuned
Fig. 4.-611n R.C. -coupled buffer stage and a
monics should not be a great
worry.
Now for a few general hints on construction and
and as
adjustment. The coil leads should be short
rigid as possible. At least 18 S.W.G. wire should be
used in wiring. If range switching is incorporated,
the R.F. coils mounted on the switch is a good idea,
and the L.F. as near as space permits. A good
By F. J. CAMM.
The use of trimmers is often abused.
to do the
ceramic type of the smallest capacitysealed
when
8/6, by post 9/be
should
They
job can't be beaten.
set to prevent vibration from shifting them.
NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
GEORGE
From:
as
Mounted straight across the coil, they should beuse
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Never
flop."
"
not
and
rigid as a whole,
flexible or semi -flexible wire except for top cap

REFRESHER COURSE IN
MATHEMATICS
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Useful "Surplus " Coils
Details

oT Some

Tuning Circuits and

a

Three -range Tuner Using Ex- Service Coils

By N. HERBERT

AIR -CORED tuning coils for the medium wave band are, by modern standards, large
o,- eponents needing large screening cans
and occ.ii ng much chassis space. With dust-iron
cores coiis for the same range are smaller and more
efficient, having a higher Q. Moreover, by screwing
the core further in or out of the former the tuning
adjustment of the LC circuit can be transferred from
the condenser to the coil. 'The disadvantage of
this is that the frequency range covered with a
given condenser is not so great as with the usual
tuning condenser and the method is obviously not
suitable for DX.
In some . circumstances, however, these disadvantages do not arise ; for example, in the construction of the high -fidelity tuner described in

Fig.

I.- Aerial capacity coupling to a three -range
circuit.

the May -June issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
If this is designed to receive three programmes,
all on medium waves, the tuning circuits can consist
of one fixed condenser of, say, 0.0002 mfd., together
with three " permeability " tuned coils, one for
each programme, and simple switching.
This means that the aerial cannot be inductively
coupled to each tuning coil without complicating
the switching, but this difficulty
-

is easily
.

This is insignificant compared
with C3, which can be
.

0.0002 µF, and the arrangement amounts to
having an aerial tap two -thirds of the way up the
tuned circuit.

Band -pass Circuit
Such a circuit alone would not be very selective
because of the load due to the aerial. A band pass circuit will give increased selectivity and
sensitivity and a suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 2
R1 C4 provides " bottom " coupling and suitable
values are 20,000 ohms and 0.01 ¡IF. '" Top "
coupling can be obtained if desired by twisting
two pieces of insulàted wire for a length of about
one inch and connecting as shown in the sketch.
-,Similar tuned circuits will be required in the
anode circuit of the R/F amplifier, giving a tbtál of
nine coils. This seems a somewhat formidable
number and normally would be so. However, at
the present time the radio dealers can supply a
coil unit, Ref. 10D/380, originally for the 1155
receiver, which has 13 dust -iron cored coils together
with a convenient switch and over 20 condensers
from 25 pF. to 0.1 pF.
This provides all the
components required, except for a few resistors, at a
total cost of 12s. Od.

Final Design
The winding of nine coils could be tedious if
they were all different, but this is not so in this case.
Using a former from the above unit the writer
wound a coil, located as shown in Fig. 3, having
three layers of 3C s.w.g. enamelled copper wire.
The layers have 25, 23 and 21 turns, close wound,
counting from the bottom layer. With a 0.0002 ¡iF.
condenser the circuit. resonated from 950 kc /s
with the core fully in the coil to 1,250 kc /s with the
core fully out at the bottom of the former. Three
coils, Ll, L4 and L7, wound in this way will suffice
for the " Light " programme on 1,149 kc /s. To
cover the " Third " programme on 1,474 kc /s,
three coils, L2, L5 and L8, each with one layer of

overcome by using

capaeitative coupling as shown
by the circuit in Fig. 1.
It will be noticed that this
removes the necessityfor winding
an aerial coil. The main condenser of the tuning circuit is
C3 ; Cl and C2 in series give
only a small capacitance which
is in parallel with C3. Suitable
values are C2= 0.0002 and C1=
0.0001 µF for the mediumwave band. This gives a capacitance in parallel with C3 of only
.0002 x .0001

.0002+.0001
i.e., 66.pF.

-

0.000066

MF,

v-

Fig 2. -Bandpass tuning may be used as shown in this diagram.
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and á second layer of 15 turns are required,:
again with the 0.0002 ,tsF
The coils L3,
condenser.
LO and L9 for the
y4
Regional programme will
depend on the particular
For the
one chosen.
Coil
á
Scottish Regional on 767
kc /s, four layers of 25, 23,
21 and 19 turns respectively
are required. These coils
are easily wound by hand,
but care she Id be taken
with the soldbring tags at
the top of the formels,
since these are easily
Ccre
Adjustable
broken off. However, only
Fig. 3. How the coil is two 'of the four provided
are needed.
made up.

25

_

-

The-final-circuit forthe tuner is shown in Fig. 4.
The circuit for V2 as an infinite impedance detector
is as in the May /June number of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS.

..

The whole tuner will go on a 9in, by bin. chassis,
which is quite small despite the relatively large
number of coils. In aligning the various circuits
without a signal generator start with the aerial
on the anode of VI and adjust the core position of
L7 until the local regional programme; or the one
particularly chosen, is received at maximum
intensity. Then move the aerial one tuned circuit
back each time, e.g., to point B adjusting. L4 and
readjusting L7 and finally with the aerial in its
input socket, adjusting L1and readjusting L4
and L7. The same procedure is then used for the
other two selected programmes.
The total cost of the tuner, using the above coil
unit dud including the valves, will be less than £2.
HT i--;;617

HT.-

Final

circuit of the complete tuner.
LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR FIG. 4

Fig. 4.

LI-L9 as in text.
C1,..0001 µF.
C2, C3, C5, C9,..0002
5F.
C10. .001 5F.
C4, .01 fcF.
C6, C7, CS, .1

FcF.

Rl, 20,000 ohms, :} watt.

R2, 500 ohms } watt.
R3, 100,000 ohms 1 watt.
R4, 5,000 ohms I watt.
Vl, EF39 or equivalent.
From the coil unit given,
close values to the above

condensers can be obtained ; the values are
not critical except that
C3, C5 and C9 must be
.0002 ,4F. for the coils
described.

Phototelegraph Expansion
PLANT which will enable the exchange of more
radio pictures between Britain and overseas
empire and foreign countries is being installed
by Cable and Wireless Ltd., who handle all oversea
phototelegrams in the United Kingdom. The
company's picture room at Electra House on
Victoria Embankment is being almost entirely
re-equipped, now that new machinery is becoming
available.
When completed the installation will provide
for simultaneous transmission and reception on
five radio channels.
In addition to several units designed for Cable
and Wireless at the Post Office Dollis Hill Research
and
Station, manufactured by General Electric
last year, the latest type of apparatus
- installed
has been purchased from Edouard Belin, of

Malmaison, France, and further modern machinery
is on order from Muirhead's of Elmer's End, Kent.
The two Belinograph units installed are each
capable of simultaneous transmission and reception
at the rate of four or more pictures an hour,
according Ito size. This equipment is designed to
operate at 60 and 120 revolutions per minute.
The design permits of reception in normal lighting,
the receiving cylinder being contained in a lightproof cylinder which can be loaded in a dark -room
to reception, and subsequently unloaded for
developing the film.
Transmission of a radio picture between any
two countries takes about ten minutes. Press and
other photographs, diagrams, charts, documents,
letters and even cheques can be transmitted
oversea by phototelegraphy,
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F. Frier, of Herne Hill, London,
S.E. °4, writes to say that he does not like
my comments in the September issue. One against
I have, however, received some dozens of letters
from other correspondents agreeing with me.
May I make it quite clear that I do not undertake
to write words which are going to be acceptable to
every reader. Moreover, if I did no one would
want to read what I wrote. It is observed that
those few readers who disagree with me evidently
regularly read what I do write. I reserve the right
to express my views whether you agree with them
or not. The views of the Press, thank goodness,
are not yet regimented or nationalised. I don't
suppose for one moment Mr. Shinwell liked my
definition of the Shinwell as the new unit of no
volts, but then I don't like Mr. Shinwell's views
either. Each individual in this country is entitled
to his views. You are enabled to express yours on
an equal footing with Mr. Shinwell or your servant
Thermion. If you don't like mine, you can always
turn to another page.
There are features in my morning newspaper
which I do not like. I don't read them. I know that
other readers do. I do not expect newspapers or
periodicals to be run entirely to suit me.
As an ardent supporter of the wastepaper
campaign such letters are welcome
These remarks apply also to D. R. Taylor, of Hull.
MR.

C. W.

!
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as a member of the organising committee .to find
criticism where he had expected praise.
Unfortunately, for such folk, I do not use my
pen to puff unworthy products, nor to write praise
where it is not due. What I think I write, or on
a public platform I say. I do not care two hoots
whether those views are palatable or not. My
views are sincerely held, and they are written or
spoken with helpful intent.
As far as the television arrangements at
Radiolympia are concerned, I agree with the views
of the correspondent I have quoted. Evidently
the Exhibition Organising Committee think with
me that matters could be improved, for in a;
circular letter to Exhibitors the Secretary has
invited constructive suggestions and criticisms on
Radiolympia while it is still fresh in mind. They
feel that such suggestions will be valuable in
planning future shows.
There are many people, of course, who can give
criticism, but they cannot take it, and who regard
suggestions as criticisms. I think wo have all paid
our tribute to the efforts made after a longish war
to stage the Exhibition, but it was not faultless.
I do not like the way in which the industry has

jettisoned the amateurs and the experimenters.
There was very little at Radiolympia in the way
of components.- The industry was founded on
the work of the amateur. I am glad to noto that
a mmnber of new firm's, howèver, are catering for
this numerous section of the community, and I wish
Television at Radiolympia
them well.
IHAVE had a chorus of complaints concerning
The fact is that the
is not yet on its
the television arrangements at Radiolympia. feet. It is floundering industry
about between television
Here is a letter typical of many : " Television at and radio and exports. It
seems to have forgotten
Radiolympia was a disappointment, the organisation about 1939, and that a vast
of people who
abominable. Not one in a dozen admitted to prefer to make wireless sets army
to experiment
stand round the gallery of the Television Studio with them instead of buying a and
commercial
could see a thing, whilst the seats reserved for the is in existence, greatly augmented by war receiver
training
privileged few were half empty.
in the various Services.
" As for Television Avenue, I trust next year
The
newer
firms, however, seem to be more in
exhibitors will:
touch with the public than members of the Radio
" (a) Illuminate their names.
Industry, who cannot be congratulated on any great
" (b) Place their sets sufficiently high to be show of originality at Radiolvmpia. The old goods
in a new box seems to be the order of the da0.
seen."
I would also repeat that it is wrong to invite
This letter comes from Mr. H. J. Phelps, of
vast crowds to pack Olympia, without securing
30, Elmcroft Crescent, Brent, N.W.11.
I have already voiced my own criticisms of adequate catering arrangements. It is also wrong
Radiolvmpia, much to the discomfiture of one from art exhibitor's point of view.
member of the organising committee, who did not,
In vast crowds like this, matters are made easy
however, have the courage to write to me direct, for the predatory and light- fingered customers who
but fulminated about my comments to one of lift so many hundreds of pounds worth of stuff
this journal's representatives. Apparently with' from these exhibitions.
Exhibitors go to
the Radio Industry Council everything it does is Raciolympia to show their wares and to get orders
perfect. A journalist must not criticise, which, for them. It is not a poppy show run for the benefit'
I suppose, is the spirit of the times. So I wrote to of the Radio Industry Council who, after all, take
this gentleman asking him to indicate where my very little risk, if any. Perhaps next year they
criticism was unfair or unfounded. He could not, will remember this and not run the Show merely
of course, do other than admit that he was annoyed for its gate.
!
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Construction

a New Series, the Economics and Main Details of Television
are Dealt With by W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)
Construction
Receiver

the First of

has already been mentioned in these pages

magnetic field is required, together with a suitable

that the construction of a television receiver form of adjustment, and thus it is probably preferfor present use is not a simple matter, and that able to purchase a ready -made article. Again, the

Haynes Radio product may be obtained and costs
32s. So far, therefore, the " tube and assembly "
(without mounting, which can easily be made)
costs just over £17. For the power pack a special
E.H.T. transformer is called for, delivering 4,000
to 6,000 volts at about 1 mA., together with a
high-voltage rectifier. There are a few of these
on the Surplus market at reasonable prices, but
if a new *one is purchased, again the Bost is fairly
high due to the high insulation demands. As
an indication of price the Haynes product is
62s. 6d. and the valve 20s. plus tax. High voltage
condensers, smoothing chokes and other apparatus
General Design
Before passing on to the main features which in the power pack may be obtained very reasonably
may be adopted by those who are prepared to from the Surplus Stores and there is no need to
speculate and spend the necessary time and patience go into prices here.
in obtaining results let us run over the general
points which interest every constructor. First Receiver Design
For the receivers there is the question of superhet,
of all, the cost. The complete equipment calls for
a vision receiver, a sound receiver (and this could or straight, but in any case at least six valves will
perhaps be left out if you have a really efficient be needed in the vision receiver and most of these
7 -metre receiver available), the necessary pair of will have to be of the special H.F. pentodo type.
time-bases, a power pack and a cathode -ray picture The Mullard EF50 is most satisfactory and costs
tube and its associated scanning equipment. 17s. 6d. plus tax. Ex- Government VR91s, which
Before the war manufacturers of television receivers are the war -time EF50, can be obtained new for
6s. each, whilst the necessary diode will cost about
were divided as to the type of tube to be used
To -day it is the same. If a separate sound receiver is built
electrostatic or electromagnetic.
practically unanimously agreed that the electro- up, a similar figure will have to be considered
magnetic type is best for the job. For normal for that.
The time -bases may use gas -discharge valves or
domestic use, a 9in. tube is the smallest which
should be used and, in fact, in the majority of hard valves, and although certain ex- Service
homes a larger tube is hardly worth while, as one valves may be used for the latter it is not apparently
has to sit farther away to avoid the distraction possible to obtain the former. The number of
of the scanning lines, and thus the ultimate apparent valves will depend upon the type of time-base built
size of the picture is about the same as on the up and there is a very wide variety of circuits
smaller tube viewed closer. These tubes to -day which may be used. To come down to the very
cost £9 each, to which is added purchase tax of simplest, a single gas- discharge valve for each
just over £3. Our own experiments have been base, with a pentode amplifier, may be used, and a
carried out with the Mullard 22 -7, which gives a hefty power pentode is called for. It is therefore
" black and white " image-actually a blue- white- obvious that, even obtaining a large percentage of
and which is fairly short in the neck. The only Surplus equipment, the total cost of the complete
scanning coil assembly at present available costs receiver will be in the nature of £25 to £30, whilst
34s., and a suitable line output transformer to if new apparatus is purchased throughout the
match is 32s. These are made by Haynes Radio cost may well be over £50. In addition to the
and so far as is known at present are the only expense there -then arises the problem of getting
home -constructor components of this kind available. it to work. A design was built up without the
They can be made at home, but as the final scan use of any test equipment (not even a multi and efficiency from the point of linearity, etc., purpose meter) in order to see whether it was
depend upon the design it is hardly worth while possible to obtain results on those grounds. Many
trying to make them. Furthermore, the line hours of patience were called for, using hit and miss
transformer has voltages of several thousand methods of lining up, and it was not found possible
developed as the result of the line fly -back and this to obtain satisfactory results.
calls for good insulation and other factors in design.
ill any case a large amount of

ex- Government
equipment which on the face appears suitable is,
in fact, useless if worth -while picture reception
is desired. Readers have made up equipment from
ex-Service tubes, etc., and have obtained good
results, but the risk of wasting money is very
great. -It may be mentioned here that the writer
has built a most satisfactory receiver using at
least 80 per cent. of Surplus equipment, but the
construction and setting up of the receiver have
proved that it is not a job for the ordinary amateur..
.

-

Other Items

A focus coil is also needed and this is not a
difficult item to make, but one has to weigh up the
cost against the efficiency here, and a very good

Test Equipment Needed
It was finally found desirable that a really good
C and R bridge should be available, and that all
condensers and resistances should be tested before
incorporation in the apparatus. Ex- Service valves
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were used and were all tested by substitution in
other equipment to ascertain that they were
satisfactory. As a matter of interest, of 15 VR91s
purchased, two were unsuitable, although they
would work at very low efficiency. To obtain the
necessary bandwidth for the vision receiver, a
signal generator had to be used. Trying to line up
by eye was satisfactory only in so far as it was
possible to " peak" all the. circuits to obtain a
picture, but to stagger the tuning to resolve even
the 2 Me /s bars on the test signal proved almost

impossible without introducing other troubles,

15

and even then occupied many hours and called
for extreme patience. An oscillograph may be
dispensed with for lining up, using a meter inserted
in a suitable part of the circuit, or using the picture
tube itself as an indicator, but if the time bases fail
to function properly locating the trouble will
prove very difficult and probably impossible
without the oscillograph.
So much for the general details of construction,
and in future articles we will deal with such details
as layout and suitable circuits, mentioning, where
possible suitable commercial components.

Networks for dual Speakers
Some Further Points on the Scheme Described
Bÿ K. KEMSEY- BOURNE

in

Our August Issue

IN the October issue of this journal there appealed amplifier

an article dealing with the design of " Networks
for Dual Speakers," in which details were
given of a simple system for splitting the audio frequency output from a set or amplifier so that
all the low-frequencies might be feci to one speaker
and the high -frequencies to another.

; if we put in Fig. 1 ( below) the figures
from the table, we have the state of affairs shown
n Fig. 2 ( page 16 ). In either case the inductances
can be made or bought, the condensers may be

built up by putting smaller values in parallel; it
remains only to put in the 3 ohm speaker for top.
Since this speaker has to present a 15 ohm load
to the network, we match it with a transformer.
Using the ordinary formula, exactly as we -would
for matching a speech-coil to an output stage, we

Problem
Design data were given for networks to feed two
speakers of the same impedance -that is, both have
speakers were either 3 ohms or 15 ohms, for
/
example-and the amplifier output was asssumed Transformer ratio -,s /Impedance A
to give an impedance match to one such speaker.
A number of readers wrote to say that they wished Thus Fig. 2A is modified to the circuit of Fig. 3,
to construct such a network unit, but that the -and the network is complete ; Fig. 2B would be
exactly similar in modification.
For small powers an intervalve
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ratio will serve,
but if the network is handling
more than a very few watts
power output then a more
ruggedly constructed transformer is essential.
Impedance Variation

It is worth remembering
that speaker impedances are

not constant over a range of
frequency. The stated impeFig. i. -The two basic circuits, and the values of capacitance and
dances are usually measured
inductance for use in each. C in microfarads, L in microhenries.
at 400 cycles, where a speaker
probably has its lowest
speakers they had available were of different impedance. A nominal 15 ohms speaker may
impedances; what could be done when there was actually present load of as much as 80 ohms at
a large 15 ohm speaker for the bass, but no 15 ohm 75 cycles, 25 ohms at 1,000 cycles and 60 ohms
smaller speaker for the top, while there was a at 10,000 cycles. That is why we do not need to
suitable 3 ohm model that could be used for the be superlatively accurate in the ratio of the matching
top ? Since this is likely to be a common state transformer. In the particular case above, the
of affairs, we will deal with the method adopted. system might sound perfectly satisfactory if the
additional transformer were omitted., particularly
The Problem Solved
with low- powered outputs ; it all depends on the
For convenience the circuits for two types of speakers and cabinets used.
network and the correct values of inductance
and capacity are reprinted in Fig. 1.
Choice of Circuit
Now, we have a 15 ohm speaker for the bass,
If you have a 15 ohm speaker that you intend
and we will thus use a 15 ohm output from the to use for bass. then work with a 15 ohm output
t

3,400
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It is obsiiously economical to choose the type of
network that fulfils the impedance requirements
and yet involves the smallest values of capacitance.
Electrolytic condensers are avoided because they
are polarised, and they draw more power and
generate more noise than paper dielectric con-

from the amplifier and make your other speaker
fit the network as above rather than use a 3 ohm
amplifier output, with the appropriate network
values, matching the 3 ohm speaker directly and
using transformer- matching for the 15 ohm speaker.
It is easier and cheaper to get large inductances
than large capacitances; also the bass speaker

densers.

The audio- frequency working
voltage across the network condensers will not normally be
more than 10 volts, so that
50 -100 volt working components,
such as are nowadays cheaply
available, are more than satisfactory.

/5.6pF
Top Speaker

3n

A Warning

Bass Speaker

One final point : you can
choose either of the circuits
shown basically in Fig. 1, whichever suits you best. You may
use one or the other, hut not a
mixture of both. One reader
.who has a 15 ohm speaker and
another of 3 ohm unit asked if he

1511

775pP
Top

Speake-

3n

Output
Stage

Xn

Bass Speaker

/5n

Stepdowñ

3400pH

;1

Pero

2.Practical application of the circuits shown in Fig. t.
The 3 ohm speaker is finally matched as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.

might connect them to the 15
ohm and 3 ohm tappings on his
output transformer through a
mixture of the two basic types
of network. Perhaps he was
disappointed to hear that that
sort of thing would not work.
If you work, on . the lines of the
circuit of Fig. 3, or of Fig. 2B
similarly modified, your results
will be satisfactory.

handles most of the power normally, and it needs
to be the more carefully matched. Another point
is that in adopting a 15 ohm output from the
amplifier we use a maximum of the windings on
the output transformer. There are more good
reasons for using a 15 ohm output tapping, but
those cannot befully discussed here at present.

f

,Patio

16NF

l

Output

The Condensers

The original article included a reminder to
would -be constructors that the capacity of a
number of condensers wired in parallel is the sum
of their individual capacities. In other words, two
8p. F condensers in parallel have an effective capacity
of 16 1/F ; thus 37pF can be built up by wiring in
parallel any condensers such that the sum of their
individual capacities is 37 µF, such as four 8 µF,
one 4,uF and one 1p.F.

Stage

Top

312

Boss Speaker

1700,uH

A

/5I1

55 ohm speaker for bass, and a 3 ohm
Fig. 3.
speaker for top finally matched to the basic network shown in Fig. s (left).

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERS
By

F.

J.

Screw Thread Tables, 51 -, by post 513.
Refresher Course in Mathematics, 816, by
post 91 -.
Gears and Gear Cutting, 61 -, by post 6/6.

Workshop
Formulm,

Calculations,
61 -,

Tables

and

by post 616.

Engineer's Manual,

1016, by

.CAMM.
and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket
Book), 316, by post 319.
Screw Thread Manual, 61 -, by post 616.
Newnes Engineer's Reference Book, 421 -,

Wire

by

post 431 -.
Published by

NEWNES, LTD.,
STREET,
SOUTHAMPTON
GEORGE

post 11/-.

Speaker
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:

ONDON CENTRAL

"LIFE-LONG `VALVES"

RADIO STORES

" RESEARCH SUPPRESSED "

at BULL'S wonder how much Truth
there is in it-what we know is-our
VALVES are LONG -LIFE Products.
URIMAR. -1D5. 1D6, 513250A, 6B6
We

EX -ARMY HIGH RESISTANCE HEADPHONES on light weight head)and,
Brand new. 121 per pair.
" WESTECTORS." 'Type W.X.O. Brand
new. 1/6 each.
EX-RADAR VIEWING UNITS. Consisting

6K6. 6K7. 6SJ7. 6SN7, 617, 6V6. 7B5, 7B7
768, 7C6, 7Y9, 8D2, 9D2, 1OD1, 11D3, 11D5
12SR7. 25Z4, 15D2.

('OSSOR. -4TPB, 4TSP. I3SPA, 13VPA
40SUA, 41MHL, 41MP, 41MPT, 41MRC
41STH, 42 -OT. 420T-DD, 42PTB, 202VP
202VPB, 203THA, 21ODDT, 21ODG, 210LF
2I5SG, 220HPT, 2200T, 22OP, 220PA
DDL4, MP /PEN, MS /PEN, MSPPENB
MVS/PEN, 0M4. OMB, 0M9. OM10, PT10
IIIVAC. -XD, XH, XL, XP. XSG, XY
M ARCONI / OSRAM.- CRT-E4102/13 ./7
D41. D42, D63, DA30, DG2, DL63, DL74M

DN41, GTIC, GU50, H30. 1163, HA2, HD24
HL2, HULK. KT2, KT41. KT44, KT61
KT63, KT66, KT71, KT74, KTW61, KTW63
KTZ41, KTZ63, KTZ73M, L2B, L63. LP2
LSOB, M1141. MKT4, MIA, MS4B, MSP4.
MX40, N14. P2. PT25H, PX25, QP21, S23
U10. U14. U16. U17, U18,'20, U31. U50, U52
5574. VMP4G, VMS4B. W21, X61M, X65
X71M. Y63, Z22. Z63, 301, 302. 303, 304.
MAZDA.-AC2PenDD,
ACOPEN
AC5PENDD, ACOPEN, AC/P. ACPen
ACP4, ACTHI, Dl, DCP. DCSG, DD41
D0101, D0207, DD620, H210. 11L21DD
HL23, HL23DD. HL41, HL41DD. 11L42DD
HL133DD,
HLDD1320, P41.
Pon25

Pen45DD, Pen46, Pen453DD, PenDD4020
0P25. QP230, SG215, SP41. SP42, 2P2220
TH233, TH2321, TP22. TP25, TP26. U403
UU7, V914, VP23, VP41, VP133, VP1322
UY5,300.

MULLARD.-2D4A,

2D13C, 5U4, 5Y3
6C5. 6C6, DOD. 6.37, 6L6, 6Q7, 6R7. 164V
AZI, AZ31, CBL31, CCH35, CL33, CY1
CYIC, CY31, DAF91, DF33, DF51, DF91
DK91, DL35, DL92, 13024. D026, D030
DW2, DW4!350, EA50, EB34, EBC3
EBC33, EBL21, EC52, ECC31, ECC32
ECC34, ECC35, ECH21, ECH35, EFS, EF6

EF22, EF36, EF37, EF39, EF50, EF54
ELI. EL3. ELM, EL33,. EL35, EL38
Eí.50, EM4, EM34. EM35, FC13, FC13C
FW4'S00, HLI3c, HVR2, HVR2A, 1W4'500
KBC32, RF35, XXII. leL35, 'Pen4VA
l'en428, PenAA, PM2, PM2HL, PM4DX
PM12M, PM22A, PM22C, QP22B, SP4
S P413. SP13, SP13c, TOD, TDD2A
TDD13C, TH4B, TH30C, TT4, 1352, VP2
VP2B, VP4, VP4A, VP13A, VP13C
.

UBL21, UCH21, UY21, UY31.

AMERICAN. -OZ4,

1A4. 1A5, 1B4,
1E5. 1E7, 1E4, IF5. 1E6. 1F?. 106,
1LC6, ILN5. 1S5, 1T4. ITS. 1-V, 2A6,
2B6, 2B7, 2X2. 3A8. 3B7/1291, 305,
5514. 5Y3, 553. 5Z4m 6A3, 6A4,

1D7
1106

2A7
5134

6AS

6AB7/1853, 6AC7;1852, 6AE5, 6AE6, 6AG5
6AG6. 6AG7, 6AK5, 6164, 6B7, 688, 6C4
6C5, 6C6. 6C8, 6D5, 61)6. 6138, 6E5, 6E6
6E7, EF6, 6F7, 6F8, 6G6, 6116, 6J5, 6J7
6J8, 6K6. 617, 6K8, 6L5. 616. 617, 6N7
6Q7, 6P5, 6R7, 6SA7, 6SC7, 6SF7. 6XG7
S6H7, 6S37. 6SR7, 8SL7, 6SN7, 6SS76SR7, 6T7, 6516, 6X5, 6Y5, 7A6, 7A7. 7B5
7B6, 787, 7B8, 7C5, 7C6, 7C7. 7H7, 7S7
7Q7, 7Y4, 10, 12A, 12A5, 12A6. 12137, 1208
1235. 12K7,12K8, 12Q7, 12SG7, 12SS7
12SK7, 12SQ7, 12SF5, 12SR7. 1255. 14.47
14136, 14Q7. 15. 17. 20, 22. 25A6, 2516, 2515
25Z4, 26, 27, 28137, 29, 30. 31, 32. 33, 34
35A5, 35Z5, 36, 37, 38, 39/44, 41, 12, 43, 46
48, 49. 50. 53, 55. 57, 59. 77, 79. 80, 81
83. 84, 89, 807. 832, 866A, 954, 955 956
11726, 1299A, 1626, 7193. 9001, 9002, 9003
9004. 9005, 9006, and 101 more types.

Order C.O.D. above listed numbers or
equivalents (subject to stock). Please
enquire for any valve you require, even
if not listed. We may have it. Old and
new types are arriving daily.
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
Service Sheets, British, 10'8 per dozen
Radlocraft Library, 10 complete books
(unrepeatable), 36' -. Batteries, exA M units, inert, 120v , 10/9. 60v 5,9.
Radio Maintenance and Servicing
(took, 8'6. Midget Speakers, 2in.,
works the M.C.R.I., also as extension,
7 6.
'Primmer Tool Kits, complete
outfit for set aligning. 311-. V lOor
Portable ¡(lee. Cooker, with oven (no
tax) £2 2s. 60. " Vibro -Are " Metal
Engraving Pen. 15/ -. Hobbles Outfits,
at 301-. 25' -, 17.6 and 16/6.
STOP PRESS. -Aso Battery Oscillators, £12, plus 51- Carr. Television
Sets
Baird's " Garrick " Model,
1210, tube, radio combined. Crystaltone Electric Record-player, £13.'5'6.
,

Write at once please, to BULLS (PW)
246. high Street, Ilarlcsden, N.R'10

The

"

Fluxite Quins " at Work

"

What's all this soot " came a yell,
"03's handiwork, I can tell."
Cried EE, " Well, by jinriny !
He's flopped down the chimney
And taken our FLUXITE as well ! "
?

See that FLU XITE is always
by you -in the house -garage
workshop
wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all

-

-

ironmongers -in tins,
IOd.,

To

116

and

CYCLISTS :

For

31 -.

stronger

wheels that will remain round
and true,' here's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
with FLUXITE
It's simple
but IMPORTANT.

-

-

of bin. uliauleter electrostatic C.B. Tube,
valves, including 4 EF50, potentio7
meters, resistances and other components.
Lt Metal cabinet, 18 x 8 x 7lin. Bargain
price. £3,7/6, cart. and pkg. 17/6 extra,
10'- allowed for return of case.
MULLARD Loctal 9 -pia valve holders,
6,/- per doz.

MOVING COIL HEADPHONE OR MIKE
INSERTS. Voice coil resistance 30 ohm.
5/- each.
FRACTIONAL H.P. A.C. MOTORS. Brush
type, 220 -231) v. 50 cycles, approx. 5,000
r.p.m. Overall diatn. 10 x 4in. ,in. spindle
extends lin. both ends. 37/6. Post 2,6

extra.

Telephone line or uniseleeto switches,
3 or 4 bank, 21i contacts. Have carious
applications, including automatic tuning
circuit selection, etc. Operates on 25.50
volts. 3 bank, 25/- ; 4 bank, 28/6 ; 6 batik,
30,/ -.

We have a large stock of Ex -Govt. Radar
L.14.1'. and Radio Receivers. It will pay

you to give us a call. Nearest tube :
Leicester Square.
EX- G.P.O. ELECTRO MAGNET COUNT500 ohm D.C. coil, count up to
ERS.
9,999, operate from 25 -50 c. D.U., numerous
applications, 5/6 each.
POLARIZED RELAYS, 5/9 each.
Camera Motors, tlitnensions
EX- R.A.F.
3iti. x 2in. x 11in., 12v. and 24v., 8/6.
TYPE R1147A. 7 -valve t'.H.F. receiver,
range approx. 200 megacycles (with 4
Acorn valves).
A real opportunity.
Beautifully constructed and fitted with
micro- condenser drive.
Valve types:
two 1'(1':36 and EBC 33, three 954, one 055,
In black metal case, Sit, x 7in. x 6111.
Set complete with calves.
Carr. paid,
£2 Ts. 6d.

TWIN ELEMENT HEAVY DUTY sliding
rc-iiuurr. in the following sizes 5.4

ohm at 20 autps., 47/6 ; 12 ohm at lu
amps., 39 6
70 ohm at 5 amps., 35,
Single Lk m,ut 14 ohm at 5 atop., 138.
SELF ENERGISING HANDSETS, 15, -.
TELSONIC 4 valve portable, new, fixed
Iallge, 5105l ,It' for conversion to Midget
set, 37;6, plus 2 :6 postage and packing.
Brand new ('lass B output Amplifier,
:

The
FLUXITE
GUN
puts
FLUXITE where you want it
by a
simple
pressure. Price
or filled,
I /6,
2/6.

.

ALL MECHANICS

WrlLi(

vw

>;?.-.>.;

LUXI

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

"

Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT
SOLDERING and for 'Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on °' WIPED
Price Id. EACH.
JOINTS,"

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I

www.americanradiohistory.com

ready. for use, 151-.
'The fatuous R.A.F. 1155 all -wave set,
5oiuplete with separate Power 1-nit and
Speaker, £20. Carr. and pkg. 1716 extra,
10'- allowed for ref urn of case.
New 2 -Valve Battery, Class B, output
amplifier, 25,1 -.
VISUAL UNITS. With 4in. Cathode Itay
Tube, ttto EP.-,0 and two VE.54 calves,
pot cut iOtileters, Mc. Complete on chassis
15 x 51 x 5in., 42 6. ('arr. and pkg. 17/6
extra. 10,- allom,l for return of case.
We st ill have shocks of Ex- R.A.F. Valves
ts vlvertised in precious issues.

LONDON CENTRAL

RADIO STORES
23 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2
(GERrard 2 96 91
Closed

Thursday

1
p.m.
Saturday.

Open

all day

January,
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Radio Components
At Bargain Prices
Short wave tuning condensers, 250
mmfds., with epicyclic reduction
drive and control knob and dial.

Relays,

D.P.C.O. 2 volt activating

coil.

5/2/6

Tank coils, approximately 40 metres,
silver plated windings, 31in, diameter
rotary tap and tap counting dial,
aerial tap with counting knob.

7/6

Ultra short wave 3 gang condensers,
50 mmfds. per section, with extension shaft and coupler, degree dial.

7/6

2 gang

5/-

ditto.

wave midget tuning condensers, 100 mmfds., small knob
marked degrees.

Short

2/6

Add 9d. for orders by post.

THE STAMFORD RADIO CO.
STAMFORD STREET,

199,

ASHTON- UNDER -LYNE, LANCS.
Telephone

.4

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
OWNER
AND

audience
MORE AND MORE people are

enjoying good radio entertainment through the smooth power
provided by Pertrix accumulators. Every Pertrix product
gives a consistently high performance -just a little more
than the promise. For troublefree listening choose the accumulator in the red and yellow
pack. Most good dealers stock
them.

137

BATTERIES
Victoria Strest London

ASHton 1964.

FOR THE

growing

HOLSUN

:

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to ..how our
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept.. stating your requirements. It places you under no obligation

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

LIMITED
S.W.1

Pit

Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject
marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales
Elementary Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.
'British Institute of Radio Engineers
Y.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
R.A.G. Ireiess Operator and Mechanic
%

Examination students are coached until successful
Age
Name
(ESE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address
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Afterthoughts on Radiolympia
A Visitor Looks Back on This Year's Radio Show
By THE MARQUIS OF DONEGALL

OCVIOUSLY, the fact that far moro people
attended Radiolympia in 1947 than attended
in the record year of 1934 leaves no room
to doubt that people do not mind going to an
exhibition where they are very doubtful whether
they can buy something or anything.
This first post -war radio exhibition -16th since
the first at Central Hall, Westminster, in 192.2
divided itself into three categories. These were :
Radio proper, television and what I would call
offshoots or gadgets.
It is impressive that there were 20 more exhibitors
than before the war -190 in all. Figures of
attendance are difficult to compare, because the 1939
exhibition closed prematurely two days before the
outbreak of war, when the military authorities
requisitioned Olympia.
I think you would have been surprised, as I was,
to see so great a proportion of high -grade timber
employed,- as opposed to the more readily available

-

loudspeaker in a case hardly larger than a folding
camera.
I did not notice any undue tendency towards
press- buttons, except in automobile radio. It is
obviously a good idea if the driver' of a car can
push a button and get his stat ion, but the industry
seems to have come to the conclusion that a great
many of us fans still enjoy fiddling with knobs.
Television
So far as television is concerned,

it is definitely
far better than before thé war. The largest exhibit
was a combined radio, television receiver and also
radiogram: I did not even dare ask the price.
From the gallery of the National Hall you could
look down into a B.B.C. television studio and see
them rehearsing all kinds of television and sound
programmes, including lima, Merry -go -round and
other favourites.
Along what they called Television Avenue you
and attractive plastic materials.
could go into a number of cubicles and view for
A sensible and obviously consequential trend was comparison the results of 39 receivers manufactured
the predominance of the table type of model as by 24 different firms. Most of the viewing screens
opposed to the pre -war trend to make the radio aro designed for viewing from about
loft., in an
set a piece of full -length furniture.
average room. The Technical
preferred
Reception has improved, and so anxious was each female voices on the public Committee
system and
maker's representative to prove to you that this there we found our old friendsaddress
Joan Griffiths and
was the case in his particular product that it is a Barbara McFadvean, who, as many
of you rememwonder that even strict organisation was able to ber, announced Forces Favourites during
the war.
prevent tho unwary citizen from being blasted out
of the building.
" Gadgets"
This in itself was a technical achievement,
Now we come to gadgets,
call them. There
because you could hear most of the sets that you was, for instance, a machineas I may
say a rather
wanted to hear and yet the entire noise seemed disconcerting machine
to blend into an harmonious whole wherever you 'which records the
happened to be listening.
activities of brain cells.
There was emphasis on midgets, the smallest I What will thej- plague
saw being a four -valve battery superhet with us with next y

-

A new form of record changer and the " umbrella"
enlarged on the right.

type release, shown
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Then there was " Rebecca," a working demonstration of the famous approach system for aircraft.
In this a model aircraft was used which gave a very
realistic simulation of actual working conditions.
There was also a lightweight direction finder
weighing only 16 lbs. to give instantaneous bearings
to aircraft.
What was called the air-traffic control room was
designed to show the non -flying public the care
that is taken and the system used in plotting
movements of aircraft in Southern- England and
round the coast in accordance with reports received
by radio. I thought this a very good thing because
the vast majority of visitors to Olympia never had
the opportunity of seeing an operations room
during the war, except in very censored form on
the films.
Then there was what Field -Marshal Montgomery
is alleged to have christened " the Number 10
thing " -in other words, Army wireless set No. 10.
This was demonstrated by Royal Signals, who
worked it in Normandy. It was the means by
which Churchill and Montgomery could talk to each
other without fear of breaking secrecy.

An " Ambassador " receiver in which special
attention has been paid to the short -wave tuning
ranges.
To be semi-technical for a second. No. 10 enabled
Britain to lead in centimetre wavelength technique
and was certainly the first apparatus of its kind
to enable eight separate two -way telephone conversations to be carried on simultaneously.
The demonstration of this was a Ministry of

Supply effort.
Being a hit of a horologist, I was interested in
seeing the quartz crystal clock, said to be accurate
to aten -thousandth of a second, and now used at
Greenwich Observatory.
Police Radio
Next we come to a fascinating demonstration of
how radio has influenced Scotland Yard's entire
system of crime detection. In other words,
" dialling 999." This demonstration was a replica
of part of the Information Room at the Yard.

Personally, I had not realised that, apart from being
in communication with patrol cars all over London,
Headquarters also contacts police launches on the
Thames. Frequency modulation is, of course, the
system used.
The Metropolitan Police apparently have not a
monopoly. The system is used by a fleet of tugs
on the Tyne and by a Cambridge taxi service that
gives its drivers new instructions without the
necessity of their returning to the depot.
Of course, gadget -minded, as I profess to be,
I sometimes get a good laugh, because I think
that there is a limit to what modern science should
do for the fool. When you get to a set that incorporates an electric clock for the absent -minded
listener, switches on the programme he has preselected and shuts itself off at the end of the programme in case he forgets to do so -well, I think
we've about had it
There is quite a thought there, you know, because
if the machine is going to do everything for us
there may come a time when, a few generations
hence, Man will be incapable of doing anything
for himself-even inventing something to give himself less trouble.
Quite frankly, I am not particularly interested
in any of the " new models " which I saw at
Radiolympia. I am interested rather as the
purchaser and not as an expert, and I do not think
that, until somebody produces something which is
radically different from the 1939 models, I am
prepared to spend my depleted pounds. And I
think that is the attitude of most of the radio fans
in this country. I am not going on to say what
I think of -the B.B.C. and how my opinion was
confirmed when I went to America quite recently...
I can only say that I think that the B.B.C.
is in the doldrums of adolescent know-all -ism. I
have thought so since I first went to Savoy Hill
when I was an undergraduate at Oxford. On the
other hand, during my 17 days on a freighter from
Glasgow to Galveston in Texas, I had with me a
new British Double -Decc& I threw a string, as I
call it, out of my porthole and hitched it up to the
nearest mast, and from the day that I left Glasgow
I received the B.B.C. Overseas Service on my
battery portable until we were just coming into
Galveston, Texas, where naturally the American
network became too strong and I could ho longer
receive the B.B.C.
I regard the British radio industry as in the same
position as most other industries in this country.
Sabotaged But there is no doubt that we can do
it. And if Radiolympia proved anything, it
certainly proved that.
There are several machines that will do the
same as my Double Decca, but the Americans
were amazed at its performance. They had never
seen a commercial machine running on batteries
which would do short -wave, long -wave and mediumwave. They were also astounded that I had had
the Overseas Service of the B.B.C. the whole way
across the Atlantic and right into the Gulf of
!

!

=

Mexico.
So, as far as I am concerned, it is the same old
story. In other words, if anybody will let anybody
get on with the job there will be no difficulty about
radio in particular and about the future of this
country in general.
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Practical Hints
Unwinding Flex

transfer the meter lead from
anode to the H.P. side of the
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIREamide resistance (or decoupling
LESS " must have originated some little
to use it in single lengths. Any
resistance if this is the only one
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us
We pay half -aamateur who has attempted this
in the anode circuit). A higher
guinea for every hint published ou this
knows how involved and tedious
voltage should be registered. If
page. Turn that idea of yours to account
by sending it In to us addressed to the
- the process can be after the first
it is not higher than the anode
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
few feet or so.
Sesease, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
voltagT there is obviously either
Street, Strand, W.C.S.
Put your name
The simple device illustrated
no anode current or the resistance
and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in must be original.
will effectively do this work
is short-circuited. Next connect
Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."
quite quickly. As will be seen,
the meter direct across the
the arrangement is merely a
resistance and compare this with
SPECIAL NOTICE
length of wood pivoted at its
the difference between the preAll hints must be accompanied by the
centro on a short handle. A
coupon eut from page io of cover.
vious two voltages measured. It
hole at each end of the strip is
will be seen that the actual
to take the two ends of the flex,
voltage drop is thus easily,
the other two ends of the length being fastened measured, and as already stated this will
to a suitable stout support.
enable, by the application of Ohms Law, both the
The length of flex is then pulled taut and the anode current and the resistance value to be
wood strip rotated to unwind. This is usually checked without disconnecting any leads or
clockwise, and the flex wires will separate after components. -R. WATTS (N.W.9).
often necessary to unwind
IT isa long
length of flex in order

FTHAT DODGE OF

YOURS

P

j

Unravelling ordinary lighting flex.

a few minutes turning, according to the length
involved. It will be found necessary to move
slowly backwards as the unwinding proceeds, as, of
course, the individual wires are longer when
unravelled. -R. L. G. (Chelmsford).

,q

Servicing Hint
checking over a receiver it is often
WHEN
necessary to check the value of an anode
resistance and /or the anode current of some
particular stage. Normally, one would disconnect
the anode or decoupling resistance and insert a
good milliammeter in serios with the- circuit, but
it is really unnecessary to break any leads or use
any form of valve adaptor. The anode current
flowing through any resistance in the uncle circuit
will causo a voltage drop across that resistance,
and thus, if the voltage drop can be measured it is
obvious that from Ohms Law not only -the current
flowing, but also the value of the resistance may
easily be ascertained.
The voltage drop may be measured in the
following simple manner :. Connect a milliammeter
between chassis and the anode pill of the valve.
This will register a voltage which, although not
exact due to the fact that the meter is in parallel
with the valve, will suffice for our purpose. Then

Automatic Floodlighting 'Switch
AN automatic floodlighting switch for a
radiogram which automatically switches
the light on when the lid is opon, and off
when closed can. be very easily made from
one of the older types of phone jacks. A
hole (A) is drilled in the framework of the
jack to coincide with the end of the contact
C. Also two small holes are drilled to allow
for fixing to the motorboard. A small hole
is also drilled in the motorboard close to
one of the sides to coincide with the hole A
in the bracket.
A piece of plastic or bone knitting needle
a little smaller than the diameter of the two
holes is then pushed through so as to rest on
the bottom contact at C. The length of this
should be such that when the lid is closed it just
pushes down the needle and
thus opens the
contacts C and D.
Plastic Need/e.

Motoróoard

a

1`1

1

I

Wired in
Series With
Lamp

A simple idea

for floodlighting a gramophone

turntable.
The two contacts are wired in series with a small
lamp of mains voltage which is fixed in a convenient
spot on the motorboard. if the spring of the
contacts is too much for. the lid to press clown they
can be filed a little thinner, also if they have not
already got silver contacts, a small piece of silver
can be soldered on and then filed to shape.
L. D. Tovc (Rochester).
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building of the converted MCR1 into a
,uitable case presents a mechanical rather
than an electrical problem. However, with
the 21in. miniature speaker now a standard product
and the Battrymax Type B101 layer -built 67+ volt
Constructing and Wiring the Upper Chassibattery, which is only 3 +in. by 2 /in. by 1 5 /16in.,
By R. E.1
it is surprising how little space is required. The
miniature battery cannot be expected to have a very
long life, but the writer has found that it will give step should be carefully thought out and the job
some 30 hours on intermittent work. The TJ.2 cell measured and checked by reference to Figs. 4, 5
for the L.T. has a shorter life -about six hours. and 6 after each bend is made.
1
In order to attach the upper chassis to the set
These batteries are quite accessible, and the spare
pocket beside the H.T. battery comes in useful for two holes should be drilled in the top of the paxolin
housing the aerial and earth leads provided with the board holding the coil pins. These are drilled.7 /64in.
to clear the No. 4 self -tapping screws used throughoriginal MCR1.
The first and perhaps most important considera- out the job ; these screws being the same as those
where these screws
tion is the chóice of a suitable material. The writer used on the MCR1. In theofcases
chose aluminium on account of its lightness, and are holding the thin sheets aluminium or screwing
to use steel backing pieces of
after experimenting with various thicknesses it into paxolin it is best
of
was finally. decided to use 22 S.W.G. throughout. 18 S.W.G. sheet. These are shown in Fig. 8, two
the outer
At first sight it may appear to be rather flimsy, but the long strips being used for holding
once it was bent to shape it was found to be quite casing to the coil box end of the upper chassis,
strong .enough. An advantage gained by this light while the short strip fits behind the holes in the
gauge is that it can quite easily be bent by hand ; paxolin mentioned above. Apart from theseof two
the
and if a vice is not available the job can, at a pinch, holes the only other drilling for the chassis
be done by bending over a straight edge. As the MCR1 is a hole about 3 /16in. diameter just beside
and the
gauge is so light it is not necessary to make any V5, for the leads from the anode of V5 chassis
is
allowance for the bends, but it is essential that the transformer T1. At this end the uppertwo of the
sheet should be accurately marked out and bent fitted to the set by means of the upper
plate.
exactly along the lines. It is very easy to snake a four holes already existing in the endfor
- the upper
When the bending of the sheet
mistake and turn a bend the wrong way, so each

The Shoulder

Til

29 Dia.
/1/2 Dia (Back)

4

AsJ
Paxolin. See Fle7

8

-------2 -- ¡

/i;

/ 60ia.

l7é

2916
2116

Holes For

Trimming Too/

L
Fig.

1156

+

/2

L-ß-8

f%6
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+ Rivets.

This should be studied
drilling and bending details of the additional chassis.
in conjunction with Fibs. 5, 6 and 7.
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Clamp Plate.

Making and Fitting the Shoulder -strap

ARTKOPF

chassis is completed the paxolin battery container
ends should be fitted. These aro shown in Fig. 7,
and it will be noted that the saw cut in the panel
for the H.T. battery compartment is designed to
take the edge of the back shoet of this compartment
to ensure rigidity. The rivets used for attaching
these panels should be kept out of the way of the
battery terminals, and a strip of spring brass
fitted behind the U2 cell is required to hold the
other end hard against the L.T. positive connection
on the paxoliu.
After the upper chassis is completed the outer
casing should be made and fitted. A developed view
of this is shown in Fig. 11, and the bottom half is
exactly similar to the sheet steel casing originally
on the MCR1. Thus, all the old fixing holes can be
used together with the original bottom plate already
drilled and marked fcr the controls ; and the old
casing is useful as a guide to marking off the holes
for the screws, tuning window, A.E. plate, etc.
Since the four fixing screws through
the paxolin coil pin
plate have to bite
into the aluminium
sheet, and there is
little room for
backing plates, the
sheet itself was
doubled over and
this provided sufficient thickness.

To Match
Existing Holes

Section BB

Section A-A

Fig. 5. Sectional views of the upper chassis through
AA and BB of Fig. 4.
Solid Lines Represent Cuts
Dotted Lines Represent Bends
Overall Size /SZg x 1414

-

-------314'

--

-Li

2316

l54s

J4

i

4f

t4--"

4

9,
%6

1

I

t¢
.32512

34.
i

Fig.

6.- Cutting and

bending details of the upper chassis. Take care to avoid confusion
between bending lines and dimensional lines.
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The upper part of the outer casing is drilled to The Aerial
correspond with the holes for the speaker, switch,
The aerial is a shoulder -strap made of four lengths
etc., in the upper chassis ; and although this means of flat twin P.V.C. covered flex moulded together.
This was found to. be very effective for
local work, while for distance and short
l6
ce-14,8
F8
waves the original aerial plug was
1
used. As the strap is some 5ft. long
-r
(this can be adjusted to suit the
wearer's taste), 8yds. of flex were
bought and cut into two -yard lengths.
From a piece of spare aluminium sheet
a channel section about 12in. long by
1tin. wide and with flanges ¡in. deep
Hone For Screw
was made up, and tile four lengths
For L.T.+Covnection
placed side by side in it. A flat strip
of the same sheet was placed on top,
Cut For H.T.
and it was found that when a hot iron
Battery Leads
was pressed over the whole, the outer
covers of the flex melted, welding the
Fig. 7.-Details of the
four pieces together.
This melting
paxolin soil's for the
L
_
point is critical and care must be
battery containers.
taken
not
to overheat the material,
Saw Cut 44 Deep

/3G' i-

I ---I

-2i6

i

I

that the holding screws for
the speaker, etc., mist finally

be fastened with the outer
casing in position, it is the
best way of making a solidly
finished job and enables a
piece of wire gauze to be
sandwiched in between to
protect the speaker cone. The
final part to be made and
fitted is the top cover, shown
in Fig. 13. This is not
screwed on as the flanges are
sufficient to hold it in
position.
Although the external
finish of the set is a matter
which can be left to the

1II111111N

-

1.22

8.-

I

I

I

- -

Fig.
Details of the
steel backing
strips.

L.\

The transformer T2 is a standard midget type,
tin. by 14ín., and the three -way
switch should be of fairly small dimensions.
size l ¡in: by

-

1--

2/"
9

r

.I."

i4

Fig. 9. Details of the junction plate for the
shoulder- strap.

for if this happens the whole will become a sticky
mess and the wire inside will buckle and break
out through the edge of the plastic covering. Only
the part of the strap outside the set should be
treated, and about 18in. should be left at one end
for threading the four individual flexes down at
the back of the H.T. battery container and along
the floor of the upper chassis to the junction plate
(see Figs. 4 and 9). Although a paxolin clamp
plate (Figs. 5 and 10) is needed for the end of the
strap which comes straight down to the junction
plate, it was found that
one at the other end
(which would be rather
awkward .tq fit) is hardly
necessary. Once the strap
is adjusted for length,
and in position, it can be

-

Fig. to (above).
The
clamping
shoulder - strap
plate.

Fig. it (right). Marking
off details for the outer
casing.

/8 S. W. G: Wires
Bent As Shown

LL

like.

-

I

NJ

44` 44444+

3g

individual taste the writer
found that the crystalline lacquer as used on
cameras, cash registers, etc., was particularly satisfactory. It is painted on in the usual way, and
after the work has been stowed in a cool oven for
about an hour it is dry and ready for use. This
lacquer will adhere perfectly to any metal, and is
ideal for hiding flaws, such as hammer marks and the

i-

------`I

II

Detail

Of Ends
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connected to the junction
plate, which is made up
as shown in Fig. 9. This
should be done so that
the strap forms a continuous loop of eight
turns, with one end of the
first wire connected to the
aerial tag and the other
end of the last wire to

the chassis. It had been intended to fit a switch
to break the aerial end of the loop when the
external aerial was used, but experience showed the

coils giving excellent amplification on the medium wave band. A pair of
" Denco " Range 2, Maxi
Q coils (aerial marked
yellow
and
oscillator
marked red) were ob-

tained and fitted by
means of small brackets
to a base of a spare coil
pack. If this is not obtainable it is quite a
simple matter to make a
base- out of paxolin,
marking the holes very
carefully and using the
pins from a " Clix " type
British valve base, as
these are the same as
those used in the original
coil packs. Thirty turns
were removed from the
oscillator -tuned coil and
25 turns added to the
tuned aerial coil. The
coils were wired as shown
LT- HT- HTt X
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V-#

Fig. i2. -Upper chassis circuit wiring.

23%6

4

Flange

All Round

IVÜI

oilill

Fig: 13. -Top cover
plate dimensions.

in Fig. 14 (ranges 2, 3
and 4), with a padder of 350 pF. and trimmer of
75 pF. across the oscillator -tuned coil.
By
adjusting -the cores, the tracking can now be

presence of the loop to be a
slight advantage, for if a
good earth connection was
made to the aerial terminal
a
the results were better than
could be obtained with the
same aerial and earth connected in the normal way
without the loop being in
circuit.
With the shoulder -strap
a
a,
fitted and the outer casing
screwed up the set is now
ready for use ; but before
really good results can be
expected from the shoulder strap aerial, it is necessary
to do a little work on the
coils covering the medium wave band (i.e., those in the
Range
Ranges 2,3, d4
box marked " Range 1 ").
Fig. 14.-Details of the MCRI -coil packs.
The writer, or first examining
the scale on this coil pack
and finding that it allegedly covered from 188 to brought within the tolerance allowed by the A.B.
3,000 metres (a coverage of over 15 : 1), just refused trimmer with very little trouble, and the increase
to believe it. But experiment showed this to be a in sensitivity over the original range 1 has to he
fact, and the explanation was found to be quite heard to be believed.
While this range-some 200 to 400 metres
simple. From Fig. 14 it will be seen that in place
of the usual tuned signal circuit, Range 1 uses a covers most of the medium -wave stations, it is
band-pass filter, and all the tuning is done by the possible to make a similar set to cover other sections
oscillator. So, what really happens is that the of the medium - and long -wave bands. If the
tuning range is from 100 ke /s (3,000 metres) plus oscillator coil is fitted and padded and trimmed to
the I.F. (1,700 kc /s), i.e., 1,800 kc/s to 1,600 kc /s cover the required range with the aerial connected
(188 metres), plus the I.F. (1,700 kc /s), i.e., 3,300 kc /s straight through to the valve, i.e., .coil pins 4 and 5
coverage ratio of less than two to one. While connected together, the difficulty of adjusting two
this wide range is very satisfying, it means that coils simultaneously is avoided.
At the short -wave end, too, there are possibilities.
without the extra amplification which a tuned
circuit gives, the set-on a small loop aerial-just A slightly modified Range 4 coil set has given
excellent results down to 10 metres, and it is hoped
doesn't get a chance.
It is, however, quite easy to make up a pair of it will be possible to go still lower.

if

'

-

-a

-
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Quality Radio Unit
A Tuner for Use with the Cathode Follower Amplifier
By M. G. SPARKE

THE keynote of this design is simplicity allied
with components and valves that may usually
be found in the amateur's store cupboard.
The receiver is built round an ACVP1 and a
MHD4 with the diodes strapped.
As the tuner is for local stations only, there is
ample signal voltage to allow for the efficient
operation of a diode detector, i.e., the, greater the
signal voltage applied the less the distortion
introduced.
The advantages of the R.F. stage are increased
sensitivity giving an increase of signal voltage to
the detector and consequently increasing the signal
to noise ratio; also, that it is a simple matter to
apply a gain control ahead of the detector.
As only two stations are normally required a
push- button uric is used as the cost of a twin-gang
tuning. condenser is not justified under these
circumstances.
Modifying the Switch
The modification to the push-button unit is
quite simple and merely consists of moving several
of the contacts to other positions, and in extending
the moving contact.
Contact 1 is drilled out and fixed in position
2 (as shown in Fig. 1) by means of a small rouíìd-

headed brass bolt just a shade larger than the hole
drilled in the paxolin panel, so that itwill screw in
firmly, eliminating the necessity of riveting or
supplying a nut and washer.
The extension to the moving arm consists of a
small piece of brass 'strip soldered to the original
moving contact and at right -angles to it.
If contact No. 3, Fig. 1, is now earthed on
depressing the button, contacts No. 2 and No. 4
will be made to earth, which is necessary to bring
the relative grid tuning condensers across their
respective grid coils when selecting a station.
The Circuit
The circuit calls for no great comment, except
that the detector grid circuit has an apparent
high minimum capacity, snaking the fixed condensers as used in th..) H.E. stage, C1, C3, Fig. 1,
unnecessary.
This effect may probably be due to the fact that
the coils are very simple and home -made, this
apparent high minimum capacity being due to a
mismatch in the coils themselves ; this point
should be watched.
The general construction should be rigid, and all
top cap leads screened and the screening well
earthed. The minimum lengths of inter -connecting

HTt

c

-

i
- Gang¢d
-- - -- -- -Ganged
- - ---t
Fi,;.
Circuit of the tuner unit described above.
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leads should be used in the signal -frequency
stages.

chassis inter- connecting leads, as a few inches more
or less in the placing of a bonding wire can make
a world of difference to the hum level. An alterna.

Avoiding Hum

If three units are to he
built, namely, power pack,
amplifier, and receiver unit,
a common negative should
not he used for carrying one
side of the filament supply and
H.T. negative.
If this is done hum potentials are prone to be set up
on the various chassis, and
these hum potentials will find
their way through the amplifier
and make themselves audible
at the speaker.
The only proper cure for
this is to run the filament
supply as a separate circtlit
Fig. 2.-Details of the push- button switch modification.
of two leads
consisting
throughout.
of
Alternatively a cure may be effected by very Live which might be tried is to earth one side
direct.
heater
each
screened
any
and
chassis
of
the
efficient bonding

c Dipole

Underneath t
Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

the world's a stage," said the Bard, " and
all the men and women merely players."
The line occurred to me, as I pushed and
shoved my way through the dense crowds in
Television Avenue, Radiolympia, trying to obtain
fleeting glimpses of the rows of sets being demonstrated. Apart from the dozens of little miniature
" stages " upon which 'we were all gazing, my feet
were being trodden on by muling schoolboys and
my neck breathed upon heavily by young couples,
sighing like furnaces. But survived, and, what is
More, succeeded in actually seeing practically every
one of the sets. Here, indeed, was a demonstration
of the public interest in television, though the
reactions of the slowly moving throng were not
always complimentary. Transmission was, on the
whole, good, but the type of material suitable for
reproducing on such occasions is necessarily
limited. Now that the phenomenally successful 1947
show is well and truly over, and manufacturers are
beginning to turn their thoughts to next year's
Radiolympia, we can sit back and weigh things up.
"ALL

Television Draws the Crowds
I will not dwell upon the record breaking -crowds

and the physical discomforts consequent upon its
popularity ; the exhibition has already been fully
commented upon in the columns of this journal.
What has interested me has been the amazing
increase in inquiries about television sets at local
and suburban radio dealers. While I felt that the
huge Radiolypia crowds just " saw " television,
without fully appreciating its true entertainment
value, I have noted that very large numbers of that
madding crowd have found their way to quiet
demonstrations of individual television sets at their

By

THE

SCANNER"

local radio shops. On the whole, these shop demonstrations are more effective, though it does not give
the viewer a true idea of just how easy -to- look -at
good television really is, when competing with
interior shop lighting and possibly motor car
interference from the busy traffic outside. Nevertheless, I am assured that sets are selling like
" hot cakes," and that sales are far ahead of
supplies. One reasonably priced set has achieved
tremendous popularity, and its own peculiar type
of dipole, supported on a letter " X " can be seen,
new awl shiny, above hundreds of roofs.
The purchase Tax
Dr. Dalton may have had his eye on Radiolympia,
too. At the time of writing, there are rumours of
impending increases in purchase tax, and the blow
(if any) will have fallen ere these notes appear in

print. In the meantime, orders are being placed
feverishly, in the hopes of securing delivery before
a prohibitive tax is imposed. And so, for the time
being, political shadows descend upon yet another
form of escape from the horrors of peace.
Big Screen Television

-

At the other side of the political front, at the
Conservative conference at Brighton, television
was put to practical use. Television images of the
principal speakers were reproduced on a large
screen, about 12ft. x Oft. in an adjacent hall
holding a crowded overflow audience. I am told
that the quality and brilliance of the picture thus
projected was a marked advance on anything
The
previously demonstrated to the public.
transmission was, of course, " wired " television,
and the definition 405 lines. The audience was
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enthusiastic, and quite forgot the hundreds of
electronic links between the speakers and themselves, and there were frequent bursts of applause
and cheers. Surely, this is a foretaste of a new form
of entertainment telecinema ? The Rank group
in the cinema industry, which controls Bush Radio
and Cinema Television, is initiating research and
development in this field, and the restriction of the
importation of American films will speed up
installations. I am of the opinion that wired, big screen television will be fitted first of all into -the
small news -reel theatres, and that ordinary films
will be transmitted from a central point, with very
occasional " live " events added from time to
time. Unfortunately, the home viewer will not be
able to participate if the radio link is not used

-

!

Television Programme Costs
Film producers have a lot to learn from

the
enterprising young men of the Alexandra Palace,
who manage to turn out good entertainment at the
average rate of about a hundred pounds ör so an
hour. Film producers in England find it difficult
to make pictures of the " first feature " class at
less than about £200,000 a time, and many British
pictures are now costing half a million or more to
make. With the American market now virtually
closed to them, as a retaliation for the 75 per cent.
ad valorem. duty levied on American pictures
coming here, the British films have to recoup
themselves on the British and Colonial market,
which yields less than £200,000 for even the best
and most popular films. Naturally, film companies
cannot go on bearing losses ; and so several British
studios have closed down to reorganise and adjust
themselves to making a cheaper type of product
without losing too much " quality." The making
of a film is a slow and costly process, and the
industry's trade paper, the kine,natograph Weekly,
reveals some of the reasons for the tremendous
rise in the picture-making budgets. Apart from
huge salaries paid to the more important film
stars, the employees' unions carry the " one -man
to one -job " ideal to such fantastic extremes that
there are actually cases of 20 men now being
required to do work which was formerly adequately
performed by one man The final result of such
short -sighted policy, is, of course; to put a lot of
very good people out of work and reduce the
number of British pictures. What stupidity What
!

!

folly

!

Versatility Counts

In contrast to this " work not wanted " policy, it

is pleasant to contemplate the versatility and

keenness of the B.B.C.'s television technicians,
who change their jobs around to obtain a good basic
general knowledge of their craft. One day, for
instance, a man may be found operating a television
camera ; the next day, he will be handling a sound
microphone boom, or a tele -cine piece of equipment.
Results occasionally suffer due to this policy, but
the gradually improving technique and the high
standards now achieved seem to justify it. I have
heard film people pour scorn upon a few wobbly
" tracking shots " in television plays, or upon
focus or lighting faults ; but I am certain that
the same film technicians would fmd great difficulty
in coping with the hundreds of transient difficulties
which have to be dealt with during the actual
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transmission of a television play. Once the B.B.C.
Research Department get the idea of designing a
machine which requires a hundred men to do the
work of one, we're sunk Fortunately, this apparatus has apparently already been patented by film
technicians The " A. P." boys are doing all right ;
we who watch underneath our dipoles are sympathic critics, ever mindful of colossal difficulties
being overcome nightly.
!

!

An American Development
During the past few months, there has been a

great deal of publicity given in America to the
Image Orthicon," a type of television camera
having an almost unbelievable sensitivity. The
principle which makes it sensitive to very low
light intensities is similar to that employed in time
R.C.A.'s electronic multiplier for astronomic use,
where it makes possible the measurement of
starlight. This additional sensitivity enables lenses
of smaller aperture to be used, giving a much
greater depth of focus and a more stable picture.
The output of the tube is said to be relatively
high, enabling an improved gain control system
to be used, and avoiding the fluctuations of picture
caused by contrasting images, high lights and deep
shadows which previously necessitated rapid
manual correction or " knob twiddling at the
transmitting end.
If all this is true, then we ought to save up a few
dollars and buy one
!

BOOK RECEIVED
TELEVISION EXPLAINED. By W. E. Miller,
M.A.(Cantab), M.Brit.I.R.E. Published by The.
Trader Publishing Co., Ltd. (distributed by Iliffe &
Sons, Ltd.). 52 pages, with 56 diagrams and
illustrations. Price 3s. 6d.
the success of a previous book by
FOLLOWING
the same author dealing with radio -receiver
circuits in a step -by -step survey, this book has been
published to cover the television field.
It is addressed mainly to knowledgeable members
of the public who, having .some acquaintance of
radio circuits, are equally interested in their
television counterparts ; to radio service engineers
as a grounding in the circuitry they will encounter
in maintaining television sets ; and to students in
radio and television in technical colleges.
The book is non -mathematical, and is written in
simple language. In addition to television reception
circuits, aerials and aerial systems are fully
explained, and receiver installation and operation
is described and illustrated.
Contents include
Aerials -The Signal -The
Receiver -The Cathode -ray Tube-Scanning Units
Deflection Amplifiers -Power Supplies -Receiver
Installation and Operation- Picture Faults Illustrated- Index.
:

-

NEWNES

SHORT -WAVE MANUAL

6/ -, or 6/6 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
::
Tower
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2
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Technical Notes -2
"

Here Discusses Problems of Resonance and Phase
(Continued from page 504, December issue.)
WELL, we needn't give the entirè story. across the external circuit is not 400 volts, but
Because one machine is 100 volts higher 200 volts -that of one machine. How are we to
than the other, a pretty large current would distinguish between this case, and that of two
flow somewhere at the instant of closing the parallel- machines truly in -phase and thus having their
Did I say a voltage -difference of 100 E.M.F.s additive ?
ing switch
In other words, is it strictly correct to speak of the
volts ? At any rate, that is exactly what I meant.
But a " difference " implies that one E.M.F. is voltages of two things in parallel being ` in- phase"
acting against the other.. Somewhere in the circuit, in any sense of the term ? I will leave the question
the 200 volts and 300 volts are in mutual phase- open, but will suggest that the two independent
opposition. We have not to search far to find " parameters " as regards the external circuit are
The alternators are in
where. The two arrows drawn against the respec- the currents supplied.
tive alternators in Fig. 5 indicate E.M.F.s acting current -phase, but in voltage- opposition
While electrical engineers are fairly clear about
in the same direction, relative to the external circuit,
i.e., over a given alternating half-cycle. You may their use of the. word " phase," it seems to have
caused more muddle in radio- technology than any
say the E.M.F.s are in-phase.
In what sense, therefore, can they be said to be other single term-especially when it comes to a
anti -phased ? Surely, in the sense that the E.M.F. question of " vectorising "
generated by one machine is acting as
O
S
a back E.M.F. to the other -if the A
switch S were closed, 300 volts would
"try " to pass current through the
other machine, but it would be
opposed by 200 volts. The net
difference is 100 volts, which could
cause a fairly hefty circulating
current if the impedance was low a
enough.
Fig. 5 (left).
the voltages of two
2ov 200
When each is adjusted to give
paralleled alternators " in-phase," or in
exactly 200 volts, the E.M.F.s are
Resultant =4001/." phase- opposition " ? Which vector diagram
equal and opposite at every instant.
is correct for the closed-mesh ABCD ?No current can circulate between 200
Fig. 6 Above).-Can a simple valve equivalent
200
1 ----->
the machines on closing S. The
circuit of pure resistances represent 18o deg.
Resultant =
phase relationship is precisely the
phase reversal which occurs in a valve ?
an
between
same as that existing
in
the
closed
Red
i.e.,
-hot
Anodes
E.M.F.,
applied and a back
mesh ABCD which interconnects the machines.
Someone I talked to the other day was under the
If this is not phase -opposition of voltages, I give impression he was having his leg pulled when
up in despair all attempts at exact terminology. someone else had told him the anodes of certain
And I choose the word " phase -opposition," not power valves used in a rediffusion station " cooled
so much because of a passion to be precise or go down " as more subscribers switched -on their
It is a term which loudspeakers
contrary to other people
conveys unmistakably the importance of adjusting
I suppose this is one of those things that sounds
the voltages to exact opposition, before attempting like a " tall yarn " The precise connection between
to close any switch. To talk' of merely being the nùmber of loudspeakers in a district and the
" in- phase'; is neither here nor there, as far as temperature of valve anodes is not so very clear.
closed -circuit conditions are concerned
If they have taken seriously what some government
officials liad to say about what happened in power When Are Voltages " In-phase " ?
stations at peak -load periods, many people would
In point of fact, is it strictly correct to say that no doubt expect the valves to get " hotter "
Putting all jokes aside, there was really no
the E.M.F.s are acting in-phase, as regards the
The statement is perfectly correct,
leg -pulling.
external circuit ?
Two E.M.F.s in -phase are additive. By all vector though not so easy to explain simply.
What it amounts to is this : in a certain type of
rules, therresultant E.M.F. is their arithmetic sum.
This is exactly what would take place in the closed amplifier, all the D.C. " watts " which you supply
mesh if we had 200 volts, and 200 volts, in- phase, from the H.T. will do nothing but heat the anodes
and not in phase -opposition. There would be a if, for example, no A.C. signal is coming -in to be
resultant voltage of 400 volts, giving rise to a amplified. The stage is supplying no A.C. output.
terrific short- circuit current between the machines The power is all " input " ; it is D.C. power, and
remains exactly the same as if a signal was being
which would burn -out everything in its path.
It is also exactly the condition we would want amplified.
Well, what ,does it do ? " Watts " must be
if using two alternators in series to give 400 volts.
They simply cannot
accounted for somewhere
The. E.M.F.s must be additive at every instant.
But we know that, when in parallel, the voltage vanish into thin air, and, as you know,. Watts -+
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Volts X Amperes. As long as " amperes " are
supplied from the H.T. at a definite voltage,
" watts " are taken. Almost the full H.T. volts
steady voltage, which
may be on the anode
accelerates electrons to pretty high velocities.
name
for
is
this
" work," or giving the
Another
electrons kinetic energy, just as a bullet receives
propellant.
energy
from
its
What happens
kinetic
when the bullet strikes the target ? The energy of
motion reappears as heat. If you suddenly apply a
brake to a heavy flywheel, or a moving vehicle,
the kinetic energy there too may generate enough
heat to burn your brake bands.
Electrons are not so tangible, but, believe me,
they can reach prodigious velocities. Anyway, that
is what happens to your D.C. input. The anode can
become red -hot. If you removed the steady grid bias, with the full H.T. " on," the anode current
(and power input) may easily rise sufficiently to
give you a white -hot anode, or even melt it before
you have time to think of your error !

-a

When the " Speakers " Come On
The same is true to an extent when you have the

proper bias, and driving signal, but little or no
A.C. load in the anode circuit. All loudspeakers in
the district switched -off.
There can be no A.C. " output," so your D.C.
power is dissipated ; the anodes may show up
cherry -red, or somewhat brighter. The rest of the
story you can guess. " Load " means A.C. resistance
transferred to the anode circuit-usually via an
output transformer, and in that resistance the
"swings " of anode current develop A.C. power.
A proportion of your D.C. (or H.T.) is being converted into A.C. output. The anode has less power
to dissipate, and so cools down.
output," " input," and " dissiThese ideas
pation " -are quite important should you have

-"

Radio in South Africa
THE necessity for broadcasting to be independent of control is stressed in the 1946
report of the South African Broadcasting
Corporation, which was tabled in the House of
Assembly recently. Referring to the decision of
the Board of Governors to introduce commercial
broadcasting, the report says it is believed this
will be the means of providing alternate, more
elaborate and better programmes at no additional
cost to the listeners. The Corporation will gain
additional revenue only by the sale of programme
time, and private enterprise will be entirely responsible for productions, subject only to ethical
control. Detailed reports by the Director -General,
who had made a study of commercial broadcasting in
Australia and New Zealand, confirmed that the
systems operating there were not suited to South
Africa and were not ideal even in those countries.
The system contemplated for the Union would
combine the best features of commercial broadcasts in other countries.
Inadequate Facilities
With the exception of the Johannesburg studio,
broadcasting was being carried out with facilities
which were hardly sufficient tan years ago and
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anything to do with valves handling considerable
power. Of course, while the slime considerations are
true of small power valves, the amount of " dissi=
pation " at the anode is so small as to be unimportant. If you remove the grid -bias, for instance,
the current taken from the H.T. may rise to a very
excessive value, but the whole of the available
power is too small to generate any appreciable
" temperature " of the anode.
If the voltage regulation of the H.T. source is poor, the overload
will immediately pull -down the " volts," and so
'tend to keep the current within limits.
In the particular type of amplifier I have been
talking about, the valve must be given a liberal
rating : sufficient to dissipate the whole of the H.T.
power supplied without excessive heat -and that
power is about 4 times the greatest A.C. output
available.
What amplifier has this " constant input," low efficiency characteristic ?
If you are not sure,
write to me -but I think you will be able to guess
right.

EtEg "
What is the reason for the negative sign before
" lzEg," Fig. 6, in valve equivalent circuits ?
Well, the idea is to indicate the phase -reversal
which occurs in a valve. I have my doubts whether
it is possible to make an equivalent circuit itself
tell you anything about phase, nor is it clear why
p.Eg should be given anything other than a positive
It is the output voltage of a stage that is
sign
phase -reversed. I have mentioned the matter'
before, but must defer it for detailed consideration
until later.
Meanwhile, Fig. 6 should show that unless we
decide to give itEg some sign to denote reversal,
there is nothing in the circuit itself to act as a
Regàrding "

!

cause.

were now quite inadequate.
The broadcasting
studios, particularly in Cape Town and Durban,
were overcrowded, but owing to increased building
costs the Corporation's funds would be overstrained if new premises were provided. During
the year buildings or land had been acquired in
Cape Town, Durban and Bloemfontein, but owing

to delays caused by building restrictions the
accommodation question was substantially the
same as at the end of 1945, and was likely to
remain so for a long time.
A listener research organisation was still under
consideration and it had not been possible by direct
means to ascertain the reaction of listeners to
programmes and the Corporation's technical policies.
Out of 8,345 letters containing opinions on programmes, however, 8,038 had been favourable.
That might or might not be a useful guide.
.

Frequency Modulation.

Regarding frequency modulation a great deal
of misunderstanding prevails in South Africa,
according to the Board. Frequency modulation
would greatly improve the quality of reception,
particularly of music, but special receivers -or
adaptations to ordinary sets -are necessary, and
it is not a panacea for all the ills of the radio, as
has been suggested so frequently in the lay press in
South Africa.
-
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Beginner's Guide to Radar -2
How Friendly and Enemy
Continued from Last Month, This Article Explains
How Ground -controlled
and
Aircraft are Recognised by the Radar Operator
Effected
is
Interception of Aircraft

hands employed for both coast -watching
shows the pbogress of a single pulse when quencyand
G.L.s (gun- laying radars). The bands are
radars
in
aircraft
to
two
on
directed
is
a radar beam
once every 12 seconds and the receiver is
say,
swept,
on
produced
"
the
"
picture
also
flight, and
that when radar pulses are applied to it
designed
so
picture
this
Although
tube.
C.R.
the screen of the
detector " spills over " or
regenerative
the
superseries
a
represents
it
instant,
one
is seen at any
so acts as a miniature transmitter. When
and
squeggs,
that
seen
be
will
-It
of
pulses.
hundreds
of=severalI.F.F. is in ,a transmitting condition the radiation
there is a large " blip " (as the deflections on the the
from
its aerial is far greater than the reflection of
also,
and
scale
the
of
end
zero
at
the
called)
trace are
from the aircraft. In consequence, the
radiation
rethé
to
due
is
blip
large
The
blips.
smaller
two
on the screen of the C.R. tube at the
blip
seen
the
are
blips
smaller
the
while
pulse,
transmitted
radar station is considerably elongated once
echoes from the two aircraft at different distances ground
As a result, the operator is
12 seconds.
from the transmitting aerial. Measurements along every
immediately able to recognise a friendly aircraft.
the scale are made from the large blip.
the ground gunner can recognise the
When the transmitted pulse " strikes," the first Similarly,
and will withhold his fire. If, however, the
aircraft is reflected. The echo is later received back aircraft
of the friendly aircraft should fail to switch
on the receiver and applied to the Y plates of the crew
their I.F.F., the aircraft cannot be differentiated
C.R. tube, where it produces the blip. This is much on
is in danger of attack.
smaller than that due to the initial 'pulses, for there from a raider and
is considerable attenuation during the two -way
Finding the Bearing
journey.
So far we have considered only the method of
The transmitted pulse, apart from the small
the distance of aircraft by
portion which is reflected, proceeds beyond the first ranging, or determining
important that the
aircraft, and is then reflected by the second aircraft, the radar station. Ìt is equally
be ascertained. There
with the result that a third and still smaller blip bearing and altitude should
are various systems by means of which this can
is produced on the trace.
If both aircraft were close together a single echo be accomplished, but all depend upon the fact that
blip would be produced, but this would
be larger than that from a single aircraft at the same range, and might be
20 O
200,u s
split. If there were several aircraft in
65, 600 Yards
be
a
would
blip
the
close formation
multiple one, as shown in Fig. 4. An
experienced radar operator would be
able to make a fair estimate of the
number of aircraft in company by
studying the form of the echo blip,
3004-300/us
however.
98,400 Yard''
is
the
consider
to
The next point
between
differentiating
method of

11íG. 3

f

r

friendly and hostile aircraft represented
as blips on the tube. This will be
explained later.
We have seen how the rango of
aircraft is found, and it is pertinent at
this point to inquire how the racier
operator knows that the blips on the
screen of the C.R. tube represent enemy
aircraft. It might be dangerous to
send up fighters to intercept our own
machines.
Such possibilities were, naturally,
foreseen and our own aircraft carried a
small automatic receiver- transmitter
known as I.F.F. (indicator friend or foe).
This compact device is used in conjunction with a short wire aerial and
takes its power supply from the aircraft
accumulators. It has a motor -operated
tuning condenser which sweeps the fre-

Range Yards

/is

Scale

Fig. 3. -This diagram,
in conjunction with the
inset C.R. tube range
display, helps to show
the relation between scan
time, aircraft range and
scale length.
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the echo has a maximum amplitude when the height above ground in feet by means of a graph
transmitting and receiving aerials are looking which can be prepared by the application of simple
straight at the target. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, geometrical principles.
where it is assumed that a beam aerial system is
employed and that the same aerial is used for both
transmitter and receiver. In fact, it is customary

-

Fig. 4 (Left).
This is the form
of multiple blip
obtained on the
range, tube when
there are several

aircraft in company.
The individual points generally show a tendency to "dance,"
due to " beating "
of the echoes.

to employ a single aerial for the dual purpose, as
will be explained later. On the other hand, separate
aerials can be and are used in some cases ; both can
be rotated together so that they always face in the
same direction.

-In

Fig. 6.
one method of height -finding advantage is
taken of the fact that there are gaps between the lobes
in the vertical polar diagram of any one aerial. These
gaps may be filled by using two aerials at different
heights. For height -finding the receiver is switched
from one aerial to the other and a note taken in the
difference in the amplitude of the echo blip. The range
being known, the height can then be read from
calibration tables.

The aerial array is rotatable about its axis and
can therefore be turned so that the centre line of
the main lobs of the polar diagram runs through
the aircraft. At this time the echo blip attains
maximum amplitude. It will be seen that the
accuracy of the bearing obtained is governed very
largely by the narrowness of the beam, although
a beam width in the region of 10 deg. may suffice.
In other systems use is made of twin aerials which
produce twin; and partly overlapping, lobes.
On the aerial mounting there is a pointer which
moves over a scale marked off in degrees ; the
zero line on the scale represents true north. Thus,
once the aerial array has been rotated for maximum
blip amplitude, the bearing of the aircraft can be
read off.
Height Finding
The height of the aircraft cannot be measured
as such, but only in terms of the angle of elevation.
It is an easy matter, however, to convert the angle
of elevation and the slant range of the aircraft into

b

In

Fig. 5.
radar direction- finding use is made of the
fact that the horizontal polar diagram is in the form

; there are a few small subsidiary
aerial, but these are not
normally troublesome. The relative signal amplitudes
from two aircraft in and out of line with the lobe are
represented by the projected lengths marked (a) and (b).
of a narrow lobe

lobes with even the best

There are various methods of finding the angle
of elevation, one of which is by using an aerial
which can be tilted as well as rotated. In general,
this is practicable only on frequencies above, say,
300 Mc/s, because a beam- aerial array' is likely to
be rather unwieldy at the lower frequencies.
Another method makes use of the " hand of
bananas " pattern of the vertical polar diagram.
This is explained by Fig. 6, which shows that there,
are several radial lobes with gaps between them.
The angles of the lobes can be varied by altering
the height of the aerial. Thus, if two similar aerials
were used, the two being mounted in the same
vertical plane at different height, it would be
possible to fill the gaps between the lobes. In
practice, by the way, only the lower lobes are used
due to the low angle subtended by aircraft even
when flying at normal heights.
By switching the receiver from one aerial to the
other and noting the ratio of the two amplitudes of
echo blip, it is possible for the operator, who
already knows the rango of the aircraft, to determine
the altitude with a high degree of accuracy. This
can be done, however, only after charts have been
prepared during calibration flights, when a test
aircraft flies at various known altitudes and at
different known distances from the radar station.
Aerial Arrays
The type of aerial employed depends principally
upon the frequency at which the apparatus is to
operate. Different radar devices operate on
frequencies from 20 to 3,000 Mc/s. or more, but the
frequencies used for ground radars (coast -watchers,
gun - laying and searchlight control) are in the
region of 200 Mc /s. It is not proposed to deal here
with all the types of aerial, but to mention just two.:
that which consists of a number of stacked half wave elements with a wire -mesh reflector and the
Yagi type with parabolic reflector. Both have a
narrow beam angle, and further details will be
given next month of these and other aerials.
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There is increasing scope for ambitious men and
women in the new fields being opened up by
Electronic Science. The Correspondence and
College Courses provided by E.M.I. Institutes
which cover recognised diplomas suchas the City
and Guilds, etc., are written and supervised by
E.M.I. *scientists. Courses are already available
in such subjects as Basic Radio, Basic Television, etc., and the prospectus is being

constantly extended.
E.M.I. basic training fits you for entry into
careers in such fields as Audio Frequency and
other industrial electronic applications.
For full details of the Courses apply to :
The Principal, PROFESSOR H. F. TREWMAN.
M.A. (Canteb), M.I.E.E., M.1.Meeh.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LIMITED
Dept. 32, 43 GROVE PARK RD.,
CHISWICK, .LONDON, W.4.

OLIVER FELL CONTROL LTD

**The N.MJ. Group includes "H.M.V. ",
Marconiphone and other important
E. ro
electronic intereeq.
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"THE RETURN

OF POST MAIL
ORDER SERVICE "

58,

Derby Street, Ormskirk,
Lancs.
Goods Only- C.O.D. or cash

News

1

%It

order. All orders over 51- post fr, c.
A few of our lines are listed below.
send 21d. stamp for latest 24 -page
catalogue and valve list.
Valves. -All B.V.A. and Tungsram,
including American.
Eddystone short wave gear. S.W.
Manual, 2/6. Bernards Radio Books.
Mains Transformer;. Interleaved
and Impregnated. For 200/250 v. mains,
with 4 v. or 6.3 v. and 5 v. L.T.s, 250 v.

-

50 mA., 19,6 :
350 v. 100 mA.,

300 v. 60 m4..
28,6 ; 450 v. 200

23/6;
mA..

45,-.
Smoothing C'hnkes. -40 mA.. 51;
100 mA.,
90 mA.,
60 mA.. 6/6
13/6 200 mA.. 22'6.
Speaker
Transformers. Midget
Std. size
Power/Pen. 40 mA., 5'6.
Push -Pull Universal. 60 mA., 7,6:
Heavy Duty. P. -P., 22/6. Extra H.D.
100 mA., 37,8.
Mains Dropper Resistors. with feet
and two sliders. .2 amp.. 4'6.:.3 amp.
5' -. Resistors 1w., 6d.: 1w., 90. {.in..
Loud Speakers P.M., 2!ín.. 27/- 3
29/6: 5in., 2066: 8in., 23/6: lain..
With Trans.. 8in.. 29/6 10in.. 42 6.
Weymouth Tuning ('oil Paek. ComShort, Medium and
pletely wired.
Long Wave Superhet type for 465 kc's.
I.F., 36/6. Midget I.F.T.s, 18'9.
Line Cord, 60'70 ohms per foot, .3 amp.
Note price per yard. 2-way. 23 ; 3 -way,
2,6. 14/36 flex, Od. 23'36. 9d.
Tuning Condensers,-Midget 2 -gang
0005 with 2-speed drive, 168. L /Dr., 11/6.
Polished Aluminium
Undrilled
Chassis, 3in. deep, loin. x 6in., loin. x
14ín. x Sin.
8in.. 8/8 : 12fn. x 9in., 9'6
and 16ín. x 8in., 10/6: 2010. x 8in., 12/6.
EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER.
:

-

1

:

:

:

;

;

1422

WOOLWICH-

CAMBRIDGE ROW

WOOLWICH

áE18

PRATTS RADIO
London, N.W.10
Harrow

1070

Road,

(Nr. Scrubs Lane)

'Phone

:

LADbroke 1734

AMPLIFIERS.
College 10 watt A.C.
Amplifiers, 4- valve, mike stage. twin Inputs
and faders output matches 3, 8 and 15 ohm
speakers, 58/18/6. A.C. ;D.C. 10 watt 6 -valve
P.P. output. with case, £12/12/0.
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
Al. 4 -valve
BI, 3 -valve Battery,
A.C. /D.C. T.R.F. set
Set T.R.F. A2, 8 watt Y.P., A.C. amplifier
with mike stage. All components available.
:

c.C C5

:

:

INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN
-OVER THE ' HAM' BANDS

Price, 1/6 each.
TRANSFORMERS. Mains 350-0-350, 4v..
v. or
v., 5v.. 28/6: shrouded, 28/6.
Speaker Transformers, midget universal.
5/6 Pentode, 5,9 5 watt multi-ratio, 7//8
30 watt, 22'6: intervalve midget, 3 -1. 6/3 ;
Class B Driver, 7/6.
5 -1. 6/8
LINECORD. .3 amp. (60 ohms ft.) 2 -way,
.
may, 8d. ft. Voltage Droppers,
.3 amp 800 ohm or .2 amp. 1610 ohm, 5'6 ea.
COILS, ETC'. 3 Waveband Superhet Coil
nit
Wearite, similar, 42'-. 465 kcis
I.F.s, 12/6 Pair Weymouth Midget. 18/9
Wearite
Wearite Ultra Midget, 21 Standard, £1 pair L. and M.W. Coils with
reaction, 7,9 pair Superhet coils, 3 waveband, A. and Ose., 818 pair Dual range
Wearite P coils,
coil with reaction, 4/11

t,
:

VAINES -Huge Stocks of English and
American Types, Including 3Q5, 18, 24,
25A6. 42, 80, 43, etc.
SPEAKERS. -Rola, 8in. energised, 1.500
ohms, 31' -. For " Hi -Fi " enthusiasts,
Goodman 12in. double-cone, £8 5s. All
makes in stock from 21 -12ín.
COILS: -Iron- cored. " Hi -Q," L.M.S.. AE.
OSC and H.F. 3i- each. Wearite " P "
roils. 31 -. Matched Pairs, T.R.F., L. Is M.,
8.9 pair.
PI('K('P5.- Rotherm el Crystal, metal 3/- each.
arm, £2 12s. 6d.: Moulded. £2 16e. 3d. CONDENSERS.
For the
Bi -Fi " enthusiast Wilkins mfd., 4¡6
f3á

'
and Wright moving coil, £7 Os. 6d.
:

SAPPHIRE NEEDLES.-Ro th a rme1,
straight, 128: Trailer, 12 8. The New
Sapphox, Straight, Trailer, Ministyle,
1210.
CHOKES.-L.F. 10 h. 40 ma 66. Valley,

ma., 22/6.
TEST INSTRUMENTS.-The Entire 1Lange
of Taylor Instruments now available on
send post -card for
Hire- purchase :
catalogue and terms.
Under 30,'- C.W.O. only C.O.D. or C.W.O.
over 20; -. When ordering C.W.O. please
allow sufficient for packing and postage.
20

h.

120

ma., 18 -6

:

20

h. 140

:

LTD.,
164, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2.

MODERN ELECTRIC%

Tel: TEMPLE BAR 7587
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;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:
;

;

(;

;

T.M.C., 8 mfd., 4/- ; 16
T.C.C., 25 mfd., 25v.. 2,3:
Fuel'
50 mfd., 50v., 3/6 : 1 mfd.. 250v.. 2/
50 p.f. to .1 mfd., 90. each :.5 mid., 1/3 e ch.
SP6:AKERS P.M. L /Trans., 2iin., 266:
'tin.. 29'6: 51n., 16/6 Olin., 21/8
2L- 10in., 371- : 5in., with transformer,
20/9.
PRE-SETS. 00005, 100...0001, L3 :.00025.
variable con2/3.
densers, .0003 and .0005, 3/9 2 -gang, .0005
L /Tr., 12.'-.
QUERY ? -We are keen experimenters
ourse vend our knowledge and experience
are at your service. Stamp, please. with ?
VALVES. 25A6G, 6K7, U31, IC50, 12SK7,
6.05, etc., etc. lid. stamp for List. Orders
over £1 post free. C.O.D. or C.W.O. Open
10-6. Buses 662, 864, 18b pass door. New
Goods immediate despatch

,

:

:

r77-07 Dielectriie

;
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LASKY'S RADIO
SPECIAL

SPARKS' DATA

ten valves, .7 EF50, 3 EB34, 1 neon,
relays. 6 potentiometers, dozens of
resistances 9, 4 and 1 watt, condensers.
toggle switches. valveholders and
other components.
RECEIVER UNIT 170. Containing
three valves EF50's, 1 relay, 2 potentiometers. resistances, condensers, and
other components.
POWER UNIT 585. Consisting of
motor generator. 20 watts, 24 volts,
1.74 amps. to 180 volts, .04 amps. 1 relay.
1 power regulator type 6, condensers
and resistances.
R.F. UNIT 108. Consisting of lecher
bars and co -axial sockets (and two
crystals).
The four units completely housed in
strong metal box. Size : length 19Iin..
width lin., depth 71ín., weight 35 lbs.
Original cost over £30.
LASKY'S PRICE 57/8, carriage 5/- extra.
Ex- Govt., Oscillator Units. Containing
one valve 6,15G and valveholder. 4
condensers, 1 variable condenser. 4
resistances. 1 coil, 1 toggle switch.
all mounted on a small chassis. 51ín. x
It in. x lin. Entirely screened. 17in.
screened cable with plug. NEW,
UNUSED. Price 7/8, postage extra.

:

2

Ex -A.M. VALVES. New and Unused.
965 Acorn. 12/8 each.
V1191 (EF50),

each. VR54 (EB34), 3B each. ECC31,
12/8 each. 68,17, 7/6 each. 6K7, 7;6
each. 5Z3. 12/6 each.
Send Id. for our latest bulletin of other
ex-Service bargains, also our current
list of radio components.
We guarantee satisfaction. It will pay
you to pay us a visit.
718

LASKY'S RADIO

370, Harrow Road, Paddington. W,9,
(Opp. Paddington Hospital.)
Tel. COI 1979.
Hours : 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to

Saturday.

Thursday Half-day.

SHEETS

Provide Full Constructional details and
Full -slze black and white prints of Tested
and Guaranteed Designs by L. Ormond
Sparks.
MY LATEST
THE CHALLENGER PORTABLE. An
Exceptional A.C. /D.C. TRF. 3 valve (Plus
Rect.) Portable. MAL Waves. Amazing
Power. Fine Quality. The Ideal Set for
the Home. Radio in Any Room without
Aerial or Earth. No Complicated Switching
or Adjustments
..
...
...
... 2/9
THE PORTABLE FOUR. Self-contained
All -dry TRF. Medium-wave Portable.
Good range and Power. 5in. Speaker 2/8
THE ALL-DRY 3- VALVE PORTABLE.
M/L Waves. Size 9 x 6 x 4in. The most
popular Portable ever published. 311n.
Speaker
...
...
...
...
2'8
THE TINY TWO PORTABLE. Med.
Size l x SI x 51ín.
n. Speaker.
Individual
to the " locals "
THREE -VALVE TRF. SET (Batt.) M/L
Waves. Good range and Power...
.. 2/8
COMPACT TWO (Batt.) A fine little M.)L
Wave Set. Good Speaker sigs.
218
A.C. QUALITY 2-VALVER. MIL Waves
34
Watt Good Quality Output. 'Very
Popular
2/6
A.C.T.R.F. 3-VALVER,
M; L Waves.
Power and Range. 31 Watts
.
218
THE UNIVERSAL FOUR. A 3 -Valve
M/L Waves.
Plus Rect. A.C. /D.C. Set.
Amazing Power with good
A.C. SUPFRHET. 3 Valves plus Rect.
S., M. and Long -Waves. Exceptional Range
A.C. 31 WATT AMPLIFIER. Ideal f
P.U., etc. 2 Valves plus Rect....
..
2'6
A.('. 8-WATr AMPLIFIER. Neg. Feedback. P.P. Quality Output. 5 Valves 2/8
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED.
Many other Data Sheets available.

NEW YEAR'S OFFERS.
Ex -A.M. RECEIVERS. Type 141828.
Brand New and Unused. Consisting
of 4 units.
RECEIVER UNIT 185. Containing

Television Components
The following items are representative of
a wide range of components for the con=
struction of Televisor-now available
from our comprehensive stock.

"

MAGNETIC SCANNING

ACCESSORIES

Line and frame focus scanning coil, Haynes
type S912...
...
.
RI 14 0
Focus coil, Haynes type F9I2H
II 12 0
Line output Transformer, Haynes type
TW61126...
,..
II 12 6
E. H. T. Transformer 23014Kv, Haynes type
T.118/4,000

g3

SUNDRIES
Aladdin Industries, coil formers,
F804

2

nine.

6

rr

type
6d,

Aladdin Industries, Dust cores for use
with above
...
4d.
Erie l watt Resistors, 33 ohms {5 per cent.;
150 ohms ±5 per cent. ; 220 ohms ±10
per cent ; 2.7 K +10 per cent. ; 4.7 K
10
per cent., etc.

f

All at ...

Stamp with order or for 11.1.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P)
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley, S.E.4

6d. each

watt Resistors-special offer from
limited stocks-15, 75, 100, 2.50, 1,000,
Erie

1110

(Lee Green,

10K, 15K, 50K, 100K, 220K, 750K, 2 meg.,
Megohms.
All at
6d. each
T.Ç.C. type CM20, .001 mfd. 350 v.
working at
119 each
T.C.C. type CP58QO, .1 mfd., 6,000 v.
working at
...
.. 151- each
Belling & Lee diode valveholders.
L357/AM at
.
..
...
116 each

0220.)

3

YOU

can become
a first-class
RADIO
ENGINEER

We are specialists in HomeStudy Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well-paid
employment or profitable
spare-time work.

&

Belling
Belling

&

Lee co -axial plugs, L604P at

&

each
16045 at
113 each

Lee co -axial sockets,

We specialise in supplying complete kits
and individual component parts for all
circuits described in this journal.

THE NEW

EDDYSTO
640'

IS
AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK!

Coverage 31 to 1.7 Mcls. (9.7 to 1763
metres).
Electrical band - spread throughout
range.
Nine valves, including rectifier.
One R.F. and two I.F. stages.

Efficient noise -limiter.
10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 metre amateur
bands

calibrated.

Crystal filter.

NeB.Le

HOME
FOR
CONSTRUCTOR
.e.

Communications Receiver

T.
C. RADIO COLLECE Beat Frequency oscillator.
Fly -wheel control on band -spread.
NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET.
PRICE, 156 6s. 3d.
including purchase tax.
Post in unsealed envelope 14 hostage --t WEBB'S RADIO,
14, SOHO ST.,
I Please send me free details of your
OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.I.
Hoome -Study Mathematics and Radio I Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5.15 p.m.
urses.
Saks., 9 a.m. to I p.m.
I NAME
Telephone: GERrard 2089

-

1

119

4

VALVE BATTERY

S

VALVE A.C. MAINS SUPERHET

3

WAVE ALL -

DRY SUPERHET KIT. 16.5 -50, 200.
550. 800.2,000 metres, complete with
valves and speaker. íI111414.

KIT. 3 waveband 16.5 -50, 200 -550. 8002,000 metres, complete with valves and
speaker, 11511418. Also supplied to cover
12.5 -37, 36 -120, 200.550 metres. Price as
above.. (Both models available for A.C.I
D.C.)

VALVE A.C.ID.C, 10 WATT AMPLIKIT. Separate Mic. and Gram.
Inputs, Mixer control. Complete with

6

FIER

valves.

ßI211210.

VALVE T.R.F. A.C.ID.0 KIT. Medium
and long wave. Complete with valves and
speaker. 611I217.
Send your list of requirements, and for
our Complete Brochure of Battery and
4

Kits, Peto-Scott Receivers, Components, Speakers, Pick -ups, etc.
Mains

HENBEST

BROS.,

LTD.,

1

(

ADDRESS

Green Lanes, London, N.13.
Telephone : BOWES PARK 7203.

26,

LP.
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Trade Notes
A New Mullard Leaflet

I

.

entitled " Mullard
Amateur Communications," is now available for amateur radio
enthusiasts. This contains abridged data and prices
for Mullard transmitting valves and rectifiers,
also diagrams showing base connections and
up -to -date leaflet
ANEW
Transmitting Valves for

.

35

-

form round a rigid former. Over this is fitted one
of a series of four transparent shadow charts
depending upon the month of the year -supplied
with the inst.rtunent. The three not in use may be
kept inside the instrument, which is fitted with
cream bakelite caps one of which is removable.
By rotating the transparent shadowgraph until the
appropriate time-line is over the receiver location,
the areas of daylight and darkness may be instantly
ascertained, together with the relative Mean Times
of places throughout the world.

dimensions.
Full information on any type of valve can he
obtained from the Mullard Wireless Service Co.,
Ltd., Transmitting and Industrial Valve Dept.,
Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2,
quoting reference MV.121.
The Fisk Solariscope

interesting and extremely useful radio acces-AN sory -the Fisk Solariscope, invention of Sir
Ernest Fisk, Managing Director of Electric and
Musical Industries, Ltd.-is announced by E.M.I.
Sales and Service, Ltd. It was shown at Radio lympia for the first time.
Invaluable to all interested in short-wave communication, the Fisk Solariscope is a novel instrument designed to show clearly and easily the areas
of daylight and darkness over the earth at all
hours in each month of the year.
It is particularly useful for short -wave radio
communication because it shows at a glance whether
daylight or darkness waves should be used for direct
communication between any two points or whether
it is necessary Lb have a repeater station to receive
on daylight waves and relay on darkness waves,
or vice versa, at an intermediate point.
As an aid to the short -wave enthusiast, the Fisk
Solariscope can make all the difference between
The
complete success and indifferent results.
varying conditions of short -wave reception are due
primarily to solar influences, and by using the Fisk
Solariscope hears of unnecessary searching on unsuitable frequencies at a given time and for any
particular country it is desired to hear can be

The neat appearance of the Fisk
may
Solariscope
be

gathered from

illustration.
this
The cap is removable so that the
cut -outs
shadow
may be changed.

The Fisk Solariscope is supplied with a comprehensive instruction book which includes a gazetteer
of the principal short -wave broadcasting stations
in the world and a table of waveband allocations
with notes as to suitability for different times of
day.
The price is one guinea post free from the Amateur
Radio Division, E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd.,
Hayes, Middlesex, or through local dealers..

Multicore Booklet on Radiolympia
primarily for Multicore overseas disavoided.
INTENDED
12 -page booklet has been published
a
tributors,
a
double
of
essentially
consists,
The instrument
Ltd., as a record of the
Solders,
Multicore
by
land
the
which
on
map,
projection
Mercator
at Radiolympia.
model
factory
Multicore
cylindrical
in
wound
repeated,
.
aro
boundaries

News from the Clubs
ROMFORD AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
CALL SIGN G4KF
Hon. See.: Rowland C. E. Beardow, G3FT, 3, Geneva Gardens,

v

Chadwell heath.
from November 1st, the above Society resumed their
on
meetings at the Y.M.C.A., Western Road, Rumford,
Tuesday nights at 20.00 hours, and not on Mondays at the Mawneys Road Schools.
On the second Tuesday in the month a R.S.G.B. meeting
will be held at 20.00 hours at the Y.M.C.A., Western Road,
Romford.

AS

BRIGHTON AND HOVE
J. R. D. Sainsbury, G8HV.
Town Representative :
a recent meeting, Mr. L. H. Thomas, M.B.E., G6Q13,

the
gave a much appreciated and highly entertaining talk on
held which
earliest days of Amateur Radio. A Hamfest has been
commence
will
meetings
wound up the year's activities. Future
on December 15th, at 7.30 p.m., at the Golden Cross Hotel,
Western Road. Brighton.

AT

WALWORTH MEN'S INSTITUTE RADIO CLUB
Hon. See.: P. Senechal, 92, Grove Park, Camberwell, S.E.S.
club has been formed recently and any readers
THEof above
PRACTICAL WIRELESS who may be interested in or near
the Camberwell Area should write to the Hon. Sec., or call in
person. The club meets on 'Wednesday, at 7 o'clock, for technical
study and on Friday, at 7 o'clock, for practical work. All will
be welcomed whether " old hands " or beginners.
SLADE RADIO
Hon. Sec.: R'.. N. Smart, 110, Woolmore Road, Erdington,
Irmingham, 21.

to the Society's meetings which are held at the
VíSITORS
Parochial Hall, Broomfteld Road, Slade Road, Erdington,
Birmingham, 2:3, and which commence at 8 p.m. sharp, are

welcomed. The next meeting is on December 12th, and is a
D.F. Night. Full particulars of the Society may he obtained
front..the hon. sec.
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Programme Point rs
MAURICE REEVE Discusses December Music
MY

" Musician's Diary " (a new edition for
1948 is now on sale) shows that December

has been an exceptionally fruitful month
for music, producing both great men and great
works. Why should this be, I wonder ? What
possible analogy or relationship can there be
between the stark' realities and unpleasantnesses
of the last of the months and the greatest of the
arts ? Two occur to my mind, neither of which
is of any fundamental importance. Christmas has
certainly inspired a few works of importance,
though not in numbers sufficient to carry any
weight. Of slightly more significance may be the
fact that, being one of the most unpleasant months
and the one containing the' longest night of the
year, composers would naturally have more chances
to concentrate on their work under compulsion
of the elements than at et her times of more diversions

and variety of interests.
But the truth is, of course, that there is no
connection whatever between December and music.
The fact that whether it is the composer or his
work which has been " produced " in the month
of scarcity is purely fortuitous. The important
thing is that the inspiration which gave rise to
either is what matters, and that took place a
But let us see 'which
considerable' while before
of these labours Came to fruition at this time.
First, and transcending all else that happened
that month, the Master of Masters, the creator
of the one and only "Fifth." The glass of musical
fashion and the mould of musical form, Beethoven
himself, was born, at Bonn, on the sixteenth.
!

Beethoven-Nature Lover
Now, if anybody ever liked anything, Beethoven
liked the country with its enchantment of woods,
trees, birds and Nature's kingdom generally.
This was the greatest source of inspiration to him ;
life indoors an irksome necessity. Whole hours at a
time would be spent wandering in the lovely
country surrounding Vienna -much of it still
preserved-followed by the grind and toil necessary
if posterity was to be enriched.
He always had at heart great contempt for the
salons of his legions of aristocratic patrons. Nothing

could have made him a courtier, compelled to bow
homage to nincompoops and idlers. All his attendance on them was in search of patronage of his
music and commissions for new works. No, I do
not think December and Beethoven had much in
common.
Other notable composers born in December,
were Sibelius, 1865 ; Franck, 1822 ; Berlioz, 1803 ;
Cimarosa, 1749 ; Puccini, 1858 ; Mascagni, 1863 ;
and Weber, 1786.
Saint -Saen's " Samson and Delilah " was first
produced in December, 1877. Elgar's first symphony
in 1908, Berlioz's " Damnation of Faust," 1846,
and his " Fantastic Symphony," 1832. Constant
Beethoven's
Lambert's " Rio Grande," 1929.
Bach's
" Fifth and Sixth Symphonies," 1808.
" Christmas Oratorio," 1734. Gluck's " Alceste,"
1767, and Casals was born, 1876. A remarkable list.

Banned in England
The sensation which was caused by " Samson "
when first produced in Weimar, under Liszt, is not
repeated in this more sophisticated age. In fact,
some subsequent Italian and French masterpieces
surpass it in sensuous appeal. But at the time it
was so great that it was banned in England where it
first took the boards in 1909. Perhaps its Gallacism
coming so close to the revolutionary Richard,
himself no prude; had something to do with it.
The subject certainly lends itself to exotic treatment,
as does Salome and other Biblical subjects. Apparently this is what it received. To -day the Bachannal
and other scenes are merely Hollywood, whilst
" Softly Awakes My Heart " is beloved by cinema
organ fans up and down the land.
Berlioz's " Symphonic Fantastique," or "The
Fantastic " as Promenaders usually style it, was a
landmark in symphonic construction, inasmuch as it
was the first attempt to romanticise the .hitherto
classical symphony by imparting into it a " programme " as the nineteenth century masters were
putting into most of their work. The romantic
movement was at its .height. Liszt, Schumann,
Chopin, Balzac, Hugo, Lamartine, Belacroix and
hosts of others in all lands were hot on the scent
df the new freedom. So art, like everything else,
had to be emancipated and its fetters torn from it.
It certainly produced some masterpieces, of which
the Fantastic is undoubtedly one. Its very subtitle " Scenes in the Life of an Artist," with its
five movements headed, respectively : 1. Reveries
Passions ; 2. A gall ; 3. Scenes in the Country ;
4. March to the Scaffold ; and 5. Dreams of a Witches

-

Sabbath, would probably have caused Mozart,
Beethoven and Schubert many liftings of eyebrows
and cranings forward of necks. But didn't Beethoven point his finger towards the future, as in all
he did; in his " Pastoral " and Seventh, not to
mention the Third, the " Eroica " ?
Sibelius, now over eighty and happily still with
us, is already one with the acknowledged masters
of all music. Making his name over one or two not
unworthy pot- boilers, like " Finlandia " and " Valse
Triste," his symphonies not only now number
their worshippers in tens of thousands, but they
command the critics' highest encomiums. The second
is as glorious a work as can be found outside
Beethoven. They are made of an amalgam -as
wonderful as it is beautiful-of stern northern
logic and dourness, with a lyricism and even a
passion usually associated with much more southern
latitudes.
But it is as a nationalist composer that his
native Finland has chiefly honoured him. His
setting to music of the Kalevala saga, and other
Finnish legends, have enshrined in imperishable
tones the deathless story of the early Finnish
heroes and maidens. Concert audiences the world
over are thrilled by them as by Wagner's tone
paintings of the German Valhalla. The " Violin
Concerto," too, is a masterpiece, and pianists can
only sigh regretfully they were not similarly'
honoured.
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CLYDESDALERadioman's Shop

The
for Bargains in ex- Services Electronic Equipment

PITMAN BOOKS

BRAND NEW
pre -amp.
A.1134 BATTERY AMPLIFIER. 2 valve, 2 stageand
210LF
and intercom. unit, complete with valves QP21
4 pin
Mic. Trans, Q P P output and input Trans.. 10 pin and
plugs, resistors, condensers, switches. etc., in metal cabinet,
7ín. x 5ín. x 411n. approx., with circuit.
Post nd
OUR
ÿI each
1/6 extra
10 way and
contains
/1
:3336
10D
PANEL,
A.1134 JUNCTION
4 way sockets, 6 -2 way and 2 -3 way terminal blocks and DP /ST
Switch mtd. on board Bin. x 41ín.
Post and Packing
OUR PRICE 3Ith
1/- extra
each
ONLY
A. 1134 BATTERY 4 WAY CABLE SOCKET
Post
3d. extra
OUR PRICE Bd .
each
ONLY

Thermionic Vulve
Circuits
By Emrys Williams. A complete and up -to -date guide
A very good
to theory and application. NATURE says
survey of all the main types of valve circuits, presented
in such a way that the student may be in a position to
understand, or even foresee, further developments."
Second Edition. 12s. 6d. net.
:

Still available

and Brand New.
Wheatstone Bridge, WA10771 Resistance and Continuity Test
Set at 42/- plus 8/- carriage and packing. Repeator Amplifier
Ex U.S. Navy Cathode Ray Indicator and
Unit AN /APA -1 at 901 -, plus 7/6 carriage and packing.
Set of Plugs for AN /APA -1 at 7/6 Post free.

Thermionic Valves
Modern 'Radio
Receivers

BRAND NEW R.1155 COIL ASSEMBLY 10DBl380
Sub-chassis
6oscillatoracoils with small cond ensers wavechange
switch, gear wheels and extension spindle, wired with leads
for connecting to valveholders.
LL
Carriage and Packing
OUR PRICE
5/- extra.
ONLY

113.
CIRCUITS now
R.1155 Power Unit 6d., T.1154 Tx. 2/3 : R.1116Rx, 2/3 MCR1
Rx. 2/9 : R1124 Rx. R1125 Rx and Power Unit, 1/9: R.1224 Rx.
14 : American IFF ABK Rx/TX, 1/9 : A.1134 Amp., 1/3. All
Host free.
TAFF " HAMS " GM3ASM, GM3BL.

Alfred T. Witts, A.M.1.E.E. A comprehensive handbook. covering every aspect of modern theory and
practice in the application of thermionic valves to radio
receivers. It is a first-class book for all engaged in
commercial radio work, including service engineers, as
well as for students and, keen amateurs. Second Edition,
10s. 6d. net.
By

PITMAN,

f each.
'`I
available. R1155Rx,

Send now

for new illustrated lists

;

please print name and address

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.

Parker St., Kingsway, Londq i, W.C.2

2,

Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.5

'Phone South 270619

Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

COIL PACKS-

GUARANTEED
SET- TESTED

SOUTHERN RADIO'S

Latest Wireless Bargains

work, lathes,
A.C. MOTORS.- Suitable for all classes of light
Supply. Speed 2,000 r.p.m.
etc,. will work off 200/250 volt. A.C.
-under amp. Measurements
! h.p Low current consumption
í111n. x 6tH. x bin. 55/- each, postage 5/- extra.
Moving coil earBRAND NEW EX -ARMY READSETS.and cushioned
With
per set. pos r
phones, guaranteed perfect.
in original
NEW,
T1333 R.A.F. TRANSMITTERS.-BRAND
two valves, hand generator,
transit cases, crystal controlled,
20om of aerial on winch, morse key and full instructions,
£2 15s., carriage 5/6 extra.
2/6 each, post 411. MARCONI
R.A.F. MORSE KEYS,
HAVAI. PATTERN KEYS, beautifully balanced, 5 /-, post 8d.
list of latest radio publications.
full
for
stamp
2íd.
Send

FREE 'BLUE PRINT WITH EVERY PACK.
IQIAO SIHET coil pack for the 13.50, 200 -550, 800 -2,000 m.
,
331 ..
bands for 465 kcls I.F.
IQIHO SIHET coil pack. Ranges as the IQIAO type but plus
.t. 501 ...
...
...
...
...
...
RFstage
IQISO Three band S.W. coil pack 0.00016 tuning, 465 kcls
... 331...
fan
S.W.
the
for
IF designed
465 kcls IFT's small size, high " Q " permeability tuned,

1

151- pair, 81- single
For details of our exclusive products :
WRITE NOW ! !
Tuning Hearts, Amplifiers, Coil Packs, Microphones, etc.
Send only 3d. stamp.

RADIO COIL PRODUCTS
Newcomen Road, Wellingborough

SOUTHERN

MIDLAND
19,

46,

"DORSET"

IN STOCK
AVOMINOR AC /DC UNIVERSAL
TEST METER. 22 Ranges in one
18.10.0.
lint -Ha, tarter.
AVOMINOR DC TEST METER.
most useful instrument for all
84.4.0.
usual llC tests.
Reg. Postage 1/- extra. Supplied on
East Terms if desired.
819.10.0.
MODEL 7 AVOMETER
Also available its eaCv terms.
MORPHY RICHARDS CYLDON DOOR
CHIMES, lost free 49; -.
STUART ELECTRIC PUMPS for all
Portable awl
pumping purposes.

BULGIN
A Name
famous
in Radio

Illustrated list of any of the above

*

THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
íilt//),
( /-I
Balcombe, Sussex.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
Bye Pass Road, Barking, Essex
Tel : RlPpleway 3474 (5 lines).

reliable.

ifetu,
I

.

1d.

RADIO
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LTD.,

SUPPLY,

GERrard 6653

Lisle Street, London, W.C.2.

6Ô

2Ìô

ET

CIRCUITS

A.C. FIVE. Three wave.
A.C. D.C. FIVE. Three wave.
BATTERY FOUR. 1.4v. Three wave.
BATTERY PORTABLE.
Four Valve medium and long.
Six Valve A.C. /D.C. AMPLIFIER

"

"

SET
SUPER
BUILD A
Theoretical circuit, under chassis layout,
above chassis layout, heater wiring, group
board assembly and point to point wiring
instructions; also parts list. Can be
made without previous radio experience.
Chassis, coil packs, group boards, LF.s,
Gin. Speakers, in stock.
Theoretical circuit and price list only 210.
WELDONA RADIO ACCESSORIES, LTD.
38, GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRIGHTON
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COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925
I

LIST OF

This Type 32
POWER UNIT for ONLY I5 /-

NOW READY
for your copy today, price 3d, post paid.
contains details of hundreds of the best and latest
constructors' components
Send

A complete 240-watt power unit

for i,';;oth of the
original cost I
Housed in steel cabinet, black crackle finished. Size 71ín. x
Bin. r 16ín. Comprising a 240-watt rotary transformer,
input 12v. 32 amps, to give an output of 1.200v. 200 mA.
Complete with smoothing gear, consisting of 10 block condensers, 6 mica condensers, relay, and heavy duty resistors.
A very handsome and solid piece of equipment. Absolutely new and in original sealed cartons.
Carriage and Packing, 5 -.

Not-to-be-missed Offer of
MORSE OSCILLATORS
A battery-operated 2 valve Morse Oscillator ready for use.
Interference and buzzer circuits incorporate note selector
control, volume control. 'phone, key and interference jacks.
Size gin. x 8in. x 8lin. Power supply required 60v. H.T., 41v.
G.B., 2v. L.T. Can be fitted inside unit in separate compartment. Supplied in several forms :
Unit complete less valves. 15'-. (Carriage and packing 2/8.)
Unit complete with valves, 27, (Carriage and packing 2/6.)
Pr. of 'phones, 5/- extra. Morse key. 2/6 extra.
Or a complete kit less batteries, as described, 32;-.
.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.

I1lo!

24,

New Road, London, E.I
Stepney Green

9O'

Now Ready

14.14
Model 88

dik
An amplifier of outstanding

quality
well -known design, and
practically without frequency or
amplitude distortion, this new kit
will satisfy those looking for the
finest possible equipment.
First quality material only is used,
and the final design has only been
passed after extensive testing.
Blueprints, fully detailed and to
scale, 41- per set of three, which
includes full list of parts.
Provisional price of complete kit
Based on a

£14.

Set of 5 valves, extra £4.4.0.
Send stamp

for full lists.

The Teleradio Co.
I

57,

Fore St., N.I8.

Tot.

3386

948

RADIO COMPONENTS

COVENTRY RADIO,

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Send ',lamp for

Latest Component list.
order or C.O.D.
lash with
ILA DHOW RD.
(over £1).
THE FIRST MIDGET COIL PACK" Q " COIL PACK. -6 High " Q " ultra midget coils.

of

wound on plastic low -loss formers, adjustable iron cores.
Complete switching and trimmers. Ready for use. Size
34in. x Mn. x Mn.
15.5 -52m., 200- 590m.. 800-2,000m. Price. 33/- only.
MIDGET VALVES. We can supply from stock, by return.
1S5 at 15 /10, 1R5 at 15/10. IT4 at 14' -, 354 at 14/-. Ceramic
Valve-holders for above 1!- each.
MIDGET VALVE CANS. Complete can, with retaining
spring, mounted on ceramic base for above, 2;6 each.
MIDGET 1.F.T.s 465 kTs., iron -cored.
WEARITE." 21'- pair.
" WEYMOUTH," 18 9 pair.
All your component requirements.

HENRY'S,

2760-3906

5,

Harrow Road, W.2.

PADdinglon 10089.

EX GOVT. BARGAINS
ELIMINATORS. Made to Air Ministry
specification by Atlas and McMichael.
220 -250v. AC input, 120v. DC output. Brand
new. 55 /- (carriage, etc., 3/8).
AMPLIFIERS. A very fine ex-R.A.F.
battery amplifier, complete with valves.
types QP21 and 210 L.F. H.T. 120v., L.T. 2v,
In wooden transit case. Brand new, 25'(carriage, etc., 2'6).
T 1154 TX KITS. The complete replacement Right and Left Hand Panels of the
T 1154 Transmitter.
Only requires the
construction of the valve section to complete the unit. Circuit details supplied
enabling this to be done. Build your own
Transmitter covering 105.5. mere, 5.5 -3
me/s. 500-200 kc /s, or extend the ranges by
altering the coils. Brand new in Makers'
Cartons, 49.'- (carriage. etc., 6'6).
10 VALVE TX'RX UNITS. Cover frequency
conjunction with radar. Complete with
10 valves, motor generator, smoothing,
etc., 39/6 (carriage, etc., 5!-).
MIKE AND PHONE SETS. Ex Canadian
Army. High resistance phones with rubber
noise excluders, and a first grade carbon
mike. Brand new, 10;0 (postage 9d.).
TELESCOPIC AERIALS: Another purchase of the Walkie Talkie aerials. 151in.
in length extending to 103ín. Encased in
metal tube with dust cap. Brand new.
15- (postage, etc.. 1
C.W.O. please. S.A.E. brings current lists,

U.E.I. CORP.,
THE RADIO CORNER,
138,

Gray's Inn Road, London,

W .C.1

(Terminus 7937)
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays.
(2 mtns, from

Molt Holborn.
Xinq's Cross)

5

mins. from

www.americanradiohistory.com

FOR QUALITY RADIO
Hi " Q " Superhet Coils
Similar to P type
A range of efficient and compact
sub -chassis mounting air -cored
coils. Wave range coverage 12
to 2,000. metres. The Coils are
wound on high quality low loss
formers, one hole fixing to
chassis. All coil inductances are
matched to plus /minus I% (Aer.
Price 31- each.
HF. Osc.).
For complete range of products,
including I.F. Transformers 465
TRF
Coils, A.C./D.C..
kcls,

Permeability
Filters,
Tuned
Coils, Coil Packs and other
Components,
Send for Complete Price Lists.
224, Hornsey Road, Holloway,

London,

N.7.
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records

f

r

ONE of the highlights of the latest releases is a
brilliant new recording of Tchaikovsky's
" Symphony No. 6 in B Minor " (Pathétique), Op. 74, on five 12ín. records- H.M.V.
03630 -34. Few, indeed, are the musical works that
have attracted so much attention at the time of
their production as Tchaikovsky's " Sixth Symphony." It was begun in 1892, and occupied the
composer's attention until the end of the summer of
the following year. It failed to make a deep impression at its first performance (St. Petersburg, 1893),
brit a few days later the composer was dead.
Officially it was announced that death was due to
cholera, through imprudently drinking unboiled
water, but rumour persistently affirmed that he had
committed suicide, and these sensational events
were in themselves enough to secure for the work
tremendous publicity. Added to this sensation was
the fact that the composer had, the day after the
first performance, instructed his publishers to
issue it under the title of the " Pathetic Symphony." It has been recorded by the Philharmonia
Orchestra, conducted by Nieolai Malko.
The famous French 'cellist, Pierre Fournier, is
heard this month in two very famous melodies
which give him every opportunity for showing perfect control of tone and phrasing. " Le Cygne,"
from Saint Saëns " Carnival of the Animals,"
was originally for massed 'cellos and harp, and
Pavlova used it for one of her most expressive
solo dances,' " The Dying Swan." On the reverse
side is Rubinstein's " Melody in F " specially
The record is H.M.V.
arranged for 'cello.
.

DA 1868.
Vocal

-

-

The Glasgow Orpheus Choir, under its conductor,
Sir Hugh Robertson, specialise in old Scotch music
and this month they have recorded Crimond," a
sacred melody, and " Sea Sorrow," which is an
old Hebridean song on H.M.V. C3639.
Actor, playwright, producer, author, composer
these are the major rôles Noel Coward has filled with
distinction during the past thirty years. For such
theatregoers, and, indeed, for all who admire
captivating tunes impeccably sung and played, the
recording of " Noel Coward Vocal Gems," on
H.M.V. 03635 -6, will make a welcome addition
to the music library. The singing is by Anne
Ziegler and Joyce Grenfell, and by Graham Paynwho starred in Coward's Drury Lane presentation
of " Pacific 1860." The accompanying orchestra
is a 40 -piece unit, conducted by Harry Acres.
Beniamino Gigli's concert and operatic appear ances at the end of 1946 became a succession of
triumphs which demonstrated once and for all that
the great tenor is still one of the finest in the world.
Among the popular songs of Italy none are more
characteristic than those from the south, and the
-t means Naples and Campanian countryside.
wo of them, sting in Neapolitan dialect, form
Gigli's choice for his new recording this month on
H.M.V. DB6436.

-

Light Music and Variety
Continuing his popular " Songs to Remember "
series, Peter Yorke now turns to the melodious
compositions of Ivor Novelle. Peter Yorke's apt
orchestrations display a representative selection of
Ivor Novello showpieces in a most enchanting
musical setting on Columbia DB2348.
To -day Eric Coates stands at the head of composers of British light music and his works are
more widely played, both at home and abroad, than
those of any other British composer. There is nothing shoddy in an Eric Coates score, nothing slapdash or skimmed over ; the sheer merit of this
composer's work has brought him to the high
position he so amply fills. The " Dancing Nights "
waltz is a typical example of his melodic fluency,
excellently played by the London Symphony
Orchestra, with Coates at the helm, on Columbia
DB2345.
Britain's popular new vocal group, the Radio
Revellers, have put their own distinctive musical
stamp on " Peg o' My Heart," which may well
prove to be a best seller in this country. The
coupling aptly chosen, is another old favourite by
Jerome Kern, " They Didn't Believe Me.
Columbia FB3349.
Frank Sinatra breaks fresh ground by leaving the
dance-music field to borrow from the classics.
Grieg's renowned ballad
He sings " I Love You
" Ich Liebe Dich " on Columbia DB2346. The reverse
shows him in more familiar vein singing " Stella by
Starlight," the tune featured in the film " The
Uninvited," which stars Ray Milland and Gail
Russell (as Stella).
Broadcasting favourite Reginald Dixon, so long
and successfully associated with the famous Tower
Ballroom, Blackpool, has, for his latest recording,
chosen two tunes of wide appeal. The first, " Jolly
Brothers Waltz," will, to the older generation,
revive nostalgic memories of the time when music
hall was in its heyday, while " Moonlight Serenade "
will make a specific appeal to their dance- musicminded sons and daughters. " Moonlight Serenade "
is, of course, the same tune that the late Glen Miller
made famous with an earlier band recording. Now,
it receives a totally different, but nevertheless

"-

"-

entirely attractive, treatment under the capable
fingers of Reginald Dixon-Columbia FB3350.

Dance Music
One of Britain's leading sweet dance orchestras
appropriately chooses two front rank numbers for
its latest recording. Denny Vaughan, a featured
singer with Geraldo's orchestra, displays dual talents
in the band's version of " Chi -Baba Chi- Baba."
Apart from singing this number with the Top
Hatters in his usual impeccable style, he was also
responsible for the intriguing arrangement which
stresses to good effect clarinet, flute and muted brass.
On the reverso side of this,rccord, Parlophone F2255,
is another top,selling tune, " Now is the Hour,"
which was originally a Maori song of farewell known
as " Haore ßa.''
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* *

OFFER

*
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BARGAINS

Have you Heard

Ultra Short Wave
variable air Condenser, 16 m.mfd., ball
bearings, Trolitul insulation, as new, SI -.
.0005 variable air Condensers, ball bearings,
51- each. .0005 solid dielectric, 316.
TELEPHONES. For House or Office.
Constructors' parts for your own make
up. Surplus G.P.O. Wall Sets, comprising
cabinet 8 x 6 x 3, bracket mike, transformer and condenser, mag. bell, switch
hook and contacts, mag. generator, receiver,
connection diagram, 351- per pair. Parts
can be had separately, bracket mike, 416,
transformer and condenser, SI -, mag.
bell, SI -, switch hook and contact, 216, walnut
cabinet fitted terminals and connections,

For your Pick -up and Speaker
This

RADIO SERVICES LTD..
Walton..
LIVERPOOL, 4.

HAND
COMBINATION
TELEPHONES.
Moulded bakelite G.P.O.

4. Separate

MIDGET

CORED

6. 9

IRON
COILS

'

:

BRITISH INSTITUTE
ENGINEERING

OF
TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 2421.
17, Stratford Plnre, London, W.1.

ELECTRADIX 1tAD1OS
214,

Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
(Late Queens Road)
Telephone
MACaulay 2159=

a

unconditional

-8 triodes plus

£27

:

10

:

O

The "Concerto" -the amplifier
that is making itself heard.

CHARLES

AMPLIFIERS

LIMITED

le, Palate Gate, Kensington, W.8.
Telephone

:

Western 3350

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.

RECEIVERS. No. 18 sum. complete with
four valves. (3)- A.R.P.12, and A.R.B, operates
from 2-v. L.T. and 120-v. H.T. Range 6 to
9 me /s., superhet, calibrated S.M. drive
with other controls, suitable for phones or
small speaker. front panel size 91ín, x bin.
An attractive receiver offered at a fraction
of original cost, 35/- post paid.
VIBRATOR PACKS. input 6 -v., output.
90-v. 20 -m /A contacts require cleaning,
otherwise in perfect condition, 10/ -. No.
81-B RECEIVERS, complete with 8 valves.
2.4 to 6.7 me /s. 6.3 and 250 -v., 80 / -. ELIMINATORS, 200/250 -v. A.C. output 120 -y.
20 -m /A.. D.C. fitted neon stabiliser, brand
new, 40/ -. ATTENUATOR units type 17,
fitted control knob with pointer scale
marked 0 -100, brand new, boxed, 3 8, 36 ;doz.
Hundreds of other interesting radio and
electronic items, send for our current lists.
Orders over 30 /- post paid. No C.O.D. under

MOORPOOL CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, 17.

I

I

valve circuit

Rectifier.
PRICE.

and Treble
double bass

Base

controls with
boost circuit.
5. 12
months
guarantee.

buzzer,

SI- ; practice
buzzers, bakelite case,
316;
G.P.O.
test buzzers,
Tel. :.4 i n tree 1445.
double coil, SI- ; Morse
keys for practice work:
The American type British
made speed key, 916 ; practice key on Bakelite case, 416.
MOTORS.
Electradix
GIVING MAXIMUM GAIN &
Micro Motors for InstruSELECTIVITY
ment work and models,
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, oho, t. ioclium,
tin. x Ilin.,. weight only
or lung rave, sine lin.
lin. 7 6 pair.
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, mediuu, or long
10ozs.,
12124
volts ;
ware, else fin. z tin. 6/9 Pair.
work from dry cells or A.C. Mains through
All ose. coils for an 1.1`. of 465 ke,'s.
transformer, laminated fields, ball bearings,
DUAL WAVE COILS, medium and long nave
totally enclosed, small vee pulley, centriaerial and h.f. 9/6 pair.
fugal relay speed governor on shaft removI.F. TRANSFORMERS. Standard Frequency,
able for second shaft drive. Precision made
465 kc s. Size, lin. diem. s llin. high. 98 each.
MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCH, 4 pole. .,
ex W.D. stock. Worth 451 -. Price 211 y. 3 9 each.
each. Limited stocks.
All coils fitted with adjustable iron cores,
TERMINALS. Mk. Ill solid brass double
and supplied with circuit diagram.
terminals with nuts and washers, 716 dozen.
TERMS Cash with order or C.O.D. over D.
Lee plated or brass, SI- dozen.
M O N O C H O R D
RADIO Belling
Heavy insulated Belling, 101- dozen.
(Established I629,
LAMPS. Neon lamps miniature, '. watt
17, Streatham Hil1, London, S,W.2
230 volts, 216 each ; letter place Neons
Phone: Tulse Dill i,'
E.S. fitting Standard size, 216, postage 9d.
7 Osglin Beehive Neons, 230 volts, 311,
postage 9d.
MAGNETS.
D.C.
Electric magnets,
POST- WAR TELEVISION weight
10oz., lift on 2 volts I;Ib., 4 volts
The advance in Radio Technique will
31b., 6 volts 41b., new, surplus, 716 each.
offer unlimited opportunities of high
Permanent powerful flat bar magnets,
pay and secure posts for those Radio
2áín, x lin. x /8in., drilled 2 holes each
had
end, for any pole pieces, 21- pair. The
qualified.
How you can do this quickly and easily
wonder Midget magnets. Alni perm.
In your spare
fully explained
steel
disc.,
518ín. diam., 318in. thick,
in our unique handbook.
with
3lI8in. centre hole, 316 each. Large
Full details are given of A.M.I,E.E.,
stock of Horseshoe magnets. Send for
A.M.Brit.I,ILE. City & Guilds
Exams.
and particulars of up -to-date courses
special Magnet Leaflet, " P.W."
in Wireless Engineering, Radio
METAL BOXES. Ex -W.D., 9in. x 9in.
Servicing, Short Waves, Television,
x Sin., with lid, 2 front fasteners and
Mathematics, etc., etc.
loops for carrying strap., plinth for panel,
We guarantee " NO PASS -NO FEE."
1216 each.
Prepare for to- morrow's opportunities
and post-war competition by sending for
Please include postage for mail orders.
this very Informative 112-page guide
NOW -FREE and without obligation.

55, County Road,

-

is

I. Distortion is only 14 per cent.
at 6 watts, 2 per cent. at 12
watts. (Independently certified figures.)
2. Hum level is negligible.
3. It will take any type of pick -up
-moving coil- moving iron
--crystal.

model with switch in handle, cord and
plug, ISI -. All metal hand toms., ex W.D.
field type, without cord, and needing repairs
to switch in handle, SI-.
SUPERSEDERS.
H.T. Battery Superseder, 6 volts D.C. to 230 volts D.C.,
25 m.a., for Radio receivers ; a well made
Govt. machine, ball bearings, laminated
fields, 2-commutators, insulated brush
gear, in new condition, 351-.
CRYSTAL SETS. A charming production
in bakelite, the Lesdix Boudoir Crystal Set,
an extra charge of £5.
variable condenser, semi -perm.
Large Art Photographs available to genuine flat wound coil and terminals, I51detector,
-. H.R.
enquirers.
headphones, 1216 pair.
Safe delivery and Complete Satisfaction-always
BUZZERS.
The
Townsend high note
Guaranteed.
famous
wavemeter

H.P.

?

the finest record reproducer available because

516.

" AIrmn ter " -valve '4- waveband A.C.
Superhot ('briefs and Loudspeaker.
Dimensions, 141ín. x Bin. x 9in.
Highly
finished in cream Cellulose. 200-250 volts.
A.C. Mains, 40/100 cycles.
Wavebands,
12 -30 in., 30 -60 m., 200 -550 m., 900 -2,000 m.
Speaker, 8ín. High Grade Moving Coil P.M.
Power output, 4l watts. Mains consumpttbr.,
60 watts. Pick -up sockets.
Extra L.S.
sockets. Wide range tone control. Highly
selective. Very sensitive. Ideal for incorporating in. Radiogram. Dial dimensions.
Blin. x 51ín. ; edge lit. Prompt delivery can
be given from stock. Price £1915,0, carr.
paid.
121n. Goodmans Moving Coil Speaker
can be supplied instead of Sin, unit for

-

THE CONCERTO

CONDENSERS.

Tel.

:

HARborne

1308

or 2664.

A FREE BOOK

on Morse Code Training
Thera are Candler Morse

Code Courses for

Beginners and
Operators.
Send

for

this

Free

" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full

details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co-, Denver, Colorado. U.S.A.
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Open to Discussion
All letters must
expressed by his correspondents.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

on station " PNOPM " calling " PNPD " on the

Pirated Call -sign G2CNK

that some individual is
-I wishmytocallreport
SIR,pirating
Mc /s
-sign, G2CNK, in the
7

!

hand, on 'phone.
I heard this pirate on Friday, October 17th, at
12.45 B.S.T., working PIIKLM, on approximately
7140'kc /s. Insult is added to injury by the fact
that I work only on C.W., never having been on
'phone, and not likely to be, so any " ham " working G2CNK on 'phone will be doing the genuine
G2CNK a great service by branding the pirate as
such over the air. --T. E. BATES (G2CNK),
(Doncaster).

7 Mc /s

amateur band.

Mr. Greenwood believed that these stations were
located in Mexico. I have also heard and contacted
station " PNOPM ", which is the Dutch station
PAÖPM, the pronunciation of the A and O in
Dutch being similar to our pronunciation of N and
O. To elarify his call -sign, PAÖPM usually gives
his call as PAÖ Portugal Mexico. No doubt that
is why Mr. Greenwood believed this station to be
located in Mexico. -C. J. Monnis, D.F.M. (G3ABG)

(Cannock).

-In

Service C.R.T.s

reply to your request for information on
SIR,
Amateur Components
Army C.R.T.s, I was a S. /Sgt. Tech. Inst.
was very interested in the circuits as of Radar in the Army and have pleasure in forwardSIR,
outlined in a recent issue of PRACTICAL ing information regarding the Radar C.R.T.s used
I note that for the Radar Branch.
WIRELESS by Mr. C. Surnmerfield.
The ACR10 had a peculiar history : It was used
*Eddystone four- and six -pin short -wave coils
are specified. While the specified six -pin coils are for an indicator tube on S.L.C. ; the max. voltage
available, the Eddystone people have not, so far as I ever used was 450, but it was rated at 800, the lower
am aware, made the four -pin typo since the end of voltage giving a much greater sensitivity. It is not
the war. In answer to an inquiry of mine some time a gas focus tubo and as far as my experience goes
ago I was informed that the six -pin type being the the Army never used a gas focus tube ; adequate
most popular they were manufacturing this type focus control can be obtained with two -thirds
only. This may be, and I hopo it is, only a anode voltage at 450 volts.
The early 1941 models of S.L.C. used the ACR9,
temporary measure. As things are at present,
when the four -pin type is required wo must look which was the Mallard E40 -G3, and these were
elsewhere. Taking into account the excellence of replaced later with ACR10, which I thought was
this type of coil in pre -war years, I am of the Mullard ECR30, but I stand to be corrected on this
opinion that to make them again available would point.
I list below the other tubes used by the Army
be to the firm's advantage. -A. W. MANN (Middlesfrom 1939 until 1945, with as much information as
brough).
is available now.-L. J. AVERY (Torquay).
R.A.F. Publications
ACR1 ZC0123 afterglow nil green or.blue indicators
-As a regular reader of PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
bin.
SIR,I wrote to the Air Ministry address mentioned ACR2 ZC0124
green or blue Tx pulse
in Mr. E. Rouse's letter, published in the November
monitors.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. In their reply they asked if ACR2X
green or blue Tx inI had already bought the apparatus in question
dicators.
(Rx unit 81B) as they can only supply Air Ministry ACR8 (Army) ZC3595
Prototype.
publications where the apparatus has already been VCR112 (R.A.F.) ZC3081 Commercial
Mazda V 1026.
bought. They would not say if the book was in ACR11 (Army ) ZC3595
stock ; also they did not state price.
Mallard E40 -G3.
ACR9 ZC3127
I am sending this letter hoping it may be of interest ACR10 ZC3141
Mullard ECR30 (some
doubt about this).
to other readers who, like myself, would like to
obtain full technical details before buying the ACR12 (Army) ZC1955
3241 /D/S.
Cossor
}
apparatus, as in most cases the dealers are unable to VCR131 (R.A.F.) ZC1955
G.E.C. E -4504-B-16.
help except by giving details of valve types, etc.
ACR13 ZC3596
Ithink the Rx unit 81B is covered by Mr. James's VCR97
nil afterglow green.
G.E.C. E- 4102 -B -7.
offer in September PRACTICAL WIRELESS, this VCR138 ZC3679
Mazda VCR140 (P.P.I.)
unit being communication gear 60 -100 m. and not VCR140 ZC8841
long afterglow.
ex- radar.
(P.P.I.) long afterglow
The only retailer I know of who is selling this unit VCR516
is Midland Instrument Co.-E. S. SYMONDS
Cossor 23D
(Cambridge).
note that many of your readers are in
SIR,
trouble with service equipment that they have
Station PNÖPM
C.R.T.s.
SIR, -Regarding the query by John Greenwood purchased, especially
Referring to the query of Laws, of Ealing, the
(Hebden Bridge) on page 393 of the September
and if he
issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, asking for information tube he refers to is a 23D, made by Cossor,
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reads the article by Brown in the April issue,
pages 188 -9, he will see how to use this tube.
Incidentally, referring to the November issue, the
V.C.R. 139a is also a 23D.. One of the tubes was
Army and the other R.A.F.
Mr. Law is well advised to read the article by
Brown, as he will see that his tube is not an old
gas -filled job but an E.E. job with a top A3 voltage
of 1,000. The working data is below :
Focus Screen Vh Ih A3 Max Sens mm /v X and Y
E.E. Blue 41.1
1kV
170
Contacts are :
C,G,HH, A2 -/Y2, X2, A3, X1, Yl.
-H. G. WEATHERHEAD (N.W.6).
Ex- Service Equipment

have recently procured an ex-Government receiver and I wonder if readers could
give me some information regarding the power
plug which comes out at the front of the set,
The set is Na. 18, Mark III, four-valve S.W.
receiver 6 -9 Mc /s, and is battery- operated from
two volt and 120 volt batteries.
The plug has five pins which I- understand correspond to L.T. -1-, L.T.
H.T.+, H.T. and aerial,
but owing to the compact nature of the set I am
unable to trace which is which with the exception
of thé two filament pins.
The pins are numbered and from them the following coloured wires go into the receiver.
Pin No. 1, Blue.

-,

-

Pin No. 2, Yellow.
Pin No. 3, Green, L.T.+.
Pin No. 4, Red.
Pin No. 5, White (earthed to chassis) . . L.T. -.
I should be very pleased indeed to get the
necessary information to fill the above blanks
because, of course, I am unable to operate the
receiver until I know to which pins the batteries and
aerial are attached. -JOHN A. BROCKIE (77, Burns
"

Road, Aberdeen).
Mr. P. B. Jones, of 4, Gilvach Cotts., Six Bells,
Abertillery, Mon, would like to correspond with
any experimenter who owns an R.A.F. T1333 B

transmitter.

January, 1948

SIR, -Regarding

Mr. J. G. Dodd's letter in the
December issue, I have for some time been
using a model of the R1116 -A communications
receiver and possibly the following would be of
some help to him.
The receiver uses a triode -hexode converting to
1.7 Mc /s, one T.F. amplifier at that frequency, a
further triode- hexode converting to 100 kc /s, a
second I.F. amplifier at that frequency, then a
D.D. triode for detection, A.V.C. and L.F. amplification, followed by a double -pentode in push pull. Second -channel interference is particularly
noticeable on the 40 and 80 metre bands because of
the 1.7 Mc /s I.F. The cure lies in constructing a
well -screened R.F. amplifier with loosely- coupled
aerial and interstage couplings. This can be tuned
by means of a two -gang condenser, the single
aerial -tuning condenser, with its coils, already in
the receiver, being by- passed. This does not add
further controls.
There being four valves controlled by the A.V.C.,
a good signal strength indication is obtained by
connecting a meter in the high tension circuit to
these valves. If a switch is included in the double pentode filament circuit and phones operated from
the first L.F. stage, this meter may be added in the
H.T. minus line. It will be found that very slight
variations in signal strength will be indicated.
This meter, if a projection -mounting moving -coil
instrûment of 2 -3in. diameter, can be mounted
on the panel in the position originally occupied by
the centre direction-finding control. A full -scale
deflection of 10 mA. is suitable, or the meter may
be shunted so that zero signal produces full deflection. The filament switch mentioned and a variable
shunt (potentiometer or variable resistor) may be
mounted in the panel holes normally occupied by
the frame -aerial switch and loop phasing switch,
now unrequired.
1
Trusting this may be of use to Mr. Dodd or
other users of the R1116 -A. -F. G. BAYER
-

(Longdori).,,

Contact Wanted

-Can you kindly put me in touch with
of Greengates, Long Preston, SIR,amateurs of my own age (18) in either America

Mr. H. Waddington,
Nr. Skipton, Yorks, requires details of the German
set, type EZ6.
T. Coates, of 4, Kirkliston Gardens, Belfast,
wishes to know if any reader could supply him with
diagram or control box connections for American
Service receiver, type GRV46151, unit of model
ARB.
T. Watt, 19, Willowbank Gardens, Belfast,
requires valve data reception set R102.
M. M. Farooqui, Civil Hospital, Partabgarh,
U.P., India, requires information about American
transmitter -receiver type TR1430, for converting
it for amateur use. He would also like to correspond with some other English and French radio
amateurs (could correspond with their letter in
French if they so choose) of his own age (16).
Mr. L. Brown, 145, Burton Road, Castle Gresley,
Burton -on- Trent, Staffs, requires circuits of the
following ex- Government receivers : R 109 and the
receiver contained in ex- R.A.F. transmitterreceiver T.R.9H.

or Holland ? I am a keen DX listener and am very
interested in 0 -v-0, 0 -v -1 and 1 -v -1 " straight "
sets. -G. J. FOWLE (Class 66e, Hut Y8, 3 Wing,
No. 3 Radio School, R.A.F., Compton Bassett,
Nr. Colne, Wilts).
R.A.F. TR9/D

-I would
be grateful if I could get in contact
SIR,with
any reader in possession of

an ex- R.A.F.
Rx /Tx type TR9 /D.
I recently acquired this model and would like
to obtain circuit details, modifications for amateur
use, etc. All letters will be answered. -P. LEATHLEY
( Wigginton Lodge, Wigginton Road, York).
Now

.-IraaahG.

Metric & Decimal Tables

By F. J. CAMM.
3/6, or 4/ by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
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semi-midget
CABINETS ea Attractive
/`f
sprayed cabinets. Contrasting colours of
ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
green and cream. Internal sizes, 13ín. x
Tin. x 61n. Each, 35/ -,
wordsto line.
TUNING ASSEMBLY. - Assembled and
thereof, averagperveAdvertisements
Headphones with lead fully wired for S.M.L. wave, on chassis.
OFFER
Box No. 8d. extra.
SPECIAL
to
etc
plug. 5/6 per pair (boxed 2 pairs) dial. pointer, I.F.S., coils, padders.6K8G.
must be pepaid and addressed
jack
and
' Practical
Series heater wiring for use with
AdvertfsementManager,
SPEAKERS : P.M. (less trans.). 4in ., 17/6:
Wireless" Tower House, SouthSin.. 22/6. Output trans. to 6K7G valves. Complete, factory tested and
bin.,
1518
,
W.C.
aligned with circuit, 85 /-.
ampton St., Strand, London,
match, 5/6 each.
2, 4. 8 SLEEVING. -All colours. 1/1.5 mills. 35,40
.1, .01, 9/- doz.
CONDENSERS
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
16 mfd., 8+8 canned, 6/6 : 16 mfd. Elec- Yard reels. 118. -24
CONI1 pSERSS.
offers the following publications of interest
trolytics (chassis mounting), 7/6 each.
plus 8718 :d 32 mfv..
to all transmitting amateurs and short- LINE
CORD : .3 amp. (60 ohms. per ft.). 350v., 5/- 25 mfd., 25v.,
wave experimenters
2/6 : 8 mfd., 75v.,
3
-way,
yd.
2/6
per
2 -way, 1/6 per yd.,
2R.S.GI.B. BULLETIN, the Society's
11: 4 mfd., 12v., 9d.: 2 mfd
VOLU.ME CONTROLS (Centralab), vari- 4 mfd., 100v., 9d.
journal, 1/6 monthly.
W
/S,
4/9.
(32
LIS.
3/8,
values,
LICENCE
ous
Iron
-cored midget
TRANSMITTING
Weymouth
THE
COILS.De
Rothermel,
I,F.s. 465 kc/s, per matched pair, 1819
pages), for the newcomer to Amateur CRYSTAL PICKUPS.
Luxe. £2 168. 3d. (Inc. P /Tax).
Radio, 1 /-.
Weymouth all -wave coil pack. 38x6
ditto,
.0005 (not standard I,F.s, 485 kcrs, pair, 15SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENTS (28 2-GANG CONDENSERS
pages), gives Commercial Equivalents of
M. wave midget t.r.f.,
2 Mc/s, each, 3/midget). 5/6.
CV
pair,
including
numerous Service valves,
CABLE (Aerial Lead -In) pair, 5!- : M.IL., wave, with reaction,
TELEVISION
types. 1 /-.
7/6 the latest t.r.f. iron -cored M.IL. wave
116 per yard.
cores,
pair,
iron
adjustable
All prices include postage and packing. LARGE
with
coils.
ASSORTMENT OF B.V.A. and 10 /6 S.M.L. wave, superhet coils, pair,
Watch for further publications in the
U.S. Valves always in stock.
R.S.G.B.
Amateur Radio " series.
10/6 : all coils supplied with circuit.
enquiries.
Let us have your
28-30, Little Russell Street. London,
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped
W.C.1.
output. Ultra-midget. 5/- midget, 5.6 :
standard, 8/- P.P. output (6L6 valves,
ALWAYS SURE of a good reception.
MATTRADIO SERVICE
A/A load 6,600 ohms), output tapped 7.5 and
FM and Television 30/ -; Radio Craft 21/6:
8353. 15 ohms, 21/- : Ferranti P.P. output, heavy
Kingston
C.Q. (Amateur Radio) 21 /6; Radio News
lob). 12/6.
25/ -: Q.S.T. (Amateur Radio) 21/6; Audio 29, Cast!., '/lreet, Kingston-on-Thames, duty (massive-P.M.,
minus trans., Sin.,
SPEAKERS.
Engineering 17/6. Incl, one year. For list
Surrey
17/6I.
of all other American magazines send s.a.e.
DR VES AND DIALS.-Slow motion
to Willen. Ltd. (Dept. 58), 120, St. George's
Epicycle drives. 3/3 :
Road, London, E.10.
drum drives, 3/NEW DUAL- ;ESTU.
square plane. M. /L. drive assembly, with
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."escutcheon, drive, glass, pointer, etc., 1116
Have you had your copy of this free guide
Ideal for Full vision ditto. S.M.L. wave, 12/6:
to A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.. and all
'
High and Low coloured all -wave ivorine dials, 4ín. x 3/in.
branches of Engineering, Building. and
Voltage Test- 2/51n. x 5ín., ditto, 2'6.
Plastics ? Become technically trained on
smoothing
mg: 1Cí0, 300,1850 A.C. CHOKES.
Ultra -midget
a
/rPNO,PASS -NO FEE " terms for higher
D.C.
and
chokes, 360 ohms, 40/50 ma., 5/- midget
write
copy
free
pay and security. For
50/60 ma.. 5/6 ; standard ditto, 100
ditto,
models
on
old
made
Allowance
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 212B), 17, Stratford Place.
ma., 8/6 : heavy duty ditto, 150/200 ma.,
Send for interesting leaflet (424) on Electrical 1218.
London, W.1.
Dealers or diire ^i. MAINS DROPPERS. -.,Q amp., 800 ohms.,
TLIESE YOU CAN HEAR.-36pp. art and Radar! Terhng. from al!
m 1,000 ohms, 416: .3 amp.. 600
5/6 : .2 ap.,
paper, lavishly illustrated, containing
llNBAKEN iNANCHESTER'J
ohms,
descriptions and schedules of popular
BERNARD'S PUBLICATION stockist.
S.W. stations, plus useful data 2/- from AERIAL WILLE.-Clearance line, P.V.C.
coils,
length
wire,
50ft.
plastic
7strand
Television
constructor's manual, 36, etc.
Short
local booksellers, or direct from
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. -A few
Wave News, 57. Maids Vale, London. W.9. 6d. per coil. Reduced price for large orders.
Dioptrical Vision Aerial Company. 17, still available at 25/ -.
Mill Hill, Deal, Kent.
O. GREENLICK, LTD., 34, Bancroft
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS COPPER
%VIRES, enamelled, tinned, Road, Cambridge Heath Road, London,
OSMOR. A.C, /D.C. 5v. 3 -wave Superhet cotton and silk covered all gauges. B.A. E.1. 'Phone STEpney Green 1334.
Radio Heart, includes (fully assembled) screws, nuts, washers, tags. Ebonite panels,
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
chassis, coil pack, calibrated dial, 2 -gang tubes, coil formers, headphones, flexes. TEST
SET NO. 102 in Grey metal case
I.F.s, V.C.. choke, 8 -16, dropper, circuit solder, crystals, permanent detectors, etc. size 102 x 91 x 81in.,
with hinged lid and
diagrams small resistances and condensers Comprehensive list on request. Trade snap fastener. Contains A.C. mains 200 only regdired cabinets available- Trade supplied. -Post Radio Sifpplies, 33, Bourne 250v., 50 cps. mains transformer. metal
enquiries invited. -Morgan, Osborne & Co.. Gardens, London, E.4.
two new valves DETI9, 6J5, also
Ltd., Southview Road, Warlingham, Surrey. VALVES and components, C.O.D. or rectifier,
numerous volume controls, Raymart knobs,
WROOTBEYS complete with all connectors, mains lead,
extra)
C.W.O.
(postage
KITS of Radio Receivers from £7/8/0, (PW), 20, Brighton Rd., London, N.16.
spare fuses and lamps. The chassis is of
4 and 5 valve.
All new materials, Table
Many the Cradle type and the whole outfit is
TITIS I.IST will interest You.
Our latest Kit
Models, Semi -Midget.
instrument.
and components. Send just the job for making an
Wylwyn Star 1948 -has connections for bargains in valves
new and unused with circuit diagram
stamp,- Watts, 38, Chapel Avenue, Brand
Gramophone Pick -up and extensions to ld.
only. 27/6. plus, 5/- carriage and packing.
Loudspeaker. A.V.t 6 hours average time Addlestone, Surrey.
R1224.
CommuniSET
RECEIVING
for constructing. Full details and diagrams LAMPSHADES. -All materials and fit- cations receiver for battery operation
with each kit, C.W.O. or C.O,D.-Isherwoods, tings for the homecraftsman. Frames, 120v. H.T., 2v. L.T. frequency range 1 from
to 9
Technicrafts
Preston,
Road,
etc.
Lists
Plungington
3d.Reme House, 81,
Parchment.
mc/s (30 to 300 m.). 5 valve superhet circuit,
Lanes. Tel: 3338. Estd. 1936.
(D.1), 182, Malmesbury Park Road, Bourne- R.F.
Stage. Muirhead dials. Brand new and
:MIDGET M/C Speakers, 5 ,'- M/C hand mouth, Hants.
valves
price,
with
all
£7
10s.
Od..
Racks. complete
mikes, 6% transformers, 1 /6. Meter recti- INTERNATIONAL Standard
carriage and packing 10 /-. Order yours now
fiers, 3'6. Tested valves from 1/9 ; holders, Chassis, Panels, Brackets and Louvred as we only have a very limited supply.
Bd. Half -watt resistors, 4d. : 1 watt. 6d. sides. Send for particulars to makers
Cash with order only.
L.F. transformers, 2/6. S/W chokes. 5 /180 Udall Electrical Eng. Co.. Ltd.. Great SPECIAL PARCELS
(enabling the
m., 1/6. List 21d. stamp. -Carter's, 67. Bell Bridge, Staffs.
amateur to obtain small components at less
Lane, Marston Green, Birmingham.
No. 1, 12 assorted
WIRELESS (:'ABINETS.- Manufacturing than Wholesale prices).
5,000
available with speedy delivery of volume controls, new, less switch,
THE LAST WORD IN RADIO KIT capacity
and Speakers of all sizes and ohms to 3 meg.. 17/6 ea. No. 2 valveholders.
AND COMPONENT BARGAINS Really Cabinets
to individual requirements. (Trade 24 q,ssorted including loctals, octals, 5 and
detailed Instructional Manuscript how to designs
only).-Birney Smallwood Pro- 7 -pin, etc.. 101 -. No. 3 mica condensers,
build best type 3 -valve plus rectifier A.C. enquiries
to 0.01, 36 for 1218. No. 4, metal cased
Absolutely ducts, Ltd., " Swan Works," Fishers Lane. 0.0001
or Universal receiver, 2/6.
condensers 0.001. to 0.5. 72 for 27/6. No. 5
complete Kit, incl. valves and super London. W.4.
1 and I watt, 100 ohms to 6 meg.,
cabinet, £8 carr. paid. Also 5 -valve high - SALE, -15t swing records. S. A.E. -Box 146. resistors
for 12/ -. Callers always welcome trade
gain 3 -wave Superhet Assembly. Universal, FOR SALE,
Practical Wireless," April 72
supplied.
Terms. Cash with order. C.O.D.
£6 ; A.C. , £6,1716, carr. paid. Postage for 17th to October 23rd, 1937 Februaty 19th, or Pro-forma.
full specifications, 21in. 0 -1 mA. 1st grade 1938, to October, 1940. 160 copies. Offers to Full component list available on request.
m/c meters by Ferranti, etc., 27/6 5 mA. Box 149.
are expecting many new bargains to be in
meter rectifiers, 743 selenium rectifiers, ENTHUSIAST selling up offers selection We
before this advert appears. Be sure to
250v., 45 mA., 5/- Midget mains trans- radio components, also new 1155 Receiver. stock
our latest list of Ex Govt. receivers,
obtain
formers. giving output 6.3 volts. 1.5 amps Cheap, must sell. -Wright,
Rabaul," etc.
Standard Mains Transformers. Crayshill, Billericay. Essex.
12/6.
Charles Britain (Radio), Ltd., Radio
shrouded, 300 -0-300. 6,3v., 5v., 27/8. Quality
London, E.C.2.
-70L7 Valve. new or part used. House, 2, Wilson Street.
l,F.'s, 465 kc /s, iron- cored, 12/6 Pair. Very WANTED.
Tel His. 2966
best P.M. Speakers, 51n., 17'6 :'61in. Role, State own price. -Box 150.
BE CLEARED at bargain prices a
19- lin. R. and A.. 21' Transformers, EXTENSION SPE.h KERB in cabinets, 32/ -; TO
limited amount of the following goods
EF50, EBC33, 6J5 1230 V200 mA. power units 24v. input, 53 6
5 /6. Ex.Gov. valves
8 mfd.. 500v.. vertical can
L63, 51- ; EF39, EF36, EL32. 8/all 100 S.M. drive's with scale, two knobs, lin. Electrolytics,
intype. 30/- doz. Assorted Condensers;
per cent. Revolutionary new Q " iron - coupling (A.M. ), 5/3 each or 10 - pair
cluding silver mica, mica and tubular
cored 3 -wave Coil Pack, 33/ -. Immediate special purchase of new control panels
from 50 pfd. to .5 mfd. at least in 11
Pullin for building multi-meters, includes 11í.C sizes
dispatch, all AVO Instruments.
switches, types 72 for 22/-. AssSted Resistors,
Series, 100 Multirange meters. 10.000 ohms m/ammeter and voltmeter, steel
6, 1 and 1 watt, 60 for 9 /-. Speakers, lin.
per volt, A.C. /D.C. volts, miamps. and ohms, sockets. controls, resistances, many case,
P.M., less trans., 20/-. Postage extra under
large dial, 10 ens. caer, paid. Send postage pointers, etc.. 39 /- complete -Dept. new
P., 30/-. C.O.D. over £1. Satisfaction guaran now for Special P.W. List. Terms C.W.O. lines ; send 21d. S.A.E. for lists, 2. Elmdale
teed or money refunded.-R. Kemp,
and
Wholesale,
Radio
Parkhill
Barnes
66,
-N.R.S.,
or any item C.O.D.
BCM /KRAE, London. W.C.1.
Road, Penn, Wolverhampton.
Road, London. N.W.3.
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RADIO'S
WIRELESS FRITH RAD IOU( AFT, LTD.-The FRED'S RADIO CABIN.-465 I.E. coils,
BARG AINS
Leicester. Specialists offer from their 9/9 a pair. Long- and medium-wave coils
Latest Radio Publications :
comprehensive
:
Tuning Gear 5/6 a pair.
di- electric .0005 tuning
Amateur Transmitters' Construction Manual. Drives, as fitted stocks
to the famous American condensers, Bakelite
4/6 each.
ELAC
P.M.
2'6. Radio Repairs Manual, 2!8. Car and HRO communications
oomplete Speakers with transformer, 32.6 5in.
400
Portable Radio Manual. 21. Radio Valve with spindles and statorreceiver,
carriers, less dial, ohms wire-wound pots, 2,6 each.each.
T.C.C.
1(anual alternative and equivalent British price £1.8,8. Rotary Converters,
input 16x16 electrolytic, 350 volts working,
8/and American Valve Types. 3/6. Radio 24 v. 7).C., output 230 v. A.C., 50 cycles,
200
each.
Test
gear,
.2
and
.3
mains
droppers,
Circuits, receivers, transmitter. Power watts ; in steel cases with carrying handle,
419 each. Ex- R.A.F. 10,000 ohms, 1 9 each.
packs, etc.. illustrated, 2/ -. Short Wave ideal for mobile amplifiers, etc. the best Iron
Allwave Coil pack with circuit.
Handbook, 2/ -. Ultra Short Wave Handbook, converter we have ever offered, 23.15.0. 33 Core
/- Fred's Radio Cabin, 77, Newington
2'6. Manual of Direct Disc Recording, 21. Battery Communications Receivers, Butts,
Test Gear Construction Manual, 11. Radio R.A.F. type 1224, 5 v.. s'het, R.F. stage. S.E.11 Elephant and Castle, London,
Pocket Book, Colour code formulas, etc., 1 / -. 1 -9 M/c in 3 bands, Muirhead dials, Mazda RODney(one minute from Tube). Telephone
2180.
Ten Hews for Radio Constructors, 1! -. Bulgin Octal
guaranteed tested and in
Radio ServiceManual, 2/6. Radio Constructors perfect valves,
SERVICE.-Armatures. Gram
order, Ell. RCA Modulation REWIND
Manual, 3' -. Television ConstructorsManual, Transformers,
250 watts, primary 1040014 motors, Vacuum Cleaner, Drill and all small
3/ -, Radio Aerial Handbook, 2,6. Radio Hints secondary 43500, for pair of 813's, £5. Sieev- motor
Transformers-Fields Pick-ups,
Manual, 2/6. Amplifiers, fully illustrated ing, 1. I. li. 2 mm.. 36 yards, 2/6 ; 144 yds., Speakers -New Cones and Speech Coils
circuits, 2 /-. Radio Resistance Chart, Resist- 10'0. Tuning Condensers, standard a- fitted -New Vac. Cleaners supplied. All
ance values at a glance. 1/ -, Radio Reference gang, .0005 ceramic insulation, #in, spindles work guaranteed and promptly executed.
'Handbook, cloth bound, up to date inform- at both ends for clockwise
Terms to the Trade. Send S.A.E.
or anti -clockwise Special
for Price List and Radio Spares. -A. D. S.
ation on all aspects of radio, 12'8. American operation, 7,6. Midget 3 -gang,
.0003
Co., 261 -3-5, Lichfield Road, Aston, 6,
Service Manuals, Crosley-Belmont, Sparton SM drive and logging device, size with
only
Birmingham.
Emerson, Stewart- Warner Fada, 126 per lün. x ,tin. x 31n., 8;6. Meters, 31n. Flush
volume.
LOUD SPEAKER Repairs. New cones
0-20 v. A.C., 10-0-10 m'A., D.C., 1-0-1
Postage extra on all publications. Send Types.
m'A. D.C., 0-12 a. R.F. Thermo-couple, all fitted, transformers, clock coils, chokes
aid. stamp for complete list of publications. at 12'6: ditto. 0 -12 a. D.C., 0 -20
E.
D.C., and mics. rewound. Prices quoted
EX ARMY THROAT MIKES, brand new 350 -0 -350 millivolts D.C., all at 15' -.a. Owing
Mason, 5, Balham Grove, S.W.12. Balham
with lead and jack plug 4/6 each, post 6d. to the impossibility of listing many separ- 6063.
LUFBRA
ADJUSTABLE
HOLE ate items we offer a special Bargain Parcel REPAIRS to loud -speakers. Cones, coils
CUTTERS for use on wood, metal and of Ex-Govt. components having a retail fitted. Fields altered,
Output
plastic. 5 / -, post 6d.
value of over
for only £1. Over 50 transformers, clock coils.rewound.
No
trans.
EX R.A.F. MORSE KEYS. 2'6. post 4d. useful items, our£5,selection.
but satisfaction accepted. Prices quoted. mains
Satisfaction
MARCONI NAVAL PATTERN KEYS, guaranteed or money refunded.
Latest
guaranteed.
S. Repair Service, 49,
5; -, post 8d.
lists of many other items, free on request. Trinity Rd.,-L.
Tooting, S.W.17. Closed
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 280-0-280 volts, Trade supplied. Frith Radlocraf t Ltd., Saturdays. Upper
'Phone : Balham 2:359tappings 5v. and 6v., 17/6, post 1 /2.
69-71, Church Gate, Leicester. 'Phone 58927.
KIT SETS WIRED.
Apparatus conLNPUT TRANSFORMERS -Ratio 1 49.9
structed to your design. Any receiver
mumetal core, 4/6. post 1 / -. Ratio 1 ; 7
mumetal core, 4/6. post 1/ -.
SANGAMO SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS, serviced. Send diagram or set for quotaEx Government pattern, brand new.
self- starting, 200-250v. A.C. 50 cy. consump- tion, to F. A. Sharp & Sons, 53, Weedington
Phone :
A.C. MOTORS (200/250 volts), Constant tion 21 watts, size 2fin. x 21n., geared 1 rev. Road. Kentish Town, N.W.5.
Speed, ideal for light work. Approx. f h.p., 60 mins., can be reset to zero by friction GUL 1759.
2,000 r.p.m., consumption under f ann.. drive from front or back shaft, fin. x 1 /l0in. RADIOGRAPHIC, LTD. -3 -Piece Valve
weight 201bs. approx.. £2,'15/0 each, plus 5,,- to run clockwise, ideal modements for mak- Screens, 1/6
T1154 Oscillator Panels.
carriage and packingg
ing electric clocks, time switches, etc., new,
Power
; Hack- mounted Mains
EX ARMY HEADSETS. Carbon Mikes nickel -plated finish, price 22/8 ea. : 12 Units, 19/8
23/19/8 ; Amplifier Mixer Units,
and Moving Coil Earphones, guaranteed to 1 dial tfains to fit above spindle, 2/8
Valves,
perfect, 12/6 per set post free.
extra
106kó /s Crystals, two
and19for6.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,
nchrono
motors with enclosed orotor,
tré Igranic Jack Sockets, 1/6 each. S.A.E.
46. LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2. similar specification as Sangamo, consump- Latest List, Transmitting and Special
tion 3 watts, price, 27/6 ea., complete with Purpose Valves from Stock.- RadioGERrard 6653.
12 to 1 dial train.
graphic, Ltd., Mail Order Specialists, 66,
SPECIAL EX -GOV. CLEARANCE
F,3.5 lenses, 2 inch focus, by well -known Osborne Street, Glasgow, C.1. Tel. : Bell
OFFERS
CR tubes. 3in. and 5in.. 50'- ea. 61n. with 7 makers. ex -Govt, stock, as new, fitted in 3776.
mount, flange, etc., ideal for 35
valves TB, N. MC meters, 2in. flush. 0-40 oxidised
AMPLIFIERS, built of first
enlargers, cameras, etc. ; price, 27/8 QUALITY
and 0 -20 v., 7/8 ea. 0-5 ma., 10.' -. Cell tester m.m.grade parts (Partridge Transformers),
each, postage 6d.
by Turner, 0 -3 or 30 v. 3in. scale, 12'6. TO
special
Partridge
transformer.
(' ALLERS ONLY, A.C. main -driven to Mr. Williamson's output
Vibrator packs 12 v. 200 v. 100 ma. smoothed oscillators,
spec, A first -class
type 37, 22 to 70 me/s., complete
in case, 30/- ea. 6 v. ditto, 30'-. 'Rotary with 6
for the quality enthusiast, Price
valves, 807 valve in output stage and amplifier
transformers 12 v. 275 v.- 110 ma., 500 v. miliiammeter
Assembled and tested. Pre-amplifier.
in output circuit ; receiving £25.
50 ma., 12/6. 12 V. 480 V. 40 ma., 10'6. Elecs.
12in. speakers and Gram. motors extra if
32 mid. 450 v., 4' -. 50 assorted brand new units. type 69 ; C. R. power units, type 526 ; required. lin. speakers from 17'8.-R, T. S.
meters, type 53874 ; A.C. (Ealing), Ltd.. 141. Little Ealing Lane W.5.
res. and cons., ceramic, silver mica and performance
wavemeters, type W1252 ; battery Ealing 6962.
tubular, and and 1 watt mounted on panels mains
type W1095 : receivers, type
ready to use. 9/6 per 50, 161- per 100. Ceramic wavemeters,
;
A.C. mains power packs for 1147 ; INSTRUMENTS. Most makes in stock.
stamp trimmers, 15 -29 mid.. 3'- doz. Yaxley 1147
3132 ; indicator modulators, auto some on easy terme. Write for details and
10-way selectors, 1/3 ea., 12/- doz. Panel receivers
; receivers, type 76A ;
bat- proposal forms to The Instrument Co.,
indicator lights, red, blue, green or clear transformers
tery driven amplifiers, large assortments 244, Harrow Road, London, W.2.
1;3 ea. Bulgin red. 1/9. Adjustable bench of
amp and milliammeters, neutralis- RADIO BARGAINS. Stamp for our
lamps 12/6 ea. 12v. vibrator trans. 100 ingvolt.
units with R.F. meters, metal rectifiers, Bumper List, now ready. -Universal
ma 9/8.
Coloured Knobs, engraved,
vibrator packs, inter -corn sets, sig- Radiovision, Grqve Vale, East Dulwich,
Brilliance, Focus, Fine A, B or C. Red, relays,
generators D.C. to A.C. converters
S.E.22.
Blue. Yellow and White, lin, circular nal
Brown's
A type headphones ;
E.M.I. IF
with knurled edge. Standard tin. fit., 3d. cathode -ray
TRANSFORMERS or chokes
;
6 -valve
receivers send ITS
us your enquiries. Mains Transea., 2/- doz., 18.'- gross. Black push .on incorporating tubes
Clystron unit ; A.C. power formers,
type, 4d. ea.. 3'- doz. tin. dia. plain tin., units suitable for
80 m'a, from 22/8. Radio corn1155
receiver
a
quantity
ponents.
ea.
SW
and
USW
chokes,
Trade
supplied. Defiance Trans6d.
1 - ea. Dust
Lorenz transmitting gear, etc.
former Co., 41. Church Road, Bexley Heath.
tuned coils, medium wave. 1/9 ea., 15 /- doz. of
58, New Oxford St W.C.1. Tel. Bexley Heath 4044.
Special, multipurpose transformers, can H. FRANKS.Tel.:
MUS. 9594
be used as mains, output, chokes, etc..
a very useful item, with 12-way solder tags
TUITION
on pax, 4.!- ea. Balanced Armature phones. I.MPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT. The
complete with jack plug, 6.'- set. LR entire assets of Morton & Dismore have THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio Engidiaphrm. type, 4/- set. MC type, with mike. been acquired by L. P. Dismore. who,plans neers have available Home Study Courses
12/6 set. All brand new. Single MC to continue and extend the services of this covering elementary, theoretical, matheunits, 4,8 ea. MC hand mikes, 8/8 ea. HR organisation.
matical, practical and laboratory tuition
earpieces, 1,760 ohms, 1/6 ea. Valves, new, This
Month's Special Offer. A 3iin. in radio and television engineering the
9001, 9/8
6AK5, 10r1T4, 10'-. Mallory Oscilloscope for £1,5. The Test Set '73. This text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E..
6 or 12 v. vibrators, 8/6. AC power packs.
is actually a specialised version of a world- Service entry and progressive exams.:
230 v., 700 v., 70 ma., 12 v. 1 a. Brand new famous Oscilloscope made for radar
at pre -war rates
are
testing tuitionary fees
in case with valves and smoothing, 55
The Syllabus of Instructional
and
requires only simple modification for moderate.
Special, 1 doz. assorted pots and v,cs., long normal
use. Please take particular notice. Text may be obtained, post free, from the
and short spindles, 500 ohms to # meg. 12' -. This instrument
Secretary,
20,
Fairfield
Road,
Crouch
End,
should not be confused N.8.
Brand new. R1585 12 valve midget receiver with the many C.R.
Tube Units now on
for 250 m/cs. with valves, £410 -. S.A.E. the market which have
no Power Pack RADAR, WIRELESS, TELEVISION, etc.
for lists. please.
and
are
of
quite
unsuitable design for Be prepared for tremendous peace -time
II. ENGLISH. The Malting's, Rao Leigh normal use.
developments. Students of both sexes
Road, Hutton, Essex.
The Test Set 73 as offered is of conventional trained for appointments in all branches of
COMMUNICATION SETS.
Bargains oscilloscope design and construction, with radio. Boarders accepted. Low fees. 2d.
R103A, complete, 27/15/0. 134, Mk. 1126 -130 rectangular metal case, hooded screen, stamp for prosrectus.- Wireless College,
Colwyn Bay.
me/s, having 3.955. 2.6K7, 6C5, 6Q7, 617, and built -ìn power pack.
6V6, AÚ13 H.F. side attachable, 217/10/0. Complete with 9 Valves, C.R. Tube and FOUR CIGARETTES per day or Associate
modification details.
Price £15 (plus Membership of the I.E.E.
-142, Rush Green Road, Rumford, Essex.
Which would
carriage)-L. P. Dismore, 52e, 91d Church you rather have ? Expert and
OSCILLATOR KITS.
4 wave bands,
successful
modulated. BTX model. 75/ -. A.C. /D.C, Road, Chingford, E.4.
tutors of the British National Radio School
model, 98/6 .complete, including metal
will coach you for I.E.E., Brit.I.R.E., and
chassis, panel, components, valves, all new, ELEC. REPEATER MOTORS. -Gov. a whole series of C. & G. examinations for
" Coils and Switches Ready Wired," circuit, Surplus Bargain.
For mod. A.C. /D,C 8d. per day
Write to -day for our free
wiring diagram. Details of both models,
6 50 volt or remote
including mod'. booklet and unequalled guarantee. Studies
-Lee, 49, Booth Farm Road, Birming- instructions. 5/ -, control,
post 8d.- Lucas, 22, Director B.Sc,, A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.Eham. 22.
Hengrove Road. Bristol. 4.
66, Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. Surrey.
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PßACTICAL WIRELESS

F. J. Camm a Un(versal

hhoepn

het

Blueprints, le. each.
..
1927 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

Pí'71
PW94

Operated

PW31A

-

The " Pyramid " Ono-valver (HF
Pen)
Two-valve Blueprints, 2e.
The Signet Ten (I) h ] F)
These-wive : Blueprint., Be. each.
SeloetmneBattery Three (D, :. LF

4.

The
2

The

"Colt"

Ss

3

PB:(;('

PW(il

PW72

(D,

PW82

^

PW78

PW84
PW87

(1

Mains Bets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
..
pentode Super Three A.O.

PW88

Four -valve

WM395
WM407

-

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints ls. each.
AW427
FWrrstation Crystal Set ..
Lucerne Toning Call for ÁW427 1..
ÁW444
..
1934 Crystal Set
.

160 -colle

..

4ysta( Set

..

PW34B

PW90'

One -valve

-

(SG, D. Pen)
83 3s. Three 130, D: Trans)
1935 £0 6e. Battery Three (SS.
.
D, Pen)

PTP Three (Pen,

Fine*

D, Pen)

SG, D, Fen)

Cer-i

Winning
All-wave Wig
Fen)

WM359

e

I

:

-

PW 70

S0, D, LF,

PW20
PW4

u

PW47'

e

Mantovaal AC Three (HP, Pen.

---

W39?

.A

W412

AW42'2
AW486

WM271.

--

WMS37

WM351
W'M354.

WM371
WM359
W'M398

-

41-31400

WM3(31

D Pen)

PI"
l'WSS
PW43

PW42

150. 1950 A.C, Radiogram
(HP. le, l'en) ..
Frur-valve: Blin °Print;, Ss. each
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)..
Rani. Jnh)'. e Radiogram (HF,
..
-.
Pen, D, LP, P)..

£15

.

Hume -made Coll Two (D, Pen) ..
Three- valve : Blueprints, 2e,.. each.
Experimenter's I-metre Set (D,
..
Trans, Super -regen) ..
Carrier

The

Short -waver

(SG,

Four -valve : Blueprints, as. each.
A.W Short-wave World- beater
..
(Hie Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Standard-Fourvalves Short -waver
..
(et(4, D, LF, P) ..
Superhet : Blueprint, 3e.
..
Simplified Short-ware Super

WM404
W M; 20

Four-valve : Blueprints, as.
Standard Four-valve A.C. Short..
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
MISCELLANEOUS

S.W.

1

-valve Converter (Price le.)

Radlo Unit (2v.) for WM392 (2' -)

Berris Eleeta,gram battery am.
Miner (2. -)
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro.
pram

-

-

-

-

--

AW403

WM288

I

W31374

WM401

W329
W3i:380

AW43)i"

WM383'

W31397

W31391
AW329
WM387e
WM392

W'M39J
W'M399
WM403'

New Style Short-wave Adapter

B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
('2 / -)

AW438

AW453

W'M388

1431344

WM340

W11f402
ÁW'440

WM:390

el, -)

Wilson Tone Maeter l2 -Y
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con.'
..
..
..
verter (2, -)

_

-

Meine Operated
Two-valve Blueprints, 2e. each.
Two -valve Mains Short-waver (t),

Enthuslaet's Power Amplifier (10
Watts) (31 -)
11M:töl Listener'e 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier
WM384

WM307

--

WM350

-

A W 4-17'

Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, 2i. each.
AW429v
S.W. One -velvet. for America ..
AW452
..
..
Roma Short -waver
Two-valve : Blueprint., 2s. each,
Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, det
SHORT -WAVE SETS.

ÁW370

PW34D
Mains Operated
Twu -valve : Blueprints. 2e. each.
Ceneoeleutric TWO (D. l'en., -1.0
B', uouly (.C, Two (I), Trans), A.C,
Three -valve Blueprintsb2s. each.

ÁW393'

Family Portable (HP, D, BC,
Trans)
Tyere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)

Pen).

AW3S7
W31409

'Plues (SG, D.

Glees R
NOW C'la,a B Five (S

AW450

A

..

Four-valve Blueprints. Is. each.
(ide. Poor (S(4, D, RC, Trims)
PW23 Self -con tamed Four (SO, D, LP,
PW",5
C1. ll)
PW29 Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
PW:&C
I.F, Trans)
PW3.iB £5 be. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LL)
PW30A The lilt. ('eur (SO, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Strei:¿ht Four HF Pen,
l'W50
HF Pen, DllT, Pen)
Five -valve Blueprinte, Se. each.
PW-54' Super -quality Five (S HF, D, RC,
Trans)
PW.-i8' Owes R Qendradyeee (2 SG, D, LP,
.

--

Battery Operated.

STRAIGHT SETS.

PORTABLES
Blueprints, 3s. rash.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
:

Class B) ..

PW'48A

valve)..

Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
"'W.31." '1934 Standard Three

PW17

LP(aCH

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints. 2,. each.
..
valve)
(ThreeSupeehet
£5
F. J. Corom'e 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sets : Blueprints 2e. each.
A.C. £5 Snpertet (Three- valve) ..
DC. 115 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

SUPERHETS
Battery Site : Blueprints, 3e, each,
'Varsity Four
..
The Request All- Waver ..

PW77

MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter- Adapter

PW4t]
PW83

PW92

,

.

-

P W34C

PW89

Seleetene
(I), Pow)
Three -valve : Rleeprinte. 25. each.
Double-Mode-Triode Tnree ($44?
..
..
Pen, 11DT, l'en)
..
D.C. Ace (S(4, D, Pen) ..
.
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (UP Pen. D, Pow) ..
Die.. Premier (HP Pen, ) Pen) ..
..
Pen)
(Pen).
l'en,
D
Utique (((SC
F.J. Carnet :s A.C. AII -WevvShyer
Souvenir Vireo (HF l'en, 1), Pen)
"All- Wave'.' A.C. Three (D, I

e

PUTS*

Portable. (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parer, Flyweight Midget Portable
.
(.SG, D, l'en)
Four-valve Blueprint, Ss.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF,

: Blueprint, 2s.
B.B.C. Special One-salver
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Full- volume 'two (SG dut, Pen)..
A modern Two -vainer
Thee -valve Blueprint., Se. each,
..
£s 5v. S.(4. it (SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Ranger /SG, D, Trans) ..
£5 50. Three De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans] ..
Transportable Three (SG, D,:Pen)

Mains Operated

A.C. 1936 etnnotone (11F Pen, HF
Peu, Veeteetor, l'en)
Maine Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Peu)
Four -valve Blueprints, 23. each.
A.C. Fury Four (ill, SG, II, Pen)
A.C. Fury Pour Super (SG, SO,
D, Pen)
A.C. Gall -Mark (IIP Pea, D,
Arch -Pol))
Universal Hell -Mark (HF Pen, D,
..
..
..
Push -Pulp

W.C.2.

PW68

PORTABLES

PW33

Blueprints, 2s. Blob.
A.C. Radiogram 'l'ero

I

PW83

THESE blueprints are drawn full
The issues conWiniIF
atze.
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the per iodical in which the descriptions. ppears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless.
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

e

D, Push -Pull)
" Acme " All-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Peu), LF, Cl. R)
The " Admiral " Four (HP Pen,
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))..

:

PW30A

(SG, D, Pow)

PW93 The Prefect 3 (D, LP (RC and
PW78 The Band -spread S.W. Three
..
(HF l'eu, D (Pen), Pen)

PW51'

Nucleon Chas 'B Poor (SG, D
(SO), I.F, Cl. B)
Any Four leper (SG, SG. D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF, Pen,

Two-valve

PW 73

ES

Experimenter's Short-wave Three

VW/30

PW49

))

Itapide" 'Straight

PW6(f

:

..

2.LP (RC .e Trans)) ..
F. J. Camm's Oracle AlbWave
Three (HF, Det, Pen...
1938 " Tethered " All -Wave Three
(HF Pen, 1), Pen)
F. J. Comme " Sprite " Three
(HF, Pen, D, Teti
The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(SOD, l'en, Pan)
F. J. Canna's " Pnah- Button's
Three (RF Pen, D (Pen). 'tel)...
Font -valse : Blaerint, 2e. each
Bete Universal Four (SG, I), LF

...

PW37 Throe -valve Blueprints, Is. each,
PW48 F. J. Camme Iil.P Three-valve

All -Wave Three (D,

LF. (RC

..

Opated
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Olmsted
One-valve -WAVE
PW88'
Simple S.W. Onevalver ..
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
PW38A
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
The " Fleet " Short -wave Two
PW91
(D (HP Pen), Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.

PW10

en, D, Pen)
Summit Three
Cadet (D,
F..-Mark
J
F. J. Carom's Silver Souvenir (1íF
Pen, D (Pen), Pea) (All-Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1935 Semitone Three -Poor (HP
Pen, HP Pen, Weatector, Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LP

(RC))
The Monitor (HP Pen. D. Pen)

PWb9

--

Super.

" Qualitone " Universal Four

CRYSTAL SETS

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One -Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
..
All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One -valves

É

4

C

-

WM405

-

WM408'

W'M401(

lIIN7.`S COUPON
is available until ianuary
5th, 1948, and must accompany all
Practical Hints.
IlPRACTICAL WIRELESS, JAN.

This coupon

1

I

Il

d

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and:
NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE LTD.,
for Australia and New Zealand
Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS.
rates including postage :
NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription
GORDON & GOTCH (Alsia', LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL
Office for the Canadian Magazine Pont.
Post
the
General
at
Registered
annum.
10e,
per
Abroad
:
per
annum
10e.
6d.
Inland
that It shall not, without
namely,
conditions,
following
the
to
subject
is
sold
This periodical
:
except at the full
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY
out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade
first given, be lent, re -sold, hired
the written consent of the publishers
disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
otherwise
out
or
hired
re
-sold,
be
lent,
not
it
shall
and
that
9d.
of
retail price
or pictorial matter, whatsoever.
literaryr
or
advertising.
of
any
or
as
part
publication
to
affixed
or
:
unauthorised cover by way of Trade
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Instruments
All Taylor Electrical
Terms
available on Hire Purchase

\,

direct to

it now, or write
Dealer about
list of
a complete
See your Radio
for details and for
service
free
manufacturer
the
bear six months'
all of which
instruments,
guarantee.

't

ILLUSTRATED

OF
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

?tri

RUMENTS

Universal Taylormeter -Model 70A.
50 Ranges.
Sensitivity 1,000 ohms
per volt D.C. and A.C. Instantaneous
Automatic Meter Overload Protection.
Buzzer Continuity Tester.
List Price-£10 10e. Od.

D

-

-

Taylor Junior Universal Meter
Model 120A. Pocket sized, 21

Sensitivity 1,000 ohms
per volt D.C. and A.C. Meter
Overload Protection.
List Price -£7 10s. Od.
Ranges.

TAYLOR

ELECTRICAL

Telephone

:

Slough

INSTRUMENTS

Generator-Model
658.
Frequency Range :
100 Kc /s.
to
46 Mc /s. A.C. Mains Operated. .400
cycle modulation.
Coarse and fine
Radio Frequency Attenuators.
List Price-£1S 10s. Od.

signal

LTD.,

419 -424

21381.

Mv1ONTROSE
Grams

AVENUE,
and

Cables

SLOUGH,
:

"

Taylins

"

BUCKS.
Slough.

PREMIER RADIO CO.
i.

MORRIS & CO.

in

(RAD O) LTD.

MIDGET RADIO KIT. Build your
i
,
s
ROTARY TRANSFORu,nplete net of parts. Is, Meting raki,., t 1, ni I. it k, i. and MERS, input _1s- outinstructions. In fart. everything except cabinet necessary to put 180 v.. 7 :t,
tit 1a.
build 4 -valve medium and insu
rc T. R.P. radio operating 4 v., 2-3 a., It ilk 19 colts
on 2001259 v. mails A.('. or' D.C. Valve Ilse -up, 017, 6J7,
output is 50 per
25AS, 25Y5. Wavelengths covered 200 -5S7 and 71)0.2, mm. rent.
put, higher. May be
Size loin. x flin. x sin.
Completely drilled chassis. Price, used on
D.C. ' mine
including tax, £7/718.
as L.T. charger. t \\kith
SUPERHET MIDGET RADIO KIT. A e o,,plete kit of parts call conversion could
for a 5 -valve superhet. Covers lu :70 ami 21)0 -557 metres, operate as D.C. Motor.
A.C. /Ii.t', 2011-250 v. arl(S, 6147, 41(17, 25,16, 255'5. Oise Original cost over
10in. x Diu. x Ois. Completely drilled chassis. Price, including Employ powerful el£5.
tax. £8'5.0. An attractive brown bnkelitr cabinet can be magnet. Price 10,- each.
supplied for either kit at a cost of 25, -.
O SCILL OG RAPH
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.
Substa nt la
made of bright POWER UNITS. Consist
aluminium, with four sides, 11110. s. Sh1. x 21i:,., 7-; 12in. of a complete kit of parts
Ohl. s 25ín.. 7'9: loin. s Sin. x 21in 8,/8; 201n. x 8iu.
for a 1,000 v. power unit
10 %8 ; 2.2in. x luis. s 21in. 13'6.
with a 6.3 v. L.T.
METERS. All meters are by the best makers and are contained winding. includes trans Pormer,
voltage doubling
In bakelite cases. Prices are about une -quarter of original cost.
metal
rectifiers
and
Est.
roothiug
condensers.
Range
Diem.
Ilea. Fitting
Type
Price Price 20' -.
3110 v.
3104
15K Flush
M.I..\.C.
76
TWO
-VALVE
SHORT500mA.
3Ìn.
feud.
11.1'.1,.1,
12'6 WAVE BATTERY
KIT.
40 v.
tin.
SK
Fli -h
SI .('.1).1
718
.4 complete Kit of Parts
21 a.
Sin.
Flush
Tie.I w,,. :1.F.
4 a.
20 a,
4() a.
- a.

201.

2i

1

Sis
31fin.
ü Fin.

25 a.

-----

Purl

.

Flush

11.U. II .1".
Sloe. D.C.
11.1'. I1,1'
11.1', 112

Flush

51.1,

Plns)n

Flush

l'roj.

.

D.C.
D.U.
purpose

11.1'.

7/6
3/6

76

7/6

7;6
7/8
7!8

for

a
2 volve receiver,
covering 15.609 metres,
including valves, coils,
drilled chassis, H.T. and
L.T. dry batteries to last
approximately 6 to 12
months
a pair
of
double- headphones and
full instructions, Price
£3/10/0. An extra curl
ran be supplier, covering
01)0 -1,900 metres, at 4f -.

TEST UNIT TYPE 73, ro sials of a spe dal
Oscilloscope that requires only rewiring ami the addition of a few
Condensers and Resistors to convert into a standard Oscilh,.
cope, input; 2:10v. 50 c. A 311n. C. B. Tube ,mut
31 "2204,
1 EB34, 1 554, 3 SP41, 2 KASO, ate inulude,d.
Controls are
"Brightness," "Velocity." "X Shift.."
Shift," Forms EP.50 VALVES. Brand
Amplifier " ¡moot," ' ('shin u te,"
on 541. 'IX."
Priccl, ,t
errmoeut surplus,
58/8.0, carriage and packing
6-: I! I:,u diodes, 5!-.
1

"l'

Send
Terms

21d.

of

stamp

for our list.

business :

cash

order, or C.O.D. over £1

with

:

FIRST GRADE OIL-FILLED PAPER CONDENSERS, With
miniature otand -on insulatorë and fixing oleos, 2 Ia 'J., Lotto
2 6 or 20,;- per dozen ; 2 m51., Ií00 vow., LC each
141- per dorren.

n

SPECIAL OFFER.
Moving-roll Meters, Hush 0 -Sill n
dial marked 0 -1:7 and 0-606 v.. tin. Just the meter
iorla
mltl-range test set. Price 7/6.
TEST SET No. 87.
A specialised Signal Generator for
150/:300 tor' operation. Incorporates CRP Oscillator
Valve
Type It 1.18. 8 V111i5, 1 554, a completely smoothed Power
Park, output. 250 v. 120 m /a., 6.3v. 4.6a. Cunttine.I
in
superb steel cabinet (Standard Sig. Gen. Type).
Price
£415.0. Packing and carriage 20/-,
TEST UNIT AP53874, 'consists of a Test Vail for a T'.H.F.
'l'.X., incorporates a 2:1()v. 50c. Poorer Park, with a s, oolhed
output of 246 V. up to 50m /a. and r,.s i'. 211., 2 11F5Ii 1 13.52,
I
EA50, I 554(1, 1 Y63 Magic Eye. and a large quantity of
Oondensers, Resisters and Tuning Gear.
Contained in an
attractive steel case Sloe 1011n. x gin. s Nlio.
Prior 45 -,
carriage and packing 6/-.
RELAY UNIT TYPE 9. consists of a 24v. operated relay unit
incorporating 3 KT3:3' Valves, a Telephone Line (Cuiselrctor)
Switch with ti poles, 26 contacts, 5 P.O. type relays. z
high
speed relays. mid a quantity of other material.
Contained
in an allrarcive relay rack type metal rase 191n. x 9in. x
deep. Prise £4/60, ur without Valves 30( -. Carriage
anti
parking 5'-.
SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 33, cm:01. is of a battery driven
Generator, with two separate units for approx. 1914etre
and
" metee operation.
Includes two 6'6 (VR135) "
"
Triodes and 1 Diode. A large quantity of C.H.P.Horned
Gear. Contained in a teak case size loin, x Sin. x rits. Tuning
Price
80, -.
OUTPUT TESTER TYPE 9, consists of a unit Incorporating
3 separate Diode Detectors and a 3-valve Amplifier,
each
with its separate C.H.F. Tuning System. A retraett9blediode
18in.
aerial is fitted and three V$130 (IiLIt) Valves, 3 D.1 Diodes
and a Loge quantity oP II.H.P. Tuning Gear is included.
Contained in a teak case size I!tin. x 81n. a 8in, Price 30: -,
or minus three 141,2:3 Valves 15 -.

ALL POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., LONDON,
E.5.
'Phone : Amherst 4723
ALL CALLERS TO 169, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. 'Phone :
Central 2833
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